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1. Introduction
What is an atheistic pinko meathead or a silly little wind-up doll? What can be learned from
the underlying systems of ideological and social expectations present in such impolite utterances?
Moreover, what kind of observations of the communities such utterances occur in are necessary for
the understanding of these meanings? These are the subjects of this thesis which will investigate
negative evaluations appearing between family members in the American sitcom classic All in the
Family (CBS, 1971-1979) and the situational contexts in which they are presented.

1.1. Motivation for the Thesis
The motivation for this thesis is a methodological problematization of observations made in
my B.A thesis where I studied the genderization of insults in two sitcoms (I Love Lucy and How I
Met Your Mother) originally airing 50 years apart (Kaaronen, 2012). An observation I made
involved men being frequently insulted as bums in the 1950’s sitcom I Love Lucy and as jerks in the
2000’s sitcom How I Met Your Mother. The intuitive explanation for these gendered insults was
attributed to differences in social expectations towards men from family breadwinners to
expectations involving, among other things, a respect for the self-determination of women (as
instances of jerk appeared in situations where men had insulted women with their inappropriate
behavior). However, the study neglected aspects of the audiovisual representation of television by
ignoring the visually presented activities that could provide evidence for these intuitive
explanations. The ensuing question is one of methodology: how can empirical evidence of the
representation of these activities be systematically accounted for in the audiovisual analysis of
television sitcom?
This question is the crux of this thesis. It will be approached from an interdisciplinary
application of theoretical frameworks involving impoliteness, evaluation, practices, cultural
affordances and television discourse that are combined for a deeper understanding of the
representation of social meaning in televised impoliteness.
The original intention of this thesis was to compare the representation of impoliteness in
several canonical working-class sitcoms originally airing decades apart (The Honeymooners, All in
the Family, Roseanne, for example). For more in-depth analysis, the study of impoliteness was
broadened to involve not only insults but instances of both explicit and implicit negative
evaluations in general. All in the Family was chosen as a subject for a pilot study and it quickly
became apparent that the broadening of the scope of impoliteness and the intensity of impoliteness
in the show resulted in so many instances that a cross-comparison of sitcoms was abandoned and
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left for future research. Ironically, neither insults of bums nor jerks are prominent in the dataset but
as this thesis will show, the underlying social issues prominent in the representations of
impoliteness and practices are ingrained far deeper than in instances of specific insults.

1.2. Objective and Structure of the Thesis
The objective of this thesis is to formulate a methodology in which the representation of
negative evaluations of televisual characters can be approached and discussed from a semiotic
perspective with regard to the representation of social meaning. Section 2 will provide brief reviews
of the theoretical frameworks involving impoliteness, appraisal, communities of practice, cultural
affordances and television discourse necessary to understand the indexical nature of social meaning
and impoliteness represented in television sitcom. Section 3 will introduce and problematize the
methodology of the conducted study, which aims to combine negative evaluations of characters
with visual representations of performing actions on-screen and off-screen. Sections 4 and 5 will
present results, analysis and discussion of the findings matching the criteria designated in the
methodology. Finally, section 6 will discuss suggestions regarding further improvements of the
methodology, possibilities for further studies, as well as an account of personal experience.

2. Background
As discussed above, a key goal of this study is the formulation of a methodology capable of
discussing both linguistic and representational change involving impoliteness in television sitcoms
over the history of their existence. The following sections will introduce and discuss the necessary
academic fields required to formulate such a methodology. Importantly, the discussion of the
theoretical fields is not exhaustive, and many key contributions are left out due to reasons of space.
Section 2.1 will introduce the working definition of impoliteness applied in this study along with
some key concepts required for understanding it. Section 2.2 will introduce an application of
negative judgements that are used as criteria for identifying instances where low values are
produced between the main characters. Section 2.3 will discuss the community of practice
framework and introduce cultural affordances to understand the potential and constraints involved
in the representation of social meaning in television discourse, the subject of section 2.4. Finally,
these will be discussed from the viewpoint of indexicality in section 2.5.

2.1. Impoliteness
The primary focus of this study revolves around the interdisciplinary fields of sociolinguistic
impoliteness and linguistic semantics and pragmatics. In The Palgrave Handbook of Linguistic
(Im)politeness (2017), Culpeper et al. emphasize the lack of an all-encompassing definition for
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(im)politeness due to the diversity of research questions and the theoretical and methodological
frameworks employed (Culpeper et al., 2017: 2). However, for pragmatic reasons, this paper will
approach impoliteness from the theoretical framework put forth in Culpeper (2011), which allows
for a multi-faceted understanding of the cultural, sociological and psychological dimensions that
require accounting for when discussing impoliteness as a sociolinguistic phenomenon. Culpeper’s
definition, provided below at length, adequately captures these dimensions:
Impoliteness is a negative attitude towards specific behaviours occurring in specific
contexts. It is sustained by expectations, desires and/or beliefs about social
organisation, including, in particular, how one person’s or a group’s identities are
mediated by others in interaction. Situated behaviours are viewed negatively –
considered ‘impolite’ – when they conflict with how one expects them to be, how one
wants them to be and/or how one thinks they ought to be. Such behaviours always
have or are presumed to have emotional consequences for at least one participant, that
is, they cause or are presumed to cause offence. Various factors can exacerbate how
offensive an impolite behaviour is taken to be, including for example whether one
understands a behaviour to be strongly intentional or not. (Culpeper, 2011: 23)
Focusing on expectations of social organization and the mediation of identity, it is a definition
that will arguably lend itself to a sociocultural approach to impoliteness. Mills (2017) discusses the
sociocultural approach as one that “focuses on the way that individuals engage with and orient to
society through their language use” (Mills, 2017: 41). The emphasis is therefore placed on the
constant reproduction of social meaning in the actions of the participants that accumulates as
observable patterned practices (and linguistic and social change) over time1 (Mills, 2017: 41-43).
Impoliteness in this context, it follows, is “fundamentally concerned with judgement of others’
behavior in relation to what are perceived to be norms of appropriate behaviour” (Mills, 2017: 42).
Furthermore, in the context of analyzing fictional television, it is necessary to identify that the
subjects of analysis are, in fact, representations of judgements of others’ behavior and indeed
representations of norms of appropriate behavior.

2.1.1. Face and Emotion
Face has been a persisting concept in the field of politeness research albeit one with
conflicting definitions and typologies. As O’Driscoll (2017) summarizes, face is a “concept

1

Evidently, the sociocultural approach is thus philosophically aligned with a more process-oriented ontology of which
a common key aspect is the interplay of change and development as metaphysical reality. Rescher (1996: 29-30)
discusses the ontological priorities of process philosophy as follows: ”becoming is no less important than being - but
rather the reverse. How eventuations transpire is seen as no less significant than what sorts of things are involved”
(see also Rescher, 1996: 30-32 for discussion). While this is beyond the scope of this study, it is important to keep in
mind as many of the metaphors involving the process of developing habituality and change such as
conventionalization (Terkourafi 2002, Culpeper 2011), cultural affordances (Ramstead et al., 2016), indexicality
(Eckert, 2012, Silverstein 2003), and performativity (Butler, 1999) draw from very similar metaphysical observations.
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capturing a phenomenon which lies at the intersections of personal identity, group identity, personal
reputation, personal self-esteem, the flavour of relationships and the nature of interaction”
(O’Driscoll, 2017: 111). Arundale (2006: 202) distinguishes face as a “dyadic phenomenon” that is
“an interpreting that a participant forms regarding “persons-in-relationship-to-other-persons”. Face
meanings and actions arise, and are maintained and changed in relationships, as those relationships
are conjointly co-constituted within and socially constructed across communication events”
(Arundale, 2006: 202).
Following Culpeper (2011), this study will approach face from Spencer-Oatey’s (2002, 2008)
framework of rapport management that distinguishes between three types of face and two types of
sociality rights. According to Spencer-Oatey, “face is associated with personal/relational/social
value” whereas “sociality rights and obligations are concerned with social expectancies” (SpencerOatey, 2008: 13-14).
Spencer-Oatey’s categorization of face into quality, social identity, and relational face is
derived from an effort to capture three levels of self: the self-representation of an individual self
(quality), an interpersonal relational self (relational), and a group level collective self (social
identity) (also discussed in Culpeper, 2011: 27). For Spencer-Oatey (2002), the maintenance of
these levels of self is motivated as fundamental desires. “Quality face is concerned with the value
that we effectively claim for ourselves in terms of […] personal qualities […] and so is closely
associated with our sense of personal self-esteem” (Spencer-Oatey, 2002: 540). Social identity, on
the other hand, “is concerned with the value we effectively claim for ourselves in terms of social or
group roles, and is closely associated with our sense of public worth” (Spencer-Oatey, 2002: 540).
Spencer-Oatey (2007: 647, 2008: 15) adds the relational face as an attempt to capture perceptions of
role rights and obligations intrinsic to a relationship between interlocutors (also discussed in
Culpeper, 2011: 29-30)
Spencer-Oatey’s categorization of sociality rights is motivated by an idea of “fundamental
social entitlement” (Spencer-Oatey, 2008: 13) that people claim for themselves. These entitlements
are further distinguished into equity and association rights (Spencer-Oatey, 2002: 540-541). Equity
rights involve an entitlement to be treated with personal consideration, fairness, and to not be
imposed upon. Association rights, on the other hand, involve an entitlement to the reproduction of
the established social relationship, including considerations of the degrees of activity, empathy and
respect expected of the relationship (Spencer-Oatey, 2002: 541, also discussed in Culpeper, 2011:
40-41)
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For the purpose of this study, the application of face is problematic in at least two ways. First,
as O’Driscoll points out, “face is not a methodology or a framework” (O’Driscoll, 2017: 107). If
applied as variables, even a typology of face, such as Spencer-Oatey’s discussed above, will
ultimately posit the question of what its pragmatic use is, not least due to the fact that the
categorization is motivated by observations of different levels of self, in other words, intertwined
cognitive processes that do not cancel each other out and in fact may be triggered simultaneously.
Secondly, any finer detailed analysis of face would require personal feedback from the interlocutors
and how they perceived an event of a possible face-attack. As the characters studied are fictional, no
such feedback is attainable. However, the concept of face is useful in shedding light on the different
ways in which negative evaluations, or face-attacks, can cause offence and how the strategic use of
negative evaluations in television discourse can draw from and engage with the sociocultural
expectations of its viewers.
Emotion is another important theme in impoliteness. The notion of “emotional consequences”
(Culpeper, 2011: 23) is already present in the definition of impoliteness used in this study. An indepth review into emotions and cognitive sciences, however, is far beyond the scope of this study2.
With regard to impoliteness, the underlying quality of emotional consequences is one of negative
valence. Culpeper (2011: 62-65) discusses these as emotional reactions and studies various subordinate emotions of the basic emotions fear, sadness, and anger. Langlotz and Locher (2017: 303)
emphasize that “emotions have a fundamentally personal as well as social side”. In other words,
they are both cognitive processes and emergent in interaction.
While the scope of this study will not permit for an attempt in categorizing various emotions
related to instances of impoliteness, the representation of negative emotional consequences is a key
criterion for identifying instances of impoliteness in this study (discussed in section 3.2.1). Langlotz
and Locher (2017: 297) discuss how “analysts in the field of interpersonal pragmatics only have
direct access to what is observable in interaction”. These possibilities include the analysis of
“emotional cues” including vocal, verbal, body, physiological, and facial cues (Langlotz & Locher.
2017: 305 see table 12.5). For the purposes of this study, observations of represented negative
emotions will largely rely on intuitive tacit knowledge of the human condition. For example,
Keltner and Ekman (2003: 412) point out that “from fleeting facial expressions observers make
inferences about intention, personality, and social relationship, and about objects in the
environment”. The task of identifying similar aspects in detail is beyond the scope of this study.

2

See Langlotz & Locher (2017: 287-322) for a useful introduction.
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2.1.2. Conventionalized and non-conventionalized impoliteness
Drawing from a lengthy debate on the inherence of (im)politeness in language, Culpeper
adopts a dualist position treating “semantic and pragmatic (im)politeness as inter-dependent
opposites on a scale” (Culpeper, 2011: 125, see Culpeper, 2011: 117-126 for discussion). According
to Culpeper (2011: 125), the degree to which a linguistic expression is semantically encoded with
impoliteness is thus one of acquired schematic knowledge following a process of
conventionalization.
Inspired by the work of Terkourafi (2002) on conventionalized formulaic politeness, Culpeper
(2011) proceeds to distinguish between conventionalized and non-conventionalized (implicational)
impoliteness. Culpeper approaches conventionalized impoliteness by studying both specific
contexts in which expressions regularly evoke an understanding of impoliteness and the
metadiscourse concerning impolite behavior (Culpeper, 2011: 133). Applying Terkourafi’s frame
approach, he distinguishes at least nine categories of formulaic impoliteness in English: insults,
pointed criticisms/complaints, unpalatable questions, condescensions, message enforcers,
dismissals, silencers, threats, and negative expressives (Culpeper, 2011: 135-136).
Culpeper (2011: 155) distinguishes between three categories of implicational impoliteness
that vary in the manner an inference of impoliteness is triggered: form-driven, convention-driven,
and context-driven.
Form-driven implicational impoliteness is categorized as an umbrella term for phenomena
that “refer to implicit messages which are triggered by formal surface or semantic aspects of a
behaviour and which have negative consequences for certain individuals” (Culpeper, 2011: 156157). These include a wide range of phenomena such as insinuation, innuendo, casting aspersions,
snide remarks, mimicry and echoed behaviors (discussed in Culpeper, 2011: 156-165).
Convention-driven implicational impoliteness is categorized as an umbrella term for
phenomena that “very often involve mixed messages in some way” and “more specifically, […]
mix features that point towards a polite interpretation and features that point towards an impolite
interpretation” (Culpeper, 2011: 165-166). These can be achieved with both internal multimodal
mismatches, where a part of the communicative whole (verbal, oral, visual etc.) is in conflict with
what is being said, and external context mismatches, where what is being communicated is
conflicting with the expectations of contextual situation (discussed in Culpeper, 2011: 169-180).
Finally, context-driven implicational impoliteness is categorized as an umbrella term for
phenomena “where the trigger is not marked and there is no mismatch involving a conventionalized
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politeness formula” (Culpeper, 2011: 180). In these cases, the interpretation of impoliteness is
“driven by the strong expectations flowing from the context” (Culpeper, 2011: 180). Culpeper
distinguishes two sub-groups: instances where the behavior is unmarked and instances where
expected behavior is entirely absent (Culpeper, 2011: 180-183).
Instances perceived as negative evaluations in this study were tracked in accordance to
Culpeper’s theoretical framework discussed above. However, for a semiotic qualitative analysis, the
constraints imposed by applying a theoretical framework such as this are at least threefold. First,
categorizing utterances in accordance with this framework reveals little as to their semantic
qualities. Second, establishing correlations between social attributes (power, distance, relation,
social identity etc.) and impoliteness strategies is a minefield of misinterpretation as the degrees of
directness, intentionality, strategies of exacerbation, and emotional responses, to name a few, vary
to great extent contextually. Finally, the framework revolves around linguistic conventionalization
and though Culpeper does discuss conventionalized non-verbal impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011: 136,
for example) patterned practices of conventionalized non-verbal communication are not included in
the frame approach.3
Following from the discussion above, this study will attempt to incorporate evaluative
judgements discussed in Martin and White (2005) in order to approach the semanto-pragmatic
qualities of the face-attacking negative evaluations of this study.

2.2. Judgements as Evaluative Functions
In order to further explore the semantic nature of the low values produced by the faceattacking acts discussed above, this study will apply a portion of an insightful theoretical framework
put forth by Martin and White (2005) to assist in categorizing the semantic nature of the negative
evaluations of the speech acts. In The Language of Evaluation, Martin and White discuss attitude as
a framework for mapping feelings as a system of meanings construed in texts (Martin & White,
2005: 42). Along with engagement and graduation, attitude forms a region of Martin and White’s
appraisal framework. They analyze attitude into three semantic regions: affect, judgement, and
appreciation. Out of the three regions of attitude, judgements will be of interest to this study.
Affect is a semantic region “concerned with covering positive and negative feelings” (Martin
& White: 42), therefore traditionally thought of as emotion. Appreciation, on the other hand, is a

3

Lost in the process, then, are distinctions between different types of speech acts such as “shut up” that, depending
on the use of conventionalized non-verbal modes of communication, can be inferred as either a silencer or
encouragement.
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semantic region covering realizations of aesthetics, which Martin and White describe as
“evaluations of semiotic and natural phenomena” (Martin & White, 2005: 43).
Martin and White discuss judgements as textually construed meanings of attitudes towards
people and their behavior (Martin & White, 2005: 42, 52). Considering the semiotic motivation of
this study where the characters’ production of low values (negative evaluations) towards each other
forms the focal point of interest, negative judgements, in particular, emerge as the most applicable
region of the framework. Martin and White distinguish between two main types of judgement,
social esteem and social sanction:
Judgements of esteem have to do with ‘normality’ (how unusual someone is),
‘capacity’ (how capable they are) and ‘tenacity’ (how resolute they are); judgements
of sanction have to do with ‘veracity’ (how truthful someone is) and ‘propriety’ (how
ethical someone is). (Martin & White, 2005: 52)
Interestingly, the concept of social esteem and social sanction resonate fairly strongly with the
concepts of face and sociality rights discussed in section 2.1.1. Considering the nature of producing
low values of people, it could be assumed that judgements of low social esteem would more
frequently correspond with negative evaluations of quality and social identity face whereas
judgements of low social sanction would similarly correspond with negative evaluations triggered
by perceptions of breaches in sociality rights.
Martin and White (2005) categorize judgements under five sub-categories already mentioned
above: normality, capacity, tenacity, propriety, and veracity. These sub-categories will also serve as
variables for evaluative function in this study. Somewhat disappointingly, Martin and White do not
sufficiently dwell on the reasoning behind their categorization. However, they remark that “the
canonical grammatical realization for attitude is adjectival” (Martin & White, 2005: 58), and as
such, it is appropriate to discuss the five sub-categories of judgements (a sub-category of attitude in
itself) as providing semantic hypernyms for adjectival realizations of judgements. Martin and White
provide useful illustrations of the possible (and contextual) realizations that also serve as guiding
outlines for the purposes of this study, and as such, warrant a near complete reproduction below:
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Table 2.1 Illustrative Realizations of Judgements (slightly modified reproduction of tables 2.6 and
2.7 in Martin & White, 2005: 53)
Judgement
normality
“how special?”

Positive
lucky, fortunate, charmed …;
normal, natural, familiar …;
cool, stable, predictable…;
in, fashionable, avant garde…;
celebrated, unsung …

Negative
unlucky, hapless, starcrossed…;
odd, peculiar, eccentric …;
erratic, unpredictable …;
dated, daggy, retrograde …;
obscure, also-ran …

capacity
“how capable?”

powerful, vigorous robust …;
sound, healthy, fit …;
adult, mature, experienced …;
witty, humorous, droll …;
insightful, clever, gifted …;
balanced, together, sane …;
sensible, expert, shrewd …;
literate, educated, learned …;
competent, accomplished …;
successful, productive …

mild, weak, whimpy …;
unsound, sick, crippled …;
immature, sick, helpless …;
dull, dreary, grave …;
slow, stupid, thick …;
flaky, neurotic, insane …;
naïve, inexpert, foolish …;
illiterate, uneducated,
ignorant …;
incompetent;
unaccomplished …;
unsuccessful, unproductive …;

tenacity
“how dependable?”

plucky, brave, heroic …;
cautious, wary, patient …;
careful, thorough,
meticulous …;
tireless, persevering,
resolute …;
reliable, dependable …;
faithful, loyal, constant …;
flexible, adaptable,
accommodating
truthful, honest, credible …;
frank, candid, direct …;
discrete, tactful …

timid, cowardly, gutless …;
rash, impatient, impetuous…;
hasty, capricious, reckless …;
weak, distracted,
despondent …;
unreliable, undependable …;
unfaithful, disloyal,
inconstant …;
stubborn, obstinate, willful …;

veracity
“how honest?”
propriety
“how ethical?”

good, moral, ethical …;
law abiding, fair, just …;
sensitive, kind, caring …;
unassuming, modest,
humble …;
polite, respectful, reverent …;
altruistic, generous,
charitable …;

dishonest, deceitful, lying …;
deceptive, manipulative,
devious …;
blunt, blabbermouth …
bad, immoral, evil …;
corrupt, unfair, unjust …;
insensitive, mean, cruel …;
vain, snobby, arrogant …;
rude, discourteous,
irreverent …;
selfish, greedy, avaricious …;
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Martin and White do not dwell extensively on the relationship between evaluation and
impoliteness. Impolite phenomena are left with little mention, though in relation to name-calling,
they remark that “it seems appropriate to include pejorative names as inscriptions of attitude”
(Martin & White, 2005: 74). For example, they discuss an utterance such as you lobotomized moron
as a negative judgement of capacity (Martin & White, 2005: 71-72). In Culpeper’s (2011)
framework it would be discussed as a formulaic conventionalized insult.
Though the illustrations in table 2.1 serve as enlightening examples of the nuances between
and within the sub-categories, there remain two important considerations to discuss, namely that of
contextuality and indirectness.
Martin and White emphasize that “when it comes to language use in context, a given lexical
item will vary its attitudinal meaning according to that context” (2005: 52). The categorization of
the illustrations, therefore, are not prescribed, but require an analyst’s understanding of the norms
and values of the speech community.
Similarly, it is worth considering that all of the illustrations above are direct adjectival
realizations. A restriction of focus on direct speech acts would, of course, leave out the majority of
instances where low values are produced between the characters. Indirect realizations naturally also
require a deeper understanding of the speech community and its social practices. For example,
Archie telling his wife Edith that there is no food in the house could not be understood as a negative
judgement of Edith’s tenacity (undependable) unless it was clear to the analyst that the division of
labor (an instance of differential participation) within the community leaves the women of the
household in charge of shopping for groceries and preparing food.
In terms of Culpeper’s (2011) framework for impoliteness, the difference can be partially
illustrated with reference to conventionalized and implicational impoliteness:
Impoliteness
Conventionalized impoliteness
Implicational impoliteness

Utterance
+/- Judgement
You are undependable.
- tenacity
We got nothing for lunch but
- tenacity
crackers here.
However, direct speech acts and conventionalized impoliteness should not be considered as

mutually exchangeable. Rather, negative judgements evoked by conventionalized formulae may
also be implied and evoked with covert meaning.
The focus in this study therefore moves away from a lexico-grammatical emphasis and
towards a more pragmatic interpretation of meaning where the sub-categories of judgement can also
be applied as implicit evoked appraisals, or evaluative functions. Culpeper (2011: 226)
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distinguishes coercive impoliteness as a function “that seeks a realignment of values between the
producer and the target”. It is a functional quality that is present in the instances of impoliteness
discussed in this study. The scope of realignment included in this study, however, greatly varies
from imposing minor social harm to challenging wider macro-sociological discourses.
Martin and White (2005) apply their theoretical framework of appraisal to analyzing
discourse in order to understand the “interpersonal functionality of such texts as a process by which
positions of potential alignment between writer and reader are constructed as the writer strategically
invests the text’s experiential content with the different types of attitude” (Martin & White, 2005:
211). While analyzing attitude, engagement and graduation in the first season of All in the Family is
far beyond the scope of this study, a similar interest will be taken towards the smaller region of
negative judgements. Consequently, special points of interest in the analysis of this study will be on
the (differential) distribution of negative judgements in character dyads, as well as qualitative
variation within the sub-categories of judgements in relation to observed practices, and the
discussion of the representations and close-readings afforded by them.
To achieve a competent analysis of a given speech community (or the representation of it, as
is the case in televised fiction), it is necessary to be able to capture the practices of the community
in a manner that affords an analytical approach, the subject of the next section.

2.3. Communities of Practice
As discussed above, the identification of practices emerges as an important task for any
variationist researcher, and one that, arguably, should be studied and provided with empirical
evidence. Analysis of a scripted television show is, however, restricted in the sense that the
characters’ social networks are fictional, effectively devaluing any network-oriented analysis.
Consequently, this study will focus on the representation of the speech community from a
perspective of the community of practice model put forth by Eckert and McConnel-Ginet:
A community of practice is an aggregate of people who come together around mutual
engagement in some common endeavor. Ways of doing things, ways of talking,
beliefs, values, power relations – in short, practices – emerge in the course of their
joint activity around that endeavor. A community of practice is different as a social
construct from the traditional notion of community, primarily because it is defined
simultaneously by its membership and by the practices of community and members’
differentiated participation in them that structures the community socially. (Eckert &
McConnel-Ginet 1992: 490)
It is a rather eloquent definition that affords the potential for the abstract understanding of a
community as a process involving the production, maintenance, and change of social meaning.
Particularly interesting is the observation of differentiated membership and participation within the
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community as the emphasis on the community’s social structure is then placed on the potential and
restriction for action that the structure allows and constrains.

2.3.1. Practices as Cultural Affordances
For the purposes of this study, potential and restriction will be discussed from a theoretical
framework of cultural affordances proposed by Ramstead, Veissière & Kirmayer (Ramstead et al.,
2016). It is a framework that is arguably compatible and complementary with the philosophical and
pragmatic implications of the community of practice model.
In their framework, potential and constraint are treated as affordances. In the broadest
definition, an “affordance is a relation between a feature or aspect of organisms’ material
environment and an ability available in their form of life” (Ramstead et al., 2016: 3). Cultural
affordance, or potential for action, is defined as “the kind of affordance that humans encounter in
the niches that they constitute” (2016: 3).
Ramstead et al. (2016) further analyze cultural affordances into two sub-categories: natural
and conventional. The difference between natural and conventional affordances lie in the reliability
of information leveraged or exploited from the environment. For natural affordances the correlation
is reliably established. For example, an object in space such as a chair will afford the action of
sitting. Ramstead et al. (2016) define conventional affordances as:
Possibilities for action, the engagement with which depends on agents’ skillfully
leveraging explicit or implicit expectations, norms, conventions, and cooperative
social practices in their ability to correctly infer (implicitly or explicitly) the culturally
specific sets of expectations in which they are immersed. These are expectations about
how to interpret other agents, and the symbolically and linguistically mediated social
world. (Ramstead et al., 2016: 3)
Continuing the analogy of the chair, cultural affordances, it follows, are what afford and
restrict the act of sitting on a specific chair, for example, Archie Bunker’s chair, which is generally
represented as unavailable action to the other members of the family. Within this constraint are
embedded a variety of expectations, norms, conventions, and practices including tacit knowledge of
property rights, social power, patriarchy, propriety and respect, as well as the threat of social
sanction.
For Ramstead et al. (2016) these cultural affordances constitute a landscape of affordance, out
of which, and by way of engagement in patterned social practices and the modulation of attention
(discussed as ’regimes’ of shared attention), a field of local affordances that constitutes a local
ontology is carved out. This process forms on the principles of what they posit as ”feedback or
looping mechanisms” (Ramstead et al., 2016: 4-5, 16-17), where ”cultural practices of scaffolding
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individual attention […] are themselves determined by the local ontologies (shared sets of
expectations) and abilities (acquired patterns of attention and gating) of agents in that community”
(2016: 17). A phenomenon that in its implications is strikingly similar to the reproduction of
meaning implied in the model of communities of practice. In Language and Gender, for example,
Eckert and McConnell-Ginet (2013) discuss linguistic practices as a “conventional toolbox for
constructing gender identities, relations, and ideologies” (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2013: 47).
Furthermore, they address the potential and constraint of variation as a speaker’s range of choices
available at any given time, all the while maintaining the speaker’s agency of accepting, struggling
or resisting the expected order. Occurrences and actions that, in effect, serve as the location for
social and sociolinguistic change (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2013: 47).
While a prolonged discussion of cultural affordances and practices tends to lead to a rather
philosophical and abstract nature of discussion, it is nevertheless one that will be of benefit when
attempting an analytical approach to the relation between negative evaluations and non-linguistic
practices represented in a sitcom.

2.4. Television Discourse and the Representation of Social Meaning
The scope of this study will not allow for an in-depth review of television studies and
communication and media studies in general4. However, considering the nature of television as a
medium for the representation of social meaning, academic research into television discourse and
situational comedy offer some insightful considerations.
Lorenzo-Dus (2009: 5) distinguishes television discourse from other spoken discourse
contexts by drawing attention to the nature of its “double articulation”, where interaction occurs
between “the on-screen televisual characters on the one hand, and an interaction between the
characters and the audience on the other” (Bednarek 2012: 202). As such, the study of television
should take into account the cultural affordances, the potential and restraint, leveraged and present
in the televised discourse as an audiovisual entity. Lorenzo-Dus neatly captures this necessity:
Television discourse is indeed explicitly designed and produced to be heard and seen
by these absent audiences, which is why camera work, background music, screen
graphics, language, voice quality, intonation, spatial arrangements in studio sets and
performers’ attire are all treated as meaning-making semiotic resources and hence,
relevant to the analysis of the discourse of television […]. (Lorenzo-Dus, 2009: 5,
original emphasis)

4

This study is advised by the work of Scannell (2007, 2014), Piazza et al. (2011) and Lorenzo-Dus (2009) in particular.
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Scannell (2014) discusses the production of the multitude of technical and semiotic resources,
present (though not exhaustive) in the quote above, as the “care structure”, the hidden “human
thought, effort, and intention, that has gone into producing the thing as that which is” (Scannell,
2014: 14) and as such, draws attention to the fact that “television characteristically conceals its own
mode of production” (Scannell, 2014: 17, see also 70-72 for discussion). Hidden, and obtainable
from analysis, then, are the cultural affordances of the production of television discourse and
furthermore, the possibility to discuss the representation and presence of social meaning.
Approaching cinema from a feminist discussion of gender, de Lauretis (1987: 18) discusses
similar mediums of representation as amounting to what she terms “technologies of gender” where
the (re)construction of gender is promoted, produced and implanted. For the purposes of this study,
the representation of negative judgements and their situational context will be viewed from a similar
perspective, as performances and representations of social meaning and identities. Piazza et al.
(2011: 9) discuss this as the “relationship between real life and fictional discourse in which the
latter is to be interpreted as an example of a re-presentation” that is both “in-line with the specific
socio-cultural conventions” as well as capable of “reproducing or challenging established beliefs,
norms, and value systems” (Piazza et al., 2011: 9-10). 5
The nature of this representation is arguably exacerbated by the repetitive formatting of the
sitcom genre. Scannell (2014: 72-75) traces the birth of the sitcom to the beginning of radio
transmissions as a technological innovation for mass-communication. A consequence of this was
that professional entertainers quickly found themselves running out of repertoire as instead of
performing and touring public venues, they were suddenly performing to millions of people through
radio (Scannell, 2014: 73). Situational comedy developed, in part, to remedy this problem. It
“serves to generate an indefinite number of variations on a single theme: a given situation with one
or more characters who are fated to, week after week, re-enact their trapped relationship that always
ends in the same way” (Scannell, 2014: 74). Since the early days of sitcoms on radio, the genre has,
of course, developed and included multiple themes and aspects such as storyline cohesion and
character development. Nevertheless, the premise remains the same in that there is a certain status
quo to which the genre tends to revert after every episode. In terms of representing impoliteness,

5

From a perpective of cultural affordances, the prerequisites for a successful series are shaped (and constrained) by
the cultural affordances, the potential and constraint, imposed on the production of the show by the viewers. In other
words, from the perspective of the viewership the show must be understandable and entertaining. To a large extent,
the representation of practices, then, must be drawn from the regimes of shared attention that constitute the local
ontology that is already relatable to the viewer. This process is, naturally, already a feedback loop in itself as practices
are circulated within the communicational channels of society. However, fictional television permeates a certain
degree of excess representation.
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this tendency has at least two important considerations. Firstly, total breakdowns of relationships
are not to be expected as the characters tend to revert to the same premise, and as such, the
threshold of impoliteness is marked. Secondly, the practices and situational contexts where
impoliteness emerges are likely to be revisited over and over with little character development
occurring, and the characters remaining “relatively stable” (Bednarek, 2011: 187).6
Piazza et al. (2011: 9) discuss visual texts as meaningful units in television discourse. While
the scope of this study will not allow for an exhaustive visual analysis, a tentative methodology for
capturing some of the visual practices represented in All in the Family is formulated in section
3.2.2. The premise of this study is based on the fact that these representations are in no way
arbitrary. Whether consciously or unconsciously produced, they are leveraged from the local
ontology of the care structure of production and viewer expectations.
Importantly, cultural affordances scaffold the social structure of reality and are therefore not
limited to abstract levels of representation or the discussion thereof. In the case of audiovisual
media and any sociolinguistic analysis of it, observing the representations of the characters’
practices can greatly benefit the study. This can be illustrated by two inter-related observations.
Firstly, the representation of linguistic and non-linguistic practices should be viewed as a
narrative device that function as (re)naturalizing7 the viewer (by way of drawing from the cultural
affordances discussed above). As such, they should not be considered arbitrary and, in fact, every
action on stage and every prop used is to some extent coordinated (consciously or unconsciously) in
relation to the narration at hand.8
Secondly, observations of the differential participation in practices, emphasized by Eckert and
McConnell-Ginet, can be utilized to distinguish how the representations of the characters relate to
wider discourses, for example representations of gender roles, masculinity and femininity, political
ideologies, ethnicity, and generational divisions. This is because from a perspective of the
reproduction of social meaning, the representation of practices function in at least three flows of
movement. First, they are drawn from a local ontology of a community. Second, they contribute, as
6

In All in the Family for example, it is unexpected Archie would suddenly stop being the verbally abusive bigot he is
because this is one of the themes that is constantly re-enacted in All in the Family and a source for the tension and
characterization between the main cast.
7
Alvarez-Pereyre (2011: 66), for example, discusses film dialogue as a “denatured and renatured, Frankestein-like
semiotic construction”. In other words, achieved in television discourse is an illusion of spoken discourse that
nevertheless does not share many its (natural) characteristics.
8
For example, having a character like Archie read a newspaper will afford a naturalized discussion of recent events
such as ethnic rioting and, in line with the interests of this study, function as an opportunity for impoliteness when
Archie’s (often bigoted) reaction is challenged by Michael or Gloria, all the while simultaneously leveraging the excess
of expectations of the viewer on what is acceptable as comedy.
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a feedback mechanism, to the reproduction of the meaning in that local ontology of a community
(and other communities it is mediated to). And finally, they may draw from the excess of
representation to destabilize patterned practices.9
The conclusion to be drawn from these observations is summed appropriately by AlvarezPereyre (2011: 66) in that “because it is repeatedly scrutinised by native speakers during the various
phases of production, telecinematic discourse tends to provide a pool of linguistic structures
acceptable for theoretical research” and that films and TV series are “appropriate linguistic
specimens for the study of social representations”. The linguistic structures examined in this study,
are the various strategies for producing negative judgements of the characters both with the use of
formulaic conventionalized and implicational strategies of impoliteness. The range of social
representations implicated in these linguistic structures are the subject of discussion in section 5.

2.5. Indexicality of Practices and Impoliteness
Following from the discussion above, it is apparent then that the representation of practices
and impoliteness in television have an indexical relationship to wider discourses of social meaning.
Pizziconi and Christie discuss indexicality in language as “recognising that all linguistic
forms have the potential to index a range of different social meanings” (Pizziconi & Christie, 2017:
151). While the indexicality of linguistic forms scaffolds the entire linguistic system10, the relation
between the qualitative and quantitative variation of negative judgements and social meaning is of
special interest to this study. Eckert (2012) discusses the relation between linguistic variation and a
community’s social concerns as follows:
Variation constitutes a social semiotic system capable of expressing the full range of a
community’s social concerns. And as these concerns continually change, variables
cannot be consensual markers of fixed meaning; on the contrary, their central property
must be indexical mutability. (Eckert 2012: 94)
Silverstein (2003: 203) discusses similar instances of expressions as “micro-contextual” and
emphasizes that every “macro-social framework in which micro-contextual indexicality is locatable
seems to be centered on certain relatively ritualized manifestations of the indexical signs in

9

For example, representing Edith as constantly serving her husband Archie draws from the patriarchal ontology of its
time while simultaneously contributing to related discourses such as gender difference and male dominance.
However, drawing from the excess of representation, for example, by representing the ridiculous (Archie having Edith
dry his hands with a towel after washing) or having Edith disregard Archie’s orders or concerns (Edith ignoring Archie’s
orders to abstain from jury duty) the series can simultaneously traumatize/rupture patterned practices and ideologies.
10
In All in the Family, for example, strategic linguistic indexicalities used to achieve the representation and social
categorization of the working class New York family living in Queens include representations such as the use of double
negatives, the [oi]/[er] merger, the frequent use of huh as an interrogative/hedge/tag question/encouragement/etc.
Furthermore, the lack of Archie Bunker’s education is indexed by him constantly mispronouncing difficult vocabulary.
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organized configurations that license or warrant their occurrence elsewhere by a kind of either
historically-unique or legitimately-recurrent stipulative or ‘babtismal’ essentialization of their
power as indices linked to a larger macro-sociological system”. Silverstein concludes by stating that
An illuminating indexical analysis […] has to take account of the dialectical plenitude
of indexicality in micro-contextual realtime, and has to situate itself with respect to the
duplex quality of language use, always already both “pragmatic,” i.e.,
presuppositionally/entailingly indexical, and metapragmatic, i.e., in particular,
ideologically informed. From such a perspective, the sociocultural reality manifested
in-and-by discursive interaction becomes analytically visible, an immanent semiotic
fact in such events of self- and other-definition. (Silverstein, 2003: 227)
While such an ambitious account of indexicality may be desirable it will nevertheless fall
somewhat beyond the scope of this study. This is because the tacit metapragmatic knowledge of
ideologically informed indexicality is especially large in negative judgements. Consider, for
example, an utterance such as bleedin’ hearts and weepin’ nellies like yous two (see Appendix A
instance 21 for context) that Archie is represented as uttering to evaluate Gloria and Michael.
Inscribed within, among other meanings, are ideological differentiations between left-wing and
right-wing adherences, negative other-defining stances towards sensitivity and compassion, positive
self-defining (conservative) American ideals of individualism, negative evaluations of capacity and
tenacity, negative other-defining (patriarchal) condescending attitudes towards the younger
generation and the social issues they have invested identity in, positive self-defining attributes of
power to judge others, and so forth. The space required to address the entirety of indexicality is
simply insufficient, especially when considering the multitude of observations of negative
judgements made in the dataset (discussed in section 4). As such, the analysis of indexicality in this
study will be incomplete in nature, although the extent to which the indexicality of negative
judgements interacts with wider social discourses and the positioning of the characters’ identities
within these discourses remains a focal interest of the study. Here identity is discussed from the
viewpoint of the performative process put forth by Butler (1999) where, for the purposes of this
study, woman is interchangeable with any personae or identity11.
… woman itself is a term in process, a becoming, a constructing that cannot rightfully
be said to originate or to end. As an ongoing discursive practice, it is open to
intervention and resignification. (Butler, 1999: 43)
To summarize, the theoretical background required for the methodology of this study is
centered on the relation between acts of impoliteness where negative judgements are produced

11

In a similar approach, Eckert and McConnell-Ginet (2013) discuss language and gender from the movement of
categorical membership to examining how linguistic features “are deployed to construct not just male and female, but
any number of other kinds of personae” (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2013: 41).
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between the family members of All in the Family and the audiovisual representation of social
meaning present in the show. These interactions involve representations of face-work and, as such,
should be considered as dyadic phenomena. Similarly, an understanding of impoliteness having
occurred requires an interpretation of negative attitude, or emotional consequence, represented in
the show. Issues relating to these will be further discussed in section 3.
As a final thought, Scannell (2014: 52) remarks that “it is only now that the historical study of
television is becoming possible, for only now do we begin to see its recession into the past and the
working through of generational time in its output”. As such, the vast archives of representation of
social meaning present in televised sitcoms from the 1950’s onward present an exciting source and
opportunity for research.

3. Methodology
3.1. Material
The data for the study were collected from the first season of All in the Family, an American
sitcom classic originally airing on CBS January 12th, 1971. The show was produced by Norman
Lear and Bud Yorkin. It was the first major American series to be videotaped in front of a live
audience. The show’s 25-minute episodes revolve around the extended Bunker family in a white
working-class neighborhood located in the show in Queens, New York. The family consists of four
characters who also make up the main cast of the show, as well as the focus of this study.
Archie and Edith Bunker (played by Carroll O’Connor and Jean Stapleton, respectively) are a
married middle-aged couple. Archie goes to work, while Edith takes care of the house. Their adult
daughter Gloria Stivic, played by Sally Struthers, and her husband Michael Stivic, played by Rob
Reiner, live in the same house while Michael is in college to obtain a degree in sociology.
The first season of the show contains 13 episodes, resulting in roughly 5 ½ hours of screen
time. The decision to include the first season was one of scope and delineation as an approachable
unit of production.

3.2. Data collection
The data were compiled into three separate locations:
•
•

A Word document containing broad orthographical transcriptions of the interactional
instances, where low values are produced and/or perceived between the main cast, this was
later compiled into Appendix A.
A spreadsheet identifying and accounting for the participation in both explicitly and
implicitly represented practices in which the members of the community of practice partake
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•

within the show.
And finally, a spreadsheet containing the utterances matching the criteria for the study with
column separated variables for analysis (see section 3.3.2).
The data collection was performed manually by watching the episodes and transcribing

instances matching the criteria. The orthographical transcriptions for Appendix A were compiled
into text format. I consulted scripts of the episodes provided on
https://www.springfieldspringfield.co.uk/ when compiling the instances of impoliteness. While the
scripts on the website are not accurate enough to enable copying, having an alternate source helped
in instances where poor audio quality made certain utterances ambiguous or instances where
simultaneous shouting occurred. 12
The represented practices were compiled by episode onto a separate spreadsheet with a
description of the practice as well as a binary true/false (1/0) for represented participation. I will
discuss issues relating to practices in section 3.2.2.

3.2.1. Instances of Impoliteness
In collecting the instances of impoliteness matching the criteria for this study I was guided by
Culpeper's (2011) outlines for sources of evidence with regard to perceived impoliteness:
•

cotext

•

retrospective comments

•

certain non-verbal reactions, and

•

use of conventional impoliteness formulae

(Culpeper 2011: 11)
The primary benefit of explicitly stating the sources of evidence is to reduce the factoring of
my subjective validation in either over-interpreting or under-interpreting instances of impoliteness
occurring in the show. In interpreting impoliteness, Mullany (2008: 237) emphasizes the
researchers’ requirements in “using all verbal, non-verbal material and observations that are open to
them”. With regard to the subject and capacity of this study, it is also important to keep in mind that
these sources are the only information obtainable for an interpretation of impoliteness as the
characters are fictional and requesting information from the writers is beyond the scope of my

12

Perhaps the best example comes from early on in the first episode, Meet the Bunkers (S01E01) where distinguishing
Gloria’s utterance make mom’s day from the incorrect make mom stay, which would have had significant implications
as to the state of the Bunker’s marriage, was assisted by referring to the script.
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current resources. This study could be improved by employing multiple coders to individually
assess the instances.
Working with contextual sources of evidence also allows for a consideration of the
impoliteness thresholds (see Culpeper 2011: 203-207, for discussion) of the studied (fictional)
communities. An utterance that to the researcher would seem an instance of impoliteness may be set
against a very different set of social norms in the show’s cultural environment and, as such, may not
be representative of impoliteness at all. Thus, the threshold of impoliteness, as well as the
interpretation of mock-impoliteness benefits from assessing the reactions of the interlocutors and
the cotexts of the instances. I will discuss issues arising from this below.
Assessing the cotext and retrospective comments as sources of evidence was to a large extent
based on the theoretical framework and discussion provided by Culpeper (2011), as well as
examining the evaluative functions of judgements in speech acts informed by Martin and White
(2005: 52-56).
Assessing non-verbal reactions on the other hand comes with a few caveats both with regard
to the medium and genre studied as well as a general lack of an all-encompassing terminology. The
camera frame often restricts access to non-verbal reactions, for example, by showing a close-up of
the actor performing the negative evaluation and leaving the offended target entirely out of the shot.
In other cases, a negative reaction (a frown, for example) may only be visible within the shot for a
blink of an eye. Furthermore, situational comedy performed in front of a live audience frequently
requires the actors to pause on stage and wait out the audience laughter to continue their lines, often
resulting in lengthy pauses where reactions may become unclear.
Though there is a wealth of studies on the categorization of facial expressions and posture, I
have not further labeled them as I felt it unnecessary for the scope of this study. Non-verbal
reactions I have taken as cues of impolite inferences include instances such as changes in facial
expressions, changes in posture (bowing head in shame for example), shaking heads, gestures with
hands, rising from chairs, and, in general, aggressive or despondent body language, all of which
were designated under the variable non-verbal reaction in the spreadsheet.
By way of illustration, in example 3.1 below, compare the three instances of the negative
vocative meathead Archie repeatedly uses to address Michael from a perspective of assessing the
contextual and non-verbal reactions. The first two would qualify for an instance of impoliteness,
while the last instance (which is fictional) would not.
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Example 3.1
(1) Archie has burned his hand on a coffee pot. Michael approaches him to assess the injury but
Archie blames him for causing the injury.
Archie: Get away from me [dismissal] meathead! [negative vocative] It’s all your fault
[complaint] you nearly burned the hand off me. [complaint]
<Michael backs away>
(S01E01 Meet the Bunkers)
(2) Michael has picked out an anniversary card for Edith in Archie’s name. Later in a minor
argument, Archie tries to take credit for picking out the greeting card.
Archie: But who had the good taste to pick it out?
<Michael taps himself on the chest indicating he picked the card>
Archie: Ah go on will you [dismissal] meathead. [negative vocative]
<Archie walks away. Michael is left with a vague grin>
(S01E01 Meet the Bunkers)
(3) Archie and Michael have miraculously agreed to stop arguing forever.
Archie: Oh come here you meathead you!
<The men hug, never argue again, and live happily ever after>
(fictional scene)
While all instances feature a formulaic insult in the form of the negative vocative ‘meathead’,
the contextual background for the utterances varies significantly. The context of (1) provides for a
strong interpretation of impoliteness with a dismissal, negative vocative, and complaints. Michael
reacts to these by backing away from Archie. The context of (2) also contains a dismissal, but in
this case, rather than having an effect on Michael, Archie dismisses himself after having “lost” the
argument. The case for an instance of impoliteness is already debatable as any negative qualities
produced by the utterance are countered by the factual context. For this reason, I have opted to
grade the utterances on a crude scale of impact that will be discussed in section 3.3.2. The context
of the fictional setting of (3), however, would not qualify as an instance of impoliteness, as the
negative vocative ‘meathead’ has already changed into an in-group marker and become a signifier
of endearment or mock-impoliteness.
Other methodological problems arose from the intersections in sociality rights and social
identity face, as well as negative qualities assigned to third parties:
Example 3.2
Archie and Michael are watching football highlights.
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(1) Archie: Hoi! Hey! Hey! Look at that spook [negative vocative] run!
(2) Michael: Archie! [-propriety][complaint]
(3) Archie: Can they move! It's in their blood.
(4) Michael: If you're talking about a black man would you call him that, huh? [propriety][criticism] And second of all, whaddaya mean it's in his blood?
<Archie explains his beliefs>
(5) Michael: You know everything about the black man boy [-capacity][convention-driven]
(6) Archie: Well more than you. [-capacity][criticism] I used to know a whole flock of them in the
old neighborhood. Matter of fact there was a guy Roundtree Cumberbatch 'n him 'n me used to be
close buddies.
(7) Michael: You never knew anyone by that name [-veracity][criticism] you just made it up. [veracity, - propriety][criticism]
(8) Archie: I made up a name like Roundtree Cumberbatch?
(9) Michael: Yeah, yeah, you made it up [-veracity, - propriety][criticism] to put down the black
man. [-propriety][criticism]
(10) Archie: Oh whaddaya telling me that some of your coloreds don't have funny names, huh?
(S01E02 Writing the President)
The above provides an example of the difficulties that emerge when attempting to put theory
into practice. The interaction turns into a minor argument when Michael is offended by Archie's use
of the racial slur spook in turn (1). In turns (2) and (4) Michael reprimands Archie and evaluates his
behavior as inappropriate with implications of racism. Turns (5) and (6) contain reciprocal negative
evaluations of the interlocutors' knowledge. In turns (7) and (9) Michael evaluates Archie's account
as untrue and, again, evaluates his behavior as racist. For the focus of this study the above excerpt is
problematic in a number of ways.
First, there is the decision of how to evaluate moral emotions triggered by negative appraisals
of third parties13. While Archie's evaluation of the athlete’s performance is, in fact, positive, his use
of a slur spook, representative of differentiation and structured social inequality, causes moral anger
in Michael. Evidently, Michael must then adhere to a social identity that values ethnic equality, and
Archie's slur is enacted as a face-threatening act on Michael's social identity. The scope of this
study, however, restricts the instances to low values produced on the members of the family, and
instances, where moral anger for third parties, was triggered were left out of the study.
The second problem arises with regard to the impoliteness threshold between the two men.
Though the context provides an understanding of an argument with the frequencies of negative
judgements of veracity, propriety and capacity in the speech acts, the kind of verbal jousting
displayed above is common between the men's interpersonal discourse in the show and, despite

13

Haidt (2003: 853) discusses moral emotions as ”linked to the interests or welfare either of society as a whole or at
least of persons other than the judge or agent”.
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being incredibly abusive at times, doesn't always cause visible negative reactions or result in a
breakdown of social ties, as is the case on turn (4).
While Archie's verbal or non-verbal response to Michael's negative evaluation on turn (4)
doesn't elicit an understanding of impoliteness, the cotextual and non-verbal cues surrounding turns
(5),(6),(7) and (9) are sufficient to warrant an understanding of impoliteness having occurred. Turn
(5), for example, is an instance of sarcasm Culpeper (2011) treats as convention-driven
implicational impoliteness. It is somewhat unclear whether boy in this utterance is used as a
vocative or an exclamation (or both) as it lacks a rise in intonation. Either way, it functions as a
verbal internal mismatch (see Culpeper, 2011, 169-178, for discussion) that negates the authority
projected by the (surface) positive evaluation of you know everything. Archie's reciprocal reaction is
evidence of his correct interpretation.
The third methodological problem, then, arises from the question of how to account for the
utterances and repetition within them. Michael’s negative evaluations on turns (7) and (9) all refer
to Archie’s account on turn (6). Should the repetition, then, be addressed as a singular instance of
negative qualities produced on a target or as multiple instances? For this study, I have opted to label
similar instances as separate.
Another interesting methodological consideration arose from the cultural commodification of
identity discussed in the following instance of impoliteness from S01E02 of All in the Family
below.
Example 3.3
Gloria comes home from shopping for groceries. She has decided to buy natural foods because she
wants to know what is in everything she buys. Archie is upset by her choices.
Archie: What do you got here? Organic eggs? Tiger's milk? What's that? Wheat germ oil, decimated
liver what is all this garbage? Where's my crunchy cereal with the animal cutouts on the box?
Gloria: They say there's no nutritional value in that cereal, daddy.
(S01E02 Writing the President)
Examining the cultural affordances that provide the felicity conditions of the negative
evaluation of Gloria’s shopping as garbage reveals interesting questions with regard to the relation
between practices, ideologies, and identity. From the observation of differential participation in
practices it is apparent that, within the Bunker residence, shopping for groceries is an engendered
practice performed by the women of the household (see example 3.5 below). However, the subcategorical practice of deciding what to buy has evidently not been entirely engendered. Rather,
there seem to be expectations of appropriate purchases imposed on the women by Archie. The
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emergent conflict in failing to meet his expectations provides the environment for his negative
evaluation.
Despite the engendered practices, it would seem counter-intuitive to restrict this instance of
impoliteness to merely the field of gender discourse/order. Gloria has purchased groceries
motivated by a desire to avoid harmful substances. As such, she has performed an act of a specific
consumption that functions to the viewer as a representation of her identity as a conscious
consumer, adhering to a broader ideology of environmentalism. Therefore, it follows that in a
consumer society where the consumption of commodities affords a reproduction of identity, the
negative evaluation of consumed commodities which have become overtly indicated with social
meaning, also function as threatening acts on quality and social identity face. Similar instances have
been included in this study.
In summary, the instances I have collected are instances where low values are produced or
perceived between the specific community of practice of the extended family formed by the main
cast of the show. In terms of face and sociality rights (discussed in section 2.1.1), the primary focus
on these speech acts is on attacking the three categorizations of face: quality, relation, and social
identity face. Furthermore, the instances require a representation of (at least minor) emotional
consequences, therefore leaving out a number of borderline cases and mock-impoliteness (see
Culpeper, 2011, 207-215 for discussion of mock-impoliteness).
Perhaps the most methodologically controversial omission I have made regarding instances of
negative judgements is leaving out silencers. While a silencer can be thought of as a primary attack
on sociality rights (equity rights in particular), the repetitive use of silencers should arguably
somehow be accounted for as implicit negative judgements of social esteem and sanction. Appendix
A, for example, has 17 instances of variations of the use of stifle yourself (which Archie uses
specifically to attempt to silence Edith) occurring in the cotext of negative judgements without even
being tracked. The use of such a semantically repressive and repeated silencer is of course a
representational linguistic strategy to index both the power relationship between the couple as well
as Archie’s attitudes towards the quality of Edith’s intellect (negative capacity) and appropriateness
to express her ideas (negative propriety). Defining instances of silencers matching the criteria of
negative judgements and emotional consequences, however, proved difficult and inconsistent (not
least due to the fact that silencers are often ignored). Ultimately, I opted to leave them for further
consideration and studies.
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3.2.2. Represented Practices
I allowed for two general forms of observing practices: those which are enacted in-frame, and
those which are referenced and are implied to be enacted off-frame. For example, many of the
practices that revolve around household chores are often enacted (by the women) in-frame, while
Archie is never represented as working in-frame, though his employment and position as a
breadwinner is referenced in many episodes.
I have focused on observing the practices of the represented in the narrative present-time.
That is to say that I have not attempted to trace practices of the past by observing, for example, the
presence of objects in the house and what implications they might hold, nor have I attempted to
trace practices such as Edith working for a plumbing company before she and Archie were married.
For the analysis of differential participation, I decided to take a phenomenological approach
and categorized the observed practices with regard to how they function as reproducing the
community. For this purpose, I have divided the practices into three major categories:
Table 3.1 The Three Major Practice Categories
Labor

Labor includes practices, where the primary focus of reproduction revolves
around the reproduction of the physical requirements of the community, or more
blatantly, keeping it alive. Practices included here are, for example, earning
money (job), acquiring, preparing and consuming food, and the maintenance of
the home.

Institution

Institution includes practices, where the primary focus of reproduction is in
connecting the small-unit community to others, as well as larger scale
communities such as parish, constituency, political movement or nation.
Practices included in this category include examples such as attending a
sermon, going to a tavern, writing a letter to the president, and inviting guests
for dinner.

Relation

Relation includes practices, where the primary focus of reproduction is on
maintaining and reproducing the inter- and intrapersonal relations of the
characters. These can include practices such as displays of affection, sexuality,
and (joint) free-time activities.

By wording the categorization of practices with regard to primary foci, I have already
attempted to emphasize that, in accordance with a lot of theoretical work discussed in this study,
these categories are highly intertwined.
The three major categories reveal little as to the nature of the practices undertaken. For this
reason, I coded a further variable to provide information on the type of activity enacted. I labeled
these as sub-practices. My original intention was to restrict the labeling of sub-practices as
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predicates, in other words, represented actions, ways of doing things on-frame (or referenced offframe) as displayed in example 3.4 below.
Example 3.4
Practice
Labor
Institution
Relation

Sub-Practice
Prepare food
Attend sermon
Kiss

However, testing the methodology in the pilot study resulted in too many instances of
negative judgements where the sub-practice was coded as indefinite ([ind]). This was largely due to
the fact that the methodology of identifying sub-practices failed to consider speech events as
performative actions in themselves. I adjusted the identification process of sub-practices to include
speech events relevant to the show, resulting in the addition of sub-practices such as [marriage],
[racism], and [political], where more abstract performances are enacted in speech events only14. As
consequence, there is a slight loss in terminological coherence that is, in my opinion, compensated
by a more informative dataset.
It should be noted, then, that the participation in practices I have observed are on the plane of
fairly concrete physically enacted activities. Admittedly, this results in a rather crude expression
that fails to take into account the finer details and nuances that exist as further meaningful practices
within practices. In All in the Family, it becomes clear that a genderized representation of the
division of labor is fairly strictly observed in every episode and various sub-practices of (unpaid)
labor within and outside the house are carried out solely by the women. To illustrate, example 3.5
displays participation (0/1) in most of the labor sub-practices observed in Writing the President
(S01E02) taken from my spreadsheet for data collection.
Example 3.5
ep
2
2
2
2
2
14

practice
labor
labor
labor
labor
labor

sub-practice
boil garment
make coffee
shop groceries
serve beverage
carry groceries

set
kitchen
kitchen
ind
living room
living room

Archie
0
0
0
0
0

Edith
0
1
0
1
0

Gloria
1
0
1
0
0

Michael
0
0
0
0
1

I have intentionally left similar sub-practices without predicates due to their status as speech events. However, they
should be understood in the form of [perfom racism]. Furthermore, the use of [political] in this context refers to
instances where politico-economic (left-right, liberal-conservative) ideologies are negotiated. That is to say I believe
instances of racism, sexism or personal experience are also political speech events in themselves. Importantly, these
practices are not tracked in represented participation.
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2
2
2
2

labor
labor
labor
labor

prepare food
serve food
earn money
manage household

kitchen
dining room
ind
ind

0
0
1
0

1
1
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

However, the methodology would fail in identifying more nuanced practices such as to whom
beverages or food are served first or what sort of attitudes are presented in conjunction to the
performance of sub-practices, whether Edith is content in preparing food or whether Michael is
reluctant or volunteering to carry the groceries, for example.
The decision to stop on the plane of sub-practices is one of scope as well as a question of
deducing meaningful action. In some of my first attempts and formulations of a methodology, I
tried to capture some of the finer details represented in the shows. For example, in Writing the
President (S01E02), while making an argument to counter Archie about pollution, Gloria hesitates
and turns to Michael, who is standing behind her. Michael gives her a small nod as if to encourage
her that the argument she is making is, in fact, correct. While such a nuanced practice within a
communicative event is a meaningful representation of Gloria's early insecurity (at best) or
inferiority (at worst)15 discerning whether a lifting of a finger, or rising from a chair to emphasize a
point, or turning a back on an interlocutor is contextually meaningful (and whether there is
differential participation within these micro-practices) proved to be too much for the scope of this
study and provided information that would perhaps be better suited in conjunction with a more
specific research question.
Another point worth emphasizing in identifying sub-practices is that it was performed in
repetitive phases of analysis (see section 3.3.1). Pertaining to this, I took on an increasingly
sociocultural (and anthropological) approach in the form of cultural relativism. One outcome is the
increased identification of actions signified as meaningful in the episodes, and one sign of
meaningful action was occurrences of impoliteness. For example, Michael placing his feet on the
coffee table was included as a sub-practice [feet on table] in the dataset because it caused offence in
Archie. However, having feet on various different surfaces were not tracked as sub-practices in
general. Consequently, no statistical correlation between the amount of sub-practices identified in
the dataset and the sub-practices identified under the variables of utterances should be attempted.

15

Thus, it would also then be plausible to find it in relation to (or affording) an environment of impoliteness (and
Archie certainly downplays Gloria's credibility with either condescensions, dismissals or implicit impoliteness,
sometimes in the form of mimicry).
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3.3. Data analysis
3.3.1. Process of Data Collection and Analysis
The process of analysis for this study was a multi-phased and fairly arduous task that involved
a repetitive processing and analysis of the material studied before I was satisfied with the endproduct. On the one hand, this was because I was creating and adapting a methodology previously
unknown to me whilst having to make adjustments in the process. On the other hand, however, it
quickly became apparent to me that keeping a keen and analytical focus on both impoliteness and
the representation of activities (discussed in this study as sub-practices) simultaneously proved
difficult, and that it was highly recommendable to observe and analyze them in separate
playthroughs. As a result, starting from my earliest formulations of a methodology, I have watched
through the first season at least eight times. Below I have divided the process of data collection and
analysis into five phases to illustrate the process. 16
Phase 1, Transcription: This involved the creation of Appendix A, the broad
orthographical transcription of the immediate context of utterances that were, in the
process of watching, identified as producing low values potentially matching the
criteria for this study. The attitude in transcribing instances in this phase was lenient,
with instances later analyzed as not constituting negative judgements or impoliteness
subsequently omitted from the appendix17. Instances deemed matching the criteria for
this study were marked.
Phase 2, Code Practices: This involved coding observed practices and sub-practices
onto a spreadsheet by episode and the characters’ participation in the activity in that
episode. This was done before coding utterances with variables because practice and
sub-practice were used as variables for situational context in the utterances. The
intention, then, was to create a terminologically coherent connection in that the terms
used for the sub-practices were the same on both spreadsheets.
Phase 3, Code Utterances: This involved compiling the utterances matching the
criteria for this study onto a spreadsheet and coding them with 12 variables (discussed
in the next section). This was performed while watching the episodes, allowing for an
audiovisual analysis of variables such as impact.
Phase 4, Review: While this was not necessarily always a phase in itself, it involved
the tweaking and correcting of Appendix A, and corrections to interpretations in the
spreadsheets. In addition, phases 2 and 3 were repeated twice.
Phase 5, Analysis: The coded spreadsheets of practices and utterances were then
imported into R Studio for review and analysis. The terms of the variables were
checked for deviations in coherence, for example in the case of spelling mistakes or
mis-categorizations, and subsequently corrected. A new variable was created to
distinguish between dyads, and create separate datasets for each dyad, as well as
16

It should be noted, however, that this is a rather clean representation of the process. In practice, the task was
messier, especially in the beginning of formulating the methodology.
17
The amount of impoliteness and negative judgements in All in the Family was so abundant that I gave serious
consideration to simply transcribing the entire first season of the show as it might have had some beneficial later use.
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further datasets for each major practice category of each dyad. These were then
explored and analyzed in terms of frequencies of negative judgements and the
presence of sub-practices. The characters’ participation in sub-practices (coded in the
practice spreadsheet) were divided into three data frames by major practice category
(labor, institution, relation) and summarized, resulting in tables B1, B2, and B3 in
Appendix B, were n stands for the number of different episodes the character was
observed in performing the sub-practice.

3.3.2. Variables for Utterances
The variables coded with the utterance include the actual utterance (taken from Appendix A),
the source, target, secondary target, type of impoliteness, impact, type of practice, the primary
negative judgement as well as binary values for contextual and non-verbal evidence. Example 3.6,
below, illustrates the analytical categorization of an instance in the dataset.
Example 3.6
utterance

s

t

you're a
dingbat

a

e

t2

type

type2

conv insult

impact

practice

2

labor

subevaluation
practice
manage
household capacity

cotext

nonverbal

1

1

Source (s), target (t), and secondary target (t2) include the first letters of each of the characters
names as variants. In example 3.6 the source has been Archie and the target Edith with no
secondary target. The use of the secondary target variable was reserved for instances where an
utterance caused a perceived negative attitude of moral anger in a character the utterance was not
targeting. Instances where the same utterance was directed at a larger group were categorized under
target (t) with a sum of characters evaluated in alphabetical order (for example, g + m, for an
instance were a low value was produced for both Gloria and Michael)18. Ultimately, the t2 variable
was not used in statistical analysis and is only present in qualitative discussion.
The type of impoliteness (type) consists of the major strategies of impoliteness put forth in
Culpeper (2011), namely conventionalized formulaic impoliteness (conv) and implicational
impoliteness (impl). The categorization of these strategies was not as rigorous as in the
methodology discussed in Culpeper (2011), where the Oxford English Corpus was used to check
the “robustness of all impoliteness formulae” so that “at least 50 per cent of any one formula’s
variants had to involve impoliteness in more than 50 per cent of the OEC’s instances” (Culpeper,
2011: 134). I did not use a corresponding relevant corpus for my categorization. In part, this was
18

See Appendix A instances 48 and 210 for an example of the difference between t and t2. In instance 48 Michael is
the target of the negative judgement causing a perceived negative attitude in Gloria, resulting in t2 being coded as g.
In instance 210, both Michael and Gloria are evaluated as sick, resulting in t being coded as g + m.
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due to the focus of this study, which is on negative judgements and the use of corpus-based analysis
in categorization would have required a large amount of extra resources19. It should be noted then
that the categorization, though guided by Culpeper (2011), is more interpretational in nature.
I further coded the type of impoliteness (type2), allowing for six variants, three for both
conventionalized and implicational impoliteness (discussed in section 2.1.2) displayed below:
Insults (insult)
Criticisms (crit)

formulaic negative vocatives, assertions and references
formulaic pointed criticisms and complaints, unpalatable questions
and presuppositions

Condescensions (cond)
Form-driven (fd)

condescensions, dismissals and some message enforcers
triggered by formal surface or semantic content

Convention-driven (cd)

triggered by external or internal mismatches

Context-driven (xd)

triggered by contextual mismatches absent of marked behavior

Impact was coded on a scale of 1-5 based on the target character’s represented reaction to a
negative judgement.
Impact Description
1
Instances where an interpretation of impoliteness having
occurred was made based on contextual evidence but
with limited representation of negative attitude such as
minor frowns. These also include instances where
access to the target was restricted by camera work.
2
Instances where a strong interpretation of impoliteness
was made with representation of negative attitude,
including the display of emotion, and/or character
responses.
3
Instances with representations of heightened emotional
consequences, including the raising of voice,
intimidating postures and the display of anger and
hostility.
4
Instances with representations of either physical threats
or struggle, threats of a breakdown in relationships, or
temporary breakdowns of interaction, where characters
leave the scene motivated by negative attitudes.
5
Instances with representations of a total breakdown in
relationships.

19

On the other hand, I feel that Culpeper’s prerequisite of a 50 per cent correlation with impoliteness events is rather
high and that human cognition requires far less empirical observations to acquire and distinguish patterns.
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Importantly, impact coded for this study is on a non-linear, ordinal, scale with the
overwhelming number of instances falling between categories 1-3. One reason for this is simply in
affordances of production both in terms of set costs and a certain requirement of pertaining to a
status quo between the characters (discussed in section 2.4). Though crude, the impact variable was
kept in the study for three inter-related reasons: a) it serves as further evidence for an act of
impoliteness having occurred, b) it affords a comparison of the characters’ tendencies to react to
negative judgements, therefore affording a discussion of the representation of the characters’
personae in general as well as possible insights into representations of identity and centrality20, and
finally, c) it allows for an inspection of situational contexts (practices and sub-practices) that afford
the strongest reactions to negative judgements, therefore affording a discussion of the representation
of social meaning in the show in general.
The practices affording a situational context for the utterances were coded into the practice
and sub-practice variables. I allowed for two contextual categorizations: instances where the
utterance occurred while performing an activity, and instances where the utterance occurred while
referencing an activity that was either performed in the past or expected to be performed in the near
future.
The interpretation of the primary negative judgement was coded in the evaluation variable.
Included were the five categories of judgements (normality, capacity, tenacity, propriety, and
veracity), discussed in section 2.2. The ease of interpretation varied significantly in the process of
analyzing the utterances with many utterances being easily identifiable with a single category, while
in others the predominant category was less readily identifiable. In borderline cases, I tried to find
linguistic evidence from the immediate context (for example in the target’s responses and/or
rebuttals) as well as contemplate the nature of the characters’ established relationships with each
other and their represented attunement to various social expectations and ideologies. The decision to
refrain from coding secondary or tertiary judgements was primarily one of scope. It should be
stressed, however, that I am under no impression that such interpretations would not exist and could
have been included in this study and they will be kept along in the analysis and discussion of
instances in section 5.
While the nature of this study is exploratory and therefore is lacking in a specific research
hypothesis, an underlying assumption of the workability of the methodology discussed in this
section is that it should provide observable differentiations in the quantitative and qualitative
20

Spencer-Oatey discusses centrality as ”the extent to which a given self-aspect is crucial to, or defining of, our sense
of who we are; some elements are core whilst others are more peripheral” (Spencer-Oatey 2007: 5).
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distribution of negative judgements and these should somehow be accounted for in the represented
(differential) participation in the practices in which the characters engage. These will be discussed
in the following sections 4 and 5.

4. Results
4.1. Instances of Negative Judgements
A total of 641 observations of impoliteness matching the criteria of the study were made in
the thirteen episodes of the first season of All in the Family. The majority of the instances, 588
(91.7%) in total, were interpersonal occurrences, while 53 (8.3%) observations were dyads where
an interlocutor caused the same type of offence in two or three characters.
The division between the two major orientations of impoliteness is divided in the dataset into
293 (45.7%) interpretations of conventionalized impoliteness and 348 (54.3%) interpretations of
implicational impoliteness. Figure 4.1 below provides an overview of the types of impoliteness and
negative judgements in the dataset.

Figure 4.1 Types of Impoliteness by Negative Judgement
The characters' involvement in instances of impoliteness is very differentiated with Archie
involved (as either the source or target of an utterance) in 87% of the observations. In terms of
negative judgements, then, All in the Family is very much a one-man-show with Archie
predominantly producing or being the target of produced low values, or negative judgements. This
certainly is a key linguistic device used in the show to represent the character of Archie Bunker as a
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controversial conflict prone character. However, impoliteness is always (at least) a two-way street,
and the use of negative judgements affords discussion of both interlocutors as well as the situational
context in general. Furthermore, observing the involvement in the instances of negative judgements
reveals that negative judgements are predominantly represented in the actions of the male characters
as is shown in table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Frequency of Character Involvement (source or target) in Instances of Negative
Judgements
Frequency of Character Involvement in Instances of Negative Judgements
Archie

Edith

Gloria

Michael

0.87

0.27

0.34

0.61

The distribution of negative judgements reveals an interesting gendered difference with the
men producing a higher frequency of judgements of capacity (and thus social esteem in general)
than the women, who produce a higher frequency of negative evaluations of propriety, displayed in
table 4.2 below.
Table 4.2 Frequency of Produced Negative Judgements by Character
Character

Normality

Capacity

Tenacity

Propriety

Veracity

Total

Archie

0.12

0.49

0.08

0.24

0.07

1

Edith

0.14

0.17

0.14

0.38

0.17

1

Gloria

0.13

0.14

0.07

0.57

0.09

1

Michael

0.08

0.32

0.06

0.30

0.24

1

4.2. Practices
A total of 90 unique sub-practices represented in the 13 episodes of the first season were coded in
the separate practice dataset along with a binary yes/no participation for each character per episode
the activity was represented in. Each of the three major categories of practices were fairly equally
presented in the categorization of the sub-practices with 25 activities identified as sub-practices of
labor, 32 activities as sub-practices of institution, and 33 activities as sub-practices of relation.
Despite the flaws and shortcomings of this methodological approach (discussed in section 3.2.2),
even the crude binary positioning of the characters’ participation reveals some interesting insights
and results towards the representation of the characters with regard to the division of labor and
ideological practices discussed in the following three sections.
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4.2.1. Labor
The characters’ differential participation in sub-practices of labor reveals some of the clearest
results of the three major practice categories and suggests an engendered division of labor, where
Archie is responsible for earning money and the women are largely left with sub-practices
Hennessy (2003: 66) describes as the unpaid labor of a “care economy”. Meanwhile, Michael
attends college to obtain a degree affording better work opportunities to support Gloria.
To illustrate, table B1 in Appendix B displays the characters’ participation in sub-practices of labor,
where n is the number of episodes the character is represented as participating in the sub-practice.
Archie is the only character represented as earning money while Michael is the only character
represented as attending college. Besides eating and sleeping, the male characters’ participation in
other sub-practices of labor are fairly minimal, only referenced as performing “odd jobs” around the
house in one episode, categorized as [do maintenance], and sometimes assisting in sub-practices
such as setting the table. On the other hand, the women (and Edith in particular) are frequently
represented as engaging in practices such as preparing and serving food and beverages, cleaning
and keeping the house organized, setting the table, shopping for groceries, mending clothing, and
nursing injuries. In essence, a characteristic representation of the “allocation of women’s function to
the domestic, or private realm” (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2013: 25).

4.2.2. Institution
The characters’ differential participation in sub-practices of institution is perhaps less obvious
at first glance. This is due to the fact that many of the represented practices are episode specific
activities and therefore only occur once as illustrated in Table B2 in Appendix B. However, the
characters’ engagement in these sub-practices also reveals interesting genderized representations
with the men more often represented as participating in institutional sub-practices that are
connected to public space. These include activities such as legal sub-practices, donating blood,
writing letters to the president, petitioning the neighborhood, and, simply, reading the newspaper.
As such, these observations resonate fairly strongly with McDowell’s (2003) summary of the
engendering of space along the lines of a “fundamental and essentialist binary distinction”
(McDowell, 2003: 12) presupposed by Western Enlightenment theory which has feminized the
private space and its social practices, leaving women with restricted access to the public space.
While the natural cultural affordances are constant (the space and its physical properties and objects
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are the same for all characters), the conventional cultural affordances, by way of regimes of shared
attention, effectively restrict and specify the differentiating representation of space.21
Differential participation in sub-practices of institution, however, are not limited to
differential representations of gender. Many of the ideological tensions that afford impoliteness in
the show also manifest as differential participation in the sub-practices of institution. These include,
for example, engaging in practices such as attending a sermon (through which Archie and Edith are
represented as adhering more closely to Christianity, which Michael and Gloria renounce), doing
charity work (through which Gloria and Michael are represented as adhering to socialism 22, which
Archie denounces as communist propaganda), or reading about the Women’s Liberation Movement,
through which Gloria is positioned against the rest of the family in the social issue of equality
between the sexes.
A compelling example of the show’s tendency to produce impoliteness from the ideological
tensions emergent from the representation of institution sub-practices comes from the sub-practice
of [invite friend]. It is a sub-practice that is represented in five episodes with all of the main
characters engaging in it at least once. The guests invited into the house function as narrative
devices to afford a plethora of ideologically inscribed (and often exploitative) impoliteness. In
episode five, for example, Roger, a character who is presented as eccentric and not conforming to
stereotypical expectations of masculinity is used for several slurs on homosexuality (see Appendix
A, instances 260-265, 272-274, for example).

4.2.3. Relation
The participation in sub-practices of relation reveals further insights into the characters’
interpersonal relations. Table B3 in Appendix B illustrates the characters’ participation in relation
practices. In comparison to participation of labor and institution activities, the sub-practices of
relation are more divided into the two couple’s mutual participation. This is most evident in Gloria
and Michael’s frequent participation in activities where affection and sexuality are displayed such
as kissing and caressing. Archie, a stereotypical representation of a man suppressing his emotions,
is not observed as participating in similar practices. Besides drawing from discourses of gender and,
perhaps, the juxtaposing of an old and young couple, the display of affection and passion is
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An aspect of Britain’s “tridimensional realization of space”, Britain (2010: 72) is the psychological dimension and
how “perceptions of the physical and socialized spaces around us can lead us to act and behave in differing ways”
(Britain, 2010: 71).
22
That is not to say philanthropy should generally be considered indexical to socialism, rather, the show tends to
connotate these fields.
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effectively used as representing generational differences of attitudes towards sexuality, which also
emerges as an interesting location for negative judgements in the dataset.
The characters’ engagement in past-time activities is also roughly divided into activities
performed by couples and activities performed as a family, such as playing monopoly. Gloria and
Michael are perhaps represented as more out-going and active in their sub-practices, while Edith
and Archie notably are only once portrayed as playing cards.

4.3. Practices and Negative Judgements
A total of 65 unique sub-practices were coded under the instances of negative judgements in
the dataset. In terms of affording negative judgements, practices categorized under the institution
category proved the most prolific, as displayed in figure 4.2 below.

Figure 4.2 Total Number of Instances of Negative Judgements in Practice Categories
Analyzed as relating to 311 instances of negative judgements, institution practices appear in
the dataset far more than labor or relation practices. This is supported by a more general observation
of the nature of All in the Family as a sitcom that engages in various social issues. 23

23

Standing out from its genre, it is far from escapist, but rather, knits itself within the social fabric of its time with a
plethora of cultural and sociopolitical references and discussion, most of which are relevant social issues in the United
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As will be argued with more detailed examples in further sections, impoliteness, and negative
judgements, in particular, form a key linguistic strategy in effectively representing these social
issues in concordance with the representation of activities where the community of practice is
connected to other small-unit communities or larger scale communities.

4.4. Impact
Before moving on to more detailed analysis of the negative judgements present in the major
dyads of this study, a brief discussion of results regarding impact will provide further insight into
impoliteness between the characters.
Table 4.3 Percentage of Impact Categorizations by Source-Target
Impact/ST
n
1
2
3
4
5
Total

AM
175
25.1%
58.3%
14.3%
2.3%
100%

MA
103
13.6%
58.3%
27.2%
0.9%
100%

AE
93
28%
72%
100%

EA
50
22%
58%
20%
100%

AG
40
25%
65%
5%
5%
100%

GA
43
16.3%
69.7%
14%
100%

GM
32
6.2%
56.3%
34.4%
3.1%
100%

MG
32
9.4%
9.4%
71.9%
6.2%
3.1%
100%

EG
4
50%
50%
100%

GE
11
45.5%
54.5%
100%

Table 4.3 displays the percentage of impact categorizations of the negative judgements
divided into source-target (characters divided by letter categories) and accompanied by the total
number of instances (n) present in the dataset. While the results should only be used as a guidance
for discussion as argued in section 3.3.2, there are several interesting observations to be made.
A general trend is for the majority of instances to be categorized as impact 2 with impact 1
and 3 categorizations forming the rest of the majority. As discussed in section 3.3.2, the scale of
impact used is ordinal. Thus, instances appearing in impact categorizations 4 and 5 should be
treated with special attention. A notable absence of these categorizations is in the Archie-Edith
dyad, where negative judgements never amount to (threats) of breakdowns in relation or physical
struggle. The Gloria-Michael dyad forms the other end of the pole with the only instance of a
category 5 impact. The Archie dyads (AM-MA, AE-EA, and AG-GA) show a tendency for Archie
to react with a greater representation of negative emotion. This is observable especially in the ST

States even today. The social issues referenced in the first season of the show include, among other things, issues of
racism such as segregation, white supremacy, and the civil rights movement, gender issues such as the women’s
liberation movement, later called the second-wave of feminism, social order issues such as student protests and
unrest on campuses, geo-political issues such as the war in Vietnam, the threat of communism and the Cold War, and
the peace movement, the sexual revolution, and issues revolving around atheism and homosexuality.
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pairings distribution of the impact category 3 and, perhaps, entails the representation and
characterization24 of Archie as a volatile and temperamental character.
The Gloria-Michael dyad has the strongest weighted percentages of impact reactions,
resulting from a heated argument between the couple in Gloria Discovers Women’s Lib (S01E11),
where an attempt of realignment is sought in the couple’s marriage and relationship in terms of
inequalities between the sexes. While the pair is usually represented as non-conflicting, the issue of
gender equality is foregrounded in this episode against the established patterns previously
represented in the show, also resulting in the only instance of an impact categorization of 5, a
breakdown of relationship25. These issues will be further addressed in section 5.4.
In terms of analysis of impoliteness, the character of Edith proved the most difficult to assess
due to her representation as somewhat foolish and submissive. When demanded an opinion, she is
often represented as flouting or breaking the Gricean maxims of cooperativeness (Grice 1991: 2627) or represented as not understanding the question at all (see Appendix A instances 422-424, for
example). In instances of negative judgements, her reaction is often represented with little impact.
This is also present in table 4.3 with no categorizations of impact above 2 in both the AE and GE
pairing. One possible reading of characterization, and representational outcome, is for her to be
accustomed to the abusive language used by Archie as well as a representation of her survival
strategies (mainly to overlook and avoid further conflict) 26. As such, her character serves as a point
of reference for the different approaches Gloria and Michael are represented as taking in dealing
with Archie, leading, among other things, to a differential generational representation of attitudes
and propriety towards social issues represented in negative judgements produced by Archie.
The following section will feature more detailed analysis and discussion of negative
judgements in relation to the situational contexts provided by observed practices. With regard to
impact, the discussions have been partly informed by thematic analysis of sub-practices affording
representations of heightened reactions by the characters.
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See McIntyre and Bousfield (2017: 772-775) for an introduction to characterization and impoliteness.
The foregrounding of equality is not the only possible reading of representation attained from the episode. Another
observation is more centered on a juxtapositioning of the old and young couples, with Gloria and Michael’s
relationship represented as more passionate as opposed to the older couple Archie and Edith, whose relationship
despite obvious inequalities is more stable. This is also present to some extent, for example, in Archie’s negative
judgements such as our two turtledoves here had a little spat (see Appendix A instance 560).
26
Interestingly, this is also present in some of her negative judgements that represent a more distanced approach to
dealing with Archie’s volatility (see Appendix A instances 292-293, for example).
25
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5. Analysis and Discussion
For purposes of analysis, the dataset was divided into separate dyads to capture some of the
finer details and differences within the character relations in a close-reading. The four largest dyads
in the dataset were formed by the interpersonal dyads Archie-Michael (the AM dyad), Archie-Edith
(the AE dyad), Archie-Gloria (the AG dyad), and Gloria-Michael (the GM Dyad). Figure 5.1 below
displays an overview of instances of negative judgements categorized under the three major practice
categories and separated by dyad. Though they are discussed more in depth in following sections,
figure 5.1 already displays some of the notable differences in the distribution of negative
judgements, both with quantitative differences in the dyads, as well as in the practice categories.

Figure 5.1 Instances of Negative Judgements in the Four Largest Dyads by Practice and SourceTarget
The AM dyad forms by far the largest dyad, with a strong focus on negative judgements
emergent from institution practices as well as a differential distribution of negative judgements by
source in the labor and relation categories. The AE dyad is the second largest dyad with a more
even distribution of negative judgements by the practices. However, it is also marked by an uneven
distribution by source with Archie especially productive in the labor and relation categories. The
AG dyad shows a slight focus on negative judgements being produced in situational contexts of the
institution practices, with Gloria interestingly producing more negative judgements than Archie.
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Surprisingly, the GM dyad is entirely absent of negative judgements appearing in conjunction to
labor practices.
The following sections (5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4) will discuss the four largest dyads prominent in
the dataset with an emphasis on the situational contexts afforded by the representations of subpractices in the dyads as well as observations of the distribution of negative judgements and how
they are leveraged from the social discourses of the local ontology. Section 5.5 will briefly discuss
the remaining interpersonal dyads as well as features of the group dyads present in the dataset.
Finally, a summary of the results and analysis is presented in section 5.6.

5.1. The AM Dyad
The Archie-Michael dyad consists of 278 (43.4%) observations of negative judgments and
forms the largest dyad in the dataset. Considering the distance and power relationship of Archie as
father-in-law and Michael as son-in-law this is a surprising result in sheer terms of quantity.
Hypothetically, it would have perhaps been more natural to assume that impoliteness is more
frequent in close-relationships, for example in the AE, AG, or GM dyads. However, the large
quantity of observations in the AM dyad supports observations already touched upon in sections
4.2.1 and 4.2.2. With more represented access to public space (through the representation of subpractices), it is evident that the male characters are used as the primary means of representing
conflicting sides of many of the social issues brought up (and exploited) in the show. This is further
supported by figure 5.2, below, which displays the distribution of negative judgements in the three
major practice categories.
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Figure 5.2 Distribution of Negative Judgements in the AM Dyad by Practice and Source-Target
The differentiated distribution of negative judgements in the practice categories offer some of
the most encouraging results in terms of the methodology of distinguishing practices (see figure 5.3
in the AE dyad for a similar pattern). Evidently, negative judgements emerging in relation to
institution practices in the AM dyad afford the most judgements. More critically, they offer a rather
equal distribution between the two characters. This is in stark contrast to the distribution of negative
judgements in the labor category. Keeping in mind the relationship between the characters, with
Michael being financially dependent on Archie, this is an interesting observation as the unequal
power relation between the men seems to translate into fewer affordances of Michael producing
negative judgements of Archie.
The following sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2, and 5.1.3 will discuss negative judgements in the three
practice categories in further detail and provide examples of social discourses indexed in the
negative judgements.

5.1.1. AM Labor
The AM labor category consists of 61 instances of negative judgements categorized under 11
unique sub-practices. The majority of instances are analyzed under three interrelated sub-practices:
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earning money (23), attending college (13), and eating (9). These quite literally spell out a heavy
emphasis on a breadwinner discourse, where Archie, as the breadwinner, is entitled and afforded
with negative judgements of Michael in both his failure to provide for himself and Gloria by
spending his time in college learning how to be a subversive (see Appendix A instance 26) as well
as consuming Archie’s food.
As already discussed in section 5.1, this is also present in the uneven distribution of negative
judgements between the characters, with Archie producing 53 (86.9%) of the instances while
Michael only produces 8 (13.1%) instances. Table 5.1, below, displays the frequencies of negative
judgements in the AM labor category.
Table 5.1 Frequency of negative judgements in AM labor category by ST and (total number of
instances)
Negative Judgement
Normality
Capacity
Tenacity
Propriety
Veracity
Total

AM (53)
0.13
0.62
0.02
0.15
0.08
1

MA (8)
0.125
0.5
0.125
0.25
0
1

While the low quantity of instances produced by Michael render any analysis of frequencies
uninformative, Archie’s negative judgements are heavily weighted on negative judgements of social
esteem, particularly judgements of Michael’s capacity. Example 5.1, below, displays typical
exchanges of negative judgements, where social expectations and norms relating to the breadwinner
discourse are leveraged for the production of negative judgements and humor. Prior to this scene,
Gloria and Edith have visited a doctor and discovered Gloria is pregnant. After telling Michael, the
family are breaking the news to Archie, who appears more worried than happy.
Example 5.1
Archie: A miracle, you give my daughter a baby and (303) you can't even support a goldfish.
Michael: Archie, my reaction was the same as yours.
…
Michael: That's it! That's it, when I first found out about it I was feeling guilty but after listening to
you I'm starting to feel damn proud!
Archie: Proud?
Michael: Yeah!
Archie: (308) Can you put proud in a bank? How you're gonna support that baby?
Michael: I can do it, I’m just not set up to just ‘cause I’m in school, that’s all. I could be working,
you know.
Archie: (309) Working you?
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Michael: Yeah!
Archie: (310) I'll believe that when the 59th street bridge grows leaves.
Michael: Start believing it right now, pal, because that’s it! I’m quitting school!
(S01E06 Gloria Has a Belly Full)
All of the four instances above are categorized under the labor practice of [earn money].
Archie’s utterance in instance 303 is a negative judgement of Michael’s capacity to support his
family that utilizes a mixture of formulaic and implicational linguistic strategies in creating a
negative assertive, or criticism, of Michael’s capabilities. Instance 308 is an example of a strategic
use of implicational impoliteness where the preceding cotext of Michael’s assertive of being proud
is placed into the context of a bank, a mismatch of semantic surface forms effectively creating an
insinuating negative judgement of capacity27. Visibly agitated, Michael is forced to defend himself
by emphasizing his lack of working isn’t due to lack of capability but rather situational
circumstances. Michael’s claim is countered by Archie in instances 309 and 310, which are
implicational negative judgements of veracity that exacerbate the offensiveness of Archie’s
previous negative judgements. This also results in the exchange having some of the highest impact
scorings (2,3,3,4, in order) in the AM labor category as well as the AM dyad in general. Moreover,
the comedic value of the creativity involved in the representation of implicational impoliteness in
instance 310, in particular, functions as entertaining impoliteness (Culpeper, 2011: 233-239) and
resonates strongly with the characters’ interpersonal power relations where “the initiator of the joke
typically enjoys greater amount of power or status” (Scharrer, 2001: 25). Another example of a
highly impactful exchange in the AM labor dyad comes from example 5.2 below.
Example 5.2
Michael defends himself by saying it's hard work going to college.
Archie: (46) For you it's like building the pyramids. I'll tell you though all that sociology and
studying that welfare stuff I don't call that no hard work.
Gloria: Oh daddy leave him alone I think it's beautiful that Michael wants to help the
underprivileged.
Archie: Listen (47) if he wants to help the underprivileged let him start with himself. (48) He's
got no brains he's got no ambition if that ain't underprivileged I don't know what is.
Gloria: That's it! Mother we're moving outta here I'm not gonna stay in this house another minute to
see my husband insulted like that.
27

Instances 303 and 308 also provide an interesting methodological discussion, as both judgements breach on
evaluations of both capacity and tenacity. Michael is deemed both incapable from a perspective of attack on quality
face, and undependable from a perspective of attack on social identity face in his failure to live up to social
expectations of providing for his wife and family. For the purposes of this study, instances in the AM dyad were
overwhelmingly categorized as primarily evaluating capacity due to both the cotext of the utterances (for example,
Michael’s insistence following Archie’s negative judgement in utterance 308 that “he can do it”) as well as the
interpersonal relationship between Archie and Michael, where Archie is not in a position to be dependent on Michael.
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(S01E01 Meet the Bunkers)
The instances above are categorized under the sub-practice of [college] and analyzed as
negative judgements of capacity. Prior to this excerpt, Michael has been forced to defend his
contribution to work around the house stating that going to college is a full day job. Archie’s
utterances in instances 46 and 47 are more implicational in form. The use of an analogy in instance
46 questions Michael’s progress as slow, an adjectival realization that also impinges on his
intellectual capacity. This is exacerbated in instances 47 and 48 with increasing explicitness.
Simultaneously, the shift in dialogue from an exchange between Archie and Michael to Archie and
Gloria leaves the offence produced in third-person, a strategy of impoliteness that is fairly common
in the dataset. Futhermore, a creative pattern of repetition is observably established as Archie
appropriates Gloria’s use of the noun “underprivileged” and shifts it into an adjective28, culminating
in instance 48, which is a more formulaic negative assertion of Michael’s capacity in lacking two
positive attributes, talent and ambition, which are central to the ideals of individualism.
From a narrational perspective, the exchange also contributes to the construction of the
characters’ politico-economical stances. The study of sociology here is affiliated with a narrative of
helping the underprivileged and socialism, a positive stance on the welfare state, which Archie is
often represented as objecting. It is a conflict already apparent in the lines of the opening theme
song of the show /didn’t need no welfare state/. The conflict emergent from Michael attending
college is present in many instances of negative judgements in the AM dyad, mainly in the labor
and institution categories. They are represented, for example, through vocatives such as pinko,
professor, wise guy, and, often, the archetypal meathead.
Example 5.3
Gloria and Michael are doing charity work.
Archie: What are yous two doin' here 'n (588) don't tell me it's real work or I'll have a heart
attack.
Gloria: Consider your life spared daddy we're not getting paid for this.
Michael: That's right this happens to be something we believe in, you know man does not live by
bread alone.
Archie: (589) You sure don't, not unless the bread's wrapped around ham, baloney, liverwurst
or salami. No wonder you're a meathead, he he he.
(S01E12 Success Story)
28

The use of similar creative impoliteness is a sign of impoliteness being utilized for its entertaining functions (see
Culpeper 2011: 234-235, for a discussion of links “between impolite interactions and entertainment” (2011: 234).
However, there is an interesting side-effect to representing creative impoliteness through Archie as he is inevitably
portrayed as sharp-witted and incisive, a representational dissonance with the shows tendency to attempt a satirical
representation of his ideological beliefs.
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Example 5.3 above displays an instance of negative judgement that is afforded by the macrosocial connections of the hegemonic breadwinner discourse and the characters’ differential
participation in the practice. Particularly interesting to the discussion at hand is instance 589, which
is categorized under the sub-practice of [eat]. Appearing late in the season, Archie’s utterance draws
from already established patterns of character relations, and specifically, Michael’s dependence on
Archie for sustenance. It is categorized as form-driven implicational impoliteness due to the marked
semantic content and mismatches in form. The utterance begins with a personalized agreement you
sure don’t of Michael’s assertion in the previous line. It is then followed by the assertion of a
condition involving the property of the bread as containing meat. The listing of various hyponyms
of meat creates a semantic connotation with large quantities finally creating the inference that
Michael eats too much of Archie’s food, and is expensive to upkeep. Thus, for the purposes of this
study, the utterance has been understood as a negative evaluation of Michael’s behavior, resulting in
a categorization of a negative judgement of propriety. Archie’s following utterance no wonder
you’re a meathead is a formulaic conventionalized insult29. However, due to a lack of perceived
negative attitude in Michael, it was not included in the dataset. Interesting here is how the macrosociological frameworks of male breadwinners are leveraged and indexed in a negative judgement
where the evoked meaning is covered under a layer of semantic connotations.
To summarize, observed instances of negative judgements in the AM labor category are
largely resulting from the tension and conflict emergent from an asymmetric differential
participation in sub-practices while both characters share a hegemonic ideology of social
expectations towards men as breadwinners. These instances are not only evident in negative
judgements that reference the practice of earning money directly but also in sub-practices, such as
eating, where the asymmetrical participation is indirectly present.
Part of the discussion in the following section will present a rather opposite situation, where
the conflict between the characters is located in the mutual participation in sub-practices with
oppositional and non-complementary ideologies.

5.1.2. AM institution
The AM institution category consists of 157 instances categorized as relating to 25 unique
sub-practices. As such, the negative judgements in the AM institution category are contextually far

29

Interestingly, Alba-Juez and Martínez-Caro (2011: 203) discuss no wonder as a linguistic expression that has a high
tendency to ”encode negative evaluative pragmatic meaning”.
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more varied than those in the labor category and draw from various social discourses, issues and
ideologies in representation. The instances are more equally divided between the characters with
Archie producing 79 (50.3%) negative judgements and Michael producing 78 (49.7%) instances.
Section 4.2.2 discussed the show’s tendency to represent many of the social issues through the
oppositional positioning of the male characters in the sub-practices of institution. In terms of
affordance, the representation of sub-practices of institution is perhaps the most natural location for
leveraging many of the discussions that engage with such issues. As impoliteness strategies, and
negative judgements, in particular, are frequently utilized to represent the conflicts, it is therefore
not surprising to find a more equal distribution between the characters in the institution category.
However, analyzing the frequency of distribution of negative judgements, displayed in table
5.2, below, reveals an interesting differentiation between the characters. Negative judgements
produced by Archie are more heavily weighted on social esteem, capacity in particular, whereas
negative judgements produced by Michael are more weighted on social sanction with a high
frequency of negative judgements of veracity. In fact, compared to the characters’ average
production of negative judgements, both characters show an increase in the production of veracity
in the AM institution category. It is perhaps a symptom of the emphasis on ideological conflict and
controversy where both characters are more likely to produce negative evaluations of truthfulness
and honesty of each other’s assertions. The increase in Michael’s production of negative
judgements of propriety and veracity is also partly consequential of a typical dialogue construct
present in the series, where Archie tends to make an inappropriate or incorrect assertion or produce,
for example, a racial slur (see Croom, 2013: 178, for discussion), to which Michael responds with
negative judgements of social sanction (see example 5.6 for a typical exchange).
Table 5.2 Frequency of negative judgements in AM institution category by ST and (total number of
instances)
Negative Judgement
Normality
Capacity
Tenacity
Propriety
Veracity
Total

AM (79)
0.05
0.56
0.06
0.18
0.15
1

MA (78)
0.05
0.30
0.06
0.24
0.35
1

The tendency to represent social issues through the male characters contributes to an overall
representation of male authority, a theme of a discourse of male dominance often discussed in
literature on gender. Kiesling (2007), for example, argues male dominance to be one of the “four
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main cultural discourses of masculinity in the USA” (Kiesling, 2007: 657) and indexical themes of
being authoritative and in control (Kiesling, 2007: 658) are certainly present in the exchanges of
negative judgement in the AM institution category.
An interesting observation of how such ideologies can manifest even in the semantopragmatic content of a negative judgement is shown in example 5.4 below.
Example 5.4
Archie comes home and is riled up after finding out Jim Bowman sold his house to a black family.
Archie: Edith it ain't their problem, it's our problem these people are steppin' up in life and we're
movin' down, how much you think our property's gonna be worth with them people living two
doors away.
Michael: (406) Probably more than it was worth before.
Archie: Oh (407) listen to mister real-estate himself he's gonna tell me about land values now.
Michael: ArArchie: (408) He can't afford enough to buy enough land to put a flower pot in.
(S01E08 Lionel Moves into the Neighborhood)
Prior to this scene, Archie has found out his neighbor has sold his apartment to a black family
and is upset it will affect the value of his property. Subsequently, his neighbor has advised him to
petition the neighborhood and buy the house back. Instances 406 and 407 have been categorized as
relating to the sub-practice [petition neighborhood]. Michaels utterance in instance is 406 is an
implicational negative judgement of veracity, evaluating Archie’s assertion as untruthful. While in
itself an act of authority, Archie’s response in instance 407, however, is particularly interesting to
the discussion at hand. Here the use of a more distanced form of address mister is combined with an
abstract field of expertise to create a claim of authority that due to both verbal internal mismatches
(the use of a polite address form in conjunction with an unexpected abstract entity, see Culpeper
2011: 174-175 for discussion of verbal formula mismatches) and external contextual mismatches
(the context of the use of mister as a marker of social distance or respect mismatches the situational
context of close-distance peers disagreeing) is effectively inferenced as a negative evaluation of the
target’s capacity relating to that specific field. Thus, similar instances have also been analyzed as
convention-driven implicational impoliteness30 (see Appendix A instances, 16, 57, 164 and 226 for
other variants of a similar construct). There are no instances of a similar construct with female

30

It is necessary here to point out that the pattern of use does seem fairly formulaic and conventionalized in itself,
and there is a very similar Mr. Know-It-All construct. However, the categorization between conventionalized and
implicational impoliteness in this study is less rigorous than the corpus based methodology discussed in Culpeper 2011
(2011: 134).
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variants of Mrs. or Ms. in the dataset, suggesting a genderized representation in the attitudes
towards male and female proficiency as a valued characteristic.
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 touched on the genderized spatialization of participation in institution
sub-practices, remarking that the public space is represented as more accessible to the male
characters in the first season of the show. The following examples will discuss negative judgements
emerging in contexts of sub-practices engaged with both private space (example 5.5) and public
space (examples 5.6 and 5.7).
Example 5.5
Michael is hurrying Archie to leave. Archie has been testing Roger with various insinuations of
homosexuality.
Archie: Oh I thought I'd hang around and hear about some more of the enchanting things he done
over there, for instance uh, did he hunt?
Michael: You know Roger doesn't hunt, I don't believe in it either.
Archie: Yeah well (271) sometimes I got my doubts about you too Buster Brown.
(S01E05 Judging Books by Covers)

Prior to the excerpt in example 5.5, Archie has protested inviting Roger to the house because
he believes Roger to be homosexual, resulting in a wide range of homosexual slurs and impolite
behavior both in the absence and in the presence of Roger, much to Gloria and Michael’s
displeasure. Archie’s utterance in instance 271 is categorized under the sub-practice [invite friend],
which is the second largest (28 instances) contextual sub-practice for negative judgements in the
AM institution category.31 The utterance is categorized as form-driven implicational impoliteness
due to the semantically marked content of having doubt and the use of the cartoon character Buster
Brown, who is known for his eccentric (and sometimes, cross-) dressing and pretty features. The use
of doubts refers to the previous context of the episode, where Archie has frequently doubted Roger
as a homosexual while the use of Buster Brown refers to Archie’s view of Michael’s deviating
stylistic choices32. The resulting inference is a negative judgement of normality, insinuating Archie
sometimes doubts Michael’s heterosexuality, which is also one of the hegemonic cultural discourses
of masculinity discussed by Kiesling (2007: 657-658). The discourses of masculine
hetero/homosexuality are strongly present in the entire episode, mainly afforded by the
representation of sub-practices of [invite friend] and [go to bar]. In comparison, no allusion to
31

The two other major contexts, where the sub-practice [invite friend] is used for impoliteness in the AM institution
category, appear in episodes Mike’s Hippie Friends Come to Visit (S01E07) and The First and Last Supper (S01E13, see
Appendix A, instances 615-626, for a particularly strong example)
32
Archie is represented in the stereotypical working-class blue-collar outfit, whereas Michael’s clothing is often more
trend-aware.
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female or feminine homosexuality is attempted nor present in the negative judgements of the
dataset. Eckert and McConnell-Ginet (2013: 24) discuss the recursivity of gender enforcement and
note that feminine men are often seen as inferior while the same does not necessarily apply to
masculine women due to a performance of a “valued masculine persona”, and that “the association
of gender and heterosexuality also leads to the association of gender-atypical behavior with
homosexuality, especially for boys and men”.
The participation in sub-practices involving technologies of mass-communication, mainly the
printed press [read newspaper] and television [TV], also emerges as a situational context for several
negative judgements in the AM institution category. Example 5.6, below, manages to capture both
sub-practices in a short space while also providing an example of one of the typical dialogue
constructs resulting in an increase of negative judgements of social sanction, discussed in relation to
table 5.2 above.
Example 5.6
Archie is reading the newspaper.
<Archie blows a raspberry>
Archie: What's this country coming to anyhow?
Michael: What is it Archie, bad news?
Archie: What else?
Michael: We get out of Vietnam or something?
Archie: (286) Don't be a wise guy, huh, it's them tamale eaters out there in Los Angeles, they're
riotin' and fightin' with them poor cops again, what do them people want anyhow?
Michael: Well for one thing they don't wanna be called tamale eaters.
Archie: Just look at that picture here, look at it. Throwin’ bricks and bottles, it’s like a regular
insurruption.
Michael: (287) They like to be called chicanos, alright?
Archie: Aw, who cares? What’s in a name anyhow, huh?
…
Archie: After that, if a guy was a jig or a spick it was his own business.
Michael: Whaddaya mean it was his own business?
Archie: Certainly it was his own business. If he wanna hang out with his own crowd all the time,
which most of them did, that’s how you got your Chinatowns, your Harlems, your Little Italy all
them other grettoes.
Michael: (288) So it's their fault you call 'em those names?
Archie: (289) It ain't my fault meathead.
Michael: (290) What's on the idiot box?
Archie: (291) It's only an idiot box if an idiot is watching it, so don't peek.
(S01E06 Gloria Has a Belly Full)
Instances 286-289 are categorized under the sub-practice of [read newspaper] while instances
290-291 under the sub-practice of [TV], respectively. The excerpt begins with a news article
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causing a perceived negative attitude in Archie, which is jumped on by Michael with a joke33
playing on Archie’s supposed enthusiasm in supporting the ongoing war in Vietnam34. Archie’s
utterance in instance 286 is a formulaic criticism of Michael’s behavior, categorized as a judgement
of propriety. Archie’s use of the racial/ethnic slur tamale eaters evidently causes moral anger in
Michael, sparking an implicational reproach (negative judgement of propriety) of Archie’s use of
the slur in the following line. This, however, has no impact and is ignored by Archie (and therefore
not included in the dataset), leading to a renewal of the similar implicational negative judgement of
propriety in instance 287 that also contains the message enforcer alright through which Archie’s
attention is forced, resulting in his rebuke in the following line. Michael’s utterance in instance 288
is another implicational negative judgement of propriety, which Archie counters in instance 289
with the use of the negative vocative meathead, categorized in this instance as a negative judgement
of capacity. Typical to the show, the issue of racism is left unresolved and the attention of the
viewer shifted to another issue, this time with reference to watching television. Instances 290 and
291 are reciprocal implicational form-driven negative judgements of capacity drawing from
semantic content of the use of idiot box, a local word for a television set signifying its believed
effects as a stupefying media, in conjunction with Archie’s tendency to watch television.35
The characters opposing political affiliations are represented early in the season and already
apparent in instances such as those discussed in example 5.2 in relation to the AM labor category.
The AM institution category, however, is marked by a large amount of negative judgements
produced in the situational context of political activities. In example 5.7. below, Michael has written
a letter to president Nixon about social and environmental problems in the USA and has been
ridiculed for it by Archie. The exchange escalates as Archie becomes worried Michael has insulted
the president and results in an intense production of negative judgements.
Example 5.7
Archie is upset Michael has written a letter to the president about social and environmental
problems in America.
Archie: (114) I'll tell you something wise guy, you see (115) you don't understand your basic
simplistics, your biggest problems always burn themselves down to the human factor, I mean to say
the president after all is only a man.
33

Michael’s utterance we get out of Vietnam or something was a borderline case in the analysis of this study as it can
be inferred as a negative judgement of propriety evaluating Archie’s support of the war as unethical.
34
By the time of this exchange, the characters’ stances on the Vietnam war have already been established as
conflicting in Writing the President (S01E02), with Michael against and Archie for, and Archie later identifying behind
the popular slogan of the time America Right or Wrong (see appendix A instances 385-390).
35
See appendix A instances 94-106 for an interesting example of how television personalities are leveraged for
negative judgements, with Michael and Gloria identyfying with Jack Lemmon and Archie identifying with John Wayne,
the ”spirit that made America great”.
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Michael: Right, and he's in the wrong job.
Archie: You- is that what you said to him in that letter?
<Archie grabs the letter from Michael>
Michael: Hey gimme that- gimme that- whaddaya doing?
Archie: (116) A jerk pipsqueak like you, (117) you have the nerve to insult the commander-inchief- that's my return address on there- you're insulting President Nixon from my return address
(118) you must have a screw loose!
Michael: Alright that's itArchie: (119) You left-wing radical liberal meatheaded Polack!
(S01E02 Writing the president)
Instances 114 and 115 are categorized under the sub-practice [political] while instances 116119 are categorized under the sub-practice of [write letter to president]. Archie’s utterances in
instances 114-119 are all categorized as negative judgements of capacity. Instance 114 is a
condescension consisting of a preface I’ll tell you something and a negative vocative wise guy and
instance 115 is a direct negative assertion of Michael’s intellectual capacity. The exchange is
intensified when Archie grabs the letter from Michael, a rare example of a trespass of physical
boundaries in the first season. Archie’s onslaught of conventionalized insults and criticisms in
instances 116-119 escalates towards a higher impact scoring (3,2,3,4, in order), resulting in a
physical struggle for possession of the letter. In the context of the geo-political struggle of the time,
Michael’s concerns and opinions are to Archie irrelevant and unpatriotic resulting in the
condescending insult jerk pipsqueak. The string of formulaic negative vocatives (from Archie’s
perspective) in instance 119 summarizes a great deal of ideological differences between the two
characters. Furthermore, the use of the ethnic slur36 Polack not only differentiates Michael from
Archie, in terms of ethnic origin, but is also de-Americanizing in this context connotating with
previous arguments of Michael as unpatriotic. The use of radical, in this context, is leveraged and
afforded by cultural references to events of the time-period that not only reference geo-political
events such as the protests against the Vietnam war but mediatized events and tragedies such as the
deaths in student protests on campuses in the Kent State massacre, for example.
Thus far, examples of negative judgements in the AM institution category have been
relatively easily relatable to the situational context afforded by the relevant sub-practice, at hand.
This, however, is not always the case, as example 5.8 demonstrates below.
Example 5.8
Michael and Gloria explain how blood doesn't differ depending on race.
36

Croom (2013) discusses slurs as “terms that are typically used to derogate certain group members” (Croom 2013:
178). In this instance, the use of an ethnic slur would in Croom’s analysis signify a “paradigmatic derogatory use of
slurs” (Croom 2013: 188-190), where Michael is categorized under a social group demarcated as foreign (and inferior).
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Archie: You want my reaction? (206) Commie propaganda pure and simple.
Michael: Awh! Awh, (207) that's bull!
Archie: (208) That's straight from the Russkies right off the Kremlin line!
Michael: Archie, Archie what I am tellin' you, I'm gonna tell you for the last time, any man's blood
will work in any other man's body period that's a fact!
(S01E04 Archie Gives Blood)
The instances above have been categorized under the sub-practice [donate blood], which is an
activity at the center of the plot in Archie Gives Blood (S01E04). Prior to this excerpt, Gloria,
Michael and Archie have already argued on Archie’s beliefs that blood contains racial
characteristics and traits (see Appendix A instances 195-205, for example). These are already rather
obscure affordances, where the semantic content of blood is connotated to the representation of
racist beliefs. However, this relation is stretched even further with the introduction of accusations of
communism, where the semantic affordances are broken, and the line of argument pushed to the
absurd for comical effect.
Archie’s utterance in instance 206 is a negative judgement of veracity categorized under the
A-GM dyad, as it evaluated both Gloria and Michael’s explanation. Instances 207 and 208,
however, are categorized under the AM dyad as negative judgements of veracity. As such, they are
also fairly representative examples of the (often reciprocal) manner in which negative judgements
of veracity are used in the AM institution category to locate conflicts of oppositional ideologies.
Michael’s utterance in instance 207 is a conventionalized criticism that is prefaced by moans of
disproval functioning as message enforcers. Archie’s utterance in instance 208 is more
implicational, requiring semantic inferencing and knowledge of the local ontology of the time
including the on-going Cold War and related fears of communism.
To summarize, the state of the then present-day America, with its various divisive social
issues, is a common theme represented through impoliteness between the male characters in the AM
institution category. As discussed above, it is very much a representation of male authority with
sub-practices and negative judgements afforded by their representations predominantly represented
through the male characters. It differs from the observations made in the AM labor category in that
negative judgements often emerge in contexts of mutual participation in sub-practices37 where the
characters differentiating ideological stances are then represented, primarily in acts of impoliteness.
Despite the even quantity of production, the frequencies of negative judgements vary between the
characters, which contributes to the construction of the characters’ personalities, traits and their
37

These include, for example, [donate blood], [write letter to president], [TV], [read newspaper], [find lawyer], and
[political].
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ideological stances and fears. For Archie’s conservative views, for example, the fear of Michael and
Gloria’s actions tearin’ the country down sometimes manifests into strings of insults such as you
atheistic pinko meathead (see Appendix A, instances 97 and 604) or those discussed above in
example 5.7, instance 119, which effectively demarcate a range of ideological differences between
the characters.

5.1.3. AM Relation
The AM relation category consists of 60 observations of negative judgements categorized
under 13 unique sub-practices. Notably, 16 instances fall under the categorization [ind], where any
observed sub-practice providing situational context for negative judgements was not identified. The
distribution of negative judgements is uneven between the characters, with Archie producing 43
negative judgements and Michael producing 17 instances. The instances in the AM relation
category can be thematically categorized as mainly revolving around attacks on personal qualities
and evaluations of respectability and appropriateness in activities, where (sexual) affection is
displayed or discussed. Arguably, this is also, to some extent, present in the tentative frequencies of
negative judgements displayed in table 5.3 below.
Table 5.3 Frequency of Negative Judgements in AM relation Category by ST and (total number of
instances)
Negative Judgement
Normality
Capacity
Tenacity
Propriety
Veracity
Total

AM
0.14
0.42
0.05
0.37
0.02
1

MA
0.23
0.35
0.12
0.18
0.12
1

Both characters produce high frequencies of capacity as is already established in the other
categories, interesting here are the increases in judgements of normality, and in the case of Archie,
increases in judgement of propriety that are partially explained by negative judgements emerging in
contexts where the characters’ views on appropriate sexual conduct is conflicting, a theme carried
throughout the episodes of the first season. Example 5.9 below, contains some of the first negative
judgements of the show, many of which are related to the appropriateness of sexual conduct.
Example 5.9
Archie and Edith have caught Gloria and Michael by surprise as they are kissing.
Archie: Yeah (4) five minutes more and we woulda heard it remote from the bedroom.
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Gloria: Gee, mom, would'ya tell him it's normal.
Edith: Oh aw Archie, (5) why do you wanna pick on them when you've just had such a nice
surprise.
Archie: They was the one's that had the surprise. (6) Used to be the daylight hours was reserved
for the respectable things of life.
Michael: (7) Certain things are no different from now than they ever were.
Archie: What are you talking about? In my day- (8) Get your feet of that furniture! In my day we
was able to keep certain things in a proper suspective.
(S01E01 Meet the Bunkers)

Prior to the excerpt, Gloria and Michael have been organizing a surprise anniversary party for
Archie and Edith. Michael has made a few sexual advances, resulting in the couple being caught by
surprise and singing an awkward happy anniversary song to de-escalate the situation. Archie’s
utterance is categorized under the AG dyad as Gloria is the one offended by it. Instances 6 and 7
however have been categorized under the AM relation category under the sub-practice of [kiss].
Archie’s utterance in instance 6 is an implicational negative judgement of propriety. It is driven by
the semantic contents of the past-tense used to be and the expression respectable things of life,
insinuating that the couple’s behavior has been inappropriate. Michael defends himself by
attempting to find common ground with Archie. His utterance in instance 7 is an example of
unintentional impoliteness (on a character level), where an attempt to assert that people have always
behaved in a similar fashion causes a perceived negative attitude in Archie. The instance is
categorized in this study as a negative judgement of normality because it coerces an identity of
normality on Archie that he does not adhere to.
Section 4.2.3 briefly discussed the differential participation of the two couples in displays of
affection and sexuality. One representational outcome is an emphasis on the generational difference
in attitudes towards sexuality that arguably draws from public and private discourses of the 1960’s
sexual revolution. This is also explicitly represented through negative judgements in the show as is
evident in example 5.10 below.
Example 5.10
Michael: Alright, I know, I know but whaddaya want? It just happened. It's just one of those things
Archie: Oh it's just one those things? I might've known it was gonna happen (305) the way you
carry on around here.
Michael: Alright Archie.
Archie: (306) You're always pinchin' and touchin' each other, like you was pickin' fruit.
Michael: Come on Archie.
Archie: (307) Your whole generation does nothin' but think with its glands.
(S01E06 Gloria Has a Belly Full)
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Prior to this excerpt, Archie has been told Gloria is pregnant and, left alone with Michael,
criticizes him for his sexual conduct. Instances 305-307 are categorized as negative judgements of
propriety under the sub-practice of [sex]38. Instance 307, in particular, explicitly connects the
different attitudes to a generational level of representation. A similar example of the generational
aspect can be found in example 5.27 in the AG dyad (see section 5.3.3), particularly in Gloria’s
utterance in instance 364. The representation of sexuality will be further discussed in sections 5.2.3
and 5.3.3, the AE relation and AG relation dyads, respectively.
In the introduction to the AM relation category, it was pointed out that a large portion of
negative judgements were not categorized under a specific sub-practice and remain coded as [ind]
for indefinite. The majority of instances categorized under the [ind] label can be described as
attacks on quality or social identity face that lack a definitive situational context. In retrospect, it
would perhaps been more convenient to simply code most instances under a speech event subpractice such as [personal attack]. Example 5.11, below, displays three instances of negative
judgements categorized under the relation sub-practice of [ind].
Example 5.11
Archie has dismissed Michael’s contribution of doing maintenance work around the house.
Michael: Archie for your information I did more than change a lightbulb, and for your further
edification, calling me a polack is not gonna bother me I happen to be very proud of my Polish
heritage.
Archie: What heritage? (342) You come from a long line of bowling teams.
Michael: Yeah? (343) And you come from a long line of boneheads!
Archie: What?
Michael: (344) You think with your mind closed!
Archie: And (345) you eat with your mouth open!
Michael: You know (346) you are totally incomprehensible.
Archie: Maybe so but I make a lot of sense.
(S01E07 Mike’s Hippie Friends Come to Visit)
The sub-practices for instances 342, 343, and 346 are categorized as indefinite. Despite
appearing in close vicinity to negative judgements related to the labor sub-practice of [do
maintenance], the instances in example 5.11 deviate to more general attacks on personal qualities
and social identity. Instances 342 and 343 are categorized as form-driven implicational utterances.
Archie’s utterance in instance 342 is an attack on Michael’s social identity face that undermines his
Polish ethnicity and heritage as unaccomplished, drawing from racist cultural stereotypes of
bowling and its societal insignificance. Therefore, it is categorized as a judgement of negative

38

Though not represented on-screen, sex is referenced as an off-screen activity in similar fashion in multiple episodes.
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capacity. Michael’s reciprocal response uses repetition to establish Archie’s lineage as intellectually
incapable. Michael’s utterance in instance 346 is more conventionalized in manner, a formulaic
negative assertion of Archie’s capacity in response to Archie flouting the maxim of quality/relation
in his previous utterance.
To a lesser extent, negative judgements emergent from the characters’ participation in joint
past-time activities such as playing monopoly are also used to construct the characters’ personae
(see Appendix A, instances 185 and 192-194, for example), though similar instances are not present
in large quantities in the dataset.
To summarize, the AM relation category can be roughly divided into two themes: a theme of
personalized attacks on quality and social identity face appearing in relational contexts of past-time
activities and those coded indefinite, which the methodology of this study faced trouble in
identifying, as well as themes of sexual propriety pertaining to the characters’ differential
participation and ideological stances of sub-practices where affection and sexuality are displayed.

5.2. The AE Dyad
With 143 (22.3%) observations of negative judgements, the Archie-Edith dyad forms the
second largest dyad of the dataset. The instances of negative judgements are unevenly distributed
with Archie producing 93 (65%) instances and Edith producing 50 (35%) instances. Figure 5.3
below displays the distribution of negative judgements in the AE dyad along the major categories of
practices.
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Figure 5.3 Distribution of Negative Judgements in the AE Dyad by Practice and Source-Target
Similar to the AM dyad, the distribution of negative judgements in the institution category is
relatively evenly matched. Instances in the labor and relation practices, however, are predominantly
produced by Archie. Interestingly, the distribution of impoliteness in the practice categories is more
even than in the AM and AG dyads, suggesting, perhaps, that there is less open conflict between
Archie and Edith in practices of institution. The following sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2, and 5.2.3 will
discuss negative judgements in the AE dyad with more in-depth analysis of the situational contexts
afforded by the three practice categories.

5.2.1. AE Labor
The AE labor category consists of 55 utterances analyzed under 12 unique sub-practices. As
discussed in section 4.2.1, the division of labor represented in the house is genderized with Edith
and Gloria performing most of the unpaid labor in the house. These sub-practices, along with the
sub-practice of [nurse], also form the situational context for the overwhelming majority of instances
in the AE labor dyad. Considering the category is marked by a strikingly uneven distribution of
negative evaluations between the characters, with Archie as source accounting for 42 (77.8%)
instances and Edith for 13 (22.2%) instances, the dyad warrants a discussion of the representation of
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inequality and Archie’s oppressive hold on Edith39. This is emphasized when taking into
consideration the nature of the characters’ participation. Though differential in participation, both
the characters are represented as performing the activities defined to their differential membership
in the community of practice, unlike the circumstances discussed in the AM labor category, where
Michael was not performing what was socially expected from him. Furthermore, examining the
distribution of the frequencies of negative judgement reveals interesting differences from the
perspective of inequality.
Table 5.4 Frequency of Negative Judgements in AE labor category by ST and (total number of
instances)
Judgement
Normality
Capacity
Tenacity
Propriety
Veracity
Total

AE (42)
0.05
0.41
0.39
0.15
0
1

EA (13)
0.08
0.15
0
0.54
0.23
1

While the number of instances is too small for comprehensive results, table 5.4 does reveal an
interesting tentative division between Archie's and Edith's negative judgements of each other.
Archie's negative evaluations of Edith are mostly divided into judgements of social esteem of
capacity (0.41) and tenacity (0.39) with smaller frequencies of judgements of propriety and
normality, and, surprisingly, no instances of veracity. Edith's negative evaluations, on the other
hand, are more weighted on judgements of social sanction with propriety (0.54) and veracity (0.23)
with smaller frequencies of judgements of capacity and normality, and no instances of tenacity.
Particularly interesting is the high frequency of tenacity Archie produces that is not present in
the other practice categories of the AE dyad nor other dyads for that matter. Semantically, most of
the instances fall somewhere around the evoked appraisal of undependable and emerge in situations
where Archie feels let down by Edith. In example 5.12, Archie blames Edith when he can’t find
instant glue.
Example 5.12
Archie is looking for instant glue.
Archie: (332) Where did you lose the tube of instant glue that I bought last month.
(S01E07 Mike’s Hippie Friends Come to Visit)
39

While it can and arguably should be interpreted as indexing an unequal relationship, it is important to keep in mind
that the show is also set in the house that is the site of most of Edith's labor practices while Archie's location of labor
practices is referenced as only off-frame.
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Archie’s utterance in instance 332 is categorized under the sub-practice [manage household],
which provided the situational context for a large part (16) of the instances of the AE labor
category. The utterance is an unpalatable presupposition (categorized in this study as
conventionalized criticism) that provides no alternative than an assertion of Edith as having lost a
belonging. In terms of the quality of negative judgement, the utterance provides one of the strongest
examples of a borderline case between tenacity and capacity40, as both interpretations of Edith’s
dependability and capability are implied through the utterance. In this study, the utterance is
categorized as primarily judging tenacity. Example 5.13 displays two other instances of negative
judgements from the [manage household] sub-practice more focused on the evaluation of capacity.
Example 5.13
Archie has decided to write to the president. He is upset Edith hasn't saved their embossed
stationery that they received as a wedding gift 22 years ago. To make matters worse, Edith has
saved stationery from her work in Hercules Plumbing from before they were married.
Archie: Look at this stationery, Hercules Plumbing?
Edith: That's the company I used to work for before we was married.
Archie: (127) You saved this huh? And our embossed stationery with the initials intertwined at the
top there it is gone.
Edith: Well maybe it will get to the president faster if they think you own a plumbing company.
Archie: (128) You're a dingbat. Well let me get started, you go on over there and finish pasting
your trading stamps, huh? Go ahead.
(S01E02 Writing the President)
Archie's interrogative in instance 127 is an instance of context-driven implicational
impoliteness where the utterance is unmarked of any impoliteness markers. It implicitly questions
the quality of Edith's decisions in managing their belongings. Archie's utterance in instance 128 is a
typical formulaic insult using the dingbat vocative for Edith, functioning as a negative evaluation of
Edith's intellectual capacity.
Though the interpretation between judgements of capacity and tenacity is at times debatable,
the underlying judgement in both cases is one of social esteem. As such, the negative judgements of
the AE labor category amount to a representation of unequal patriarchy as it is Archie who is

40

Categorizing between undependability and incapability proved a rather unique challenge in the AE labor category,
where Archie’s strong (and unflexible) social expectations towards Edith’s performances often begged the question of
which judgement was primarily in question. The primary judgement was often distinguished from textual context,
whether the quality of labor was judged (see Appendix A instance 76, for example) or the manner (or lack of) labor
was judged (see Appendix A instance 295, for example).
To make matters even more interesting, consider instances 152-153 in Appendix A. Archie’s utterance in instance 152
I can’t eat no more of this is a negative judgement of the quality of Edith’s cooking (Archie likes his meat well-done).
However, it is revealed that Edith has intentionally left the meat raw, which is followed by Archie’s negative
judgement in instance 153 you knew that all the time, which is not only an evaluation of tenacity but propriety as well.
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frequently represented as elevating himself to the position of judging the performance of Edith's
labor41 (see Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2013: 125-126, for discussion). On the level of
characterization of personae, the negative judgements of capacity and tenacity are also utilized to
represent both Archie’s rigidness (his need for habit) and conservativeness, as well as Edith’s (lack
of) intelligence as well as accustom and acceptance of impolite behavior through her minimal
reactions to Archie’s verbal abuse.
Section 4.2.2 briefly discussed observations of genderized differential participation in public
activities and the restriction of women’s access to public space represented in the show. Example
5.14, below, provides an example where the differential membership in labor sub-practices in the
family is leveraged to accomplish such a representation explicitly, also resulting in negative
judgements.
Example 5.14
Archie finds out Edith will be staying in a hotel for at least a week and tries to feign a cold to force
Edith to abandon jury duty.
Edith: (430) You ain’t even warm.
Archie: That don’t mean nothin’ Edith, you know I hate to do this I’m sorry, but you’ll have to call
up the court and just tell them you can’t make it. Tell 'em there's an emergency in your home which
nobody can argue with that.
Edith: But Archie, I’ve already been selected.
Archie: Edith, (431) who selected you first?
(S01E09 Edith Has Jury Duty)
Prior to the excerpt Archie has learned Edith has been selected for jury duty and will be
staying away from the house, thus unable to perform her labor duties. Archie tries to force Edith to
abandon her jury duty by feigning a cold. The above example showcases two instances of negative
evaluations categorized under the sub-practice of [nurse], which is largely Edith’s responsibility42.
Suspicious of Archie's sudden cold and motives, Edith's utterance in instance 430 is categorized as
form-driven implicational impoliteness insinuating that Archie is not telling the truth. Therefore, it
is categorized as a negative judgement of veracity. Archie's subsequent rebuke of Edith's implicit
evaluation forces Edith to pursue a different avenue of argument, stating that she has already been
selected. Archie's utterance in instance 431 draws from Edith’s previous use of the verb selected to
create an interrogative of primacy, implying that Edith’s primary loyalties lie with Archie. The
utterance is categorized as a negative judgement of tenacity and is a rare example of an evoked

41

In contrast, Edith is only once observed performing a negative judgement evaluating the quality of Archie’s labor,
albeit somewhat indirectly (see Appendix A instance 311)
42
See Appendix A instances 187-191 for a rather direct account.
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interpretation of disloyal in the dataset. In effect, it juxtaposes Edith's loyalty to her husband (and
private labor) with her loyalty to civic duties (and public space).

5.2.2. AE Institution
Similarly to the AM institution category, the AE institution has a more even distribution of
negative evaluations between the interlocutors. Unlike the AM, AG, and GM dyads, however, it
does not form the largest practice category in terms of negative judgements. The total of 45
observations are roughly divided in half with Archie producing 23 instances of negative evaluations
and Edith 22 instances, respectively. Furthermore, the already established pattern of Archie
producing higher frequencies of judgements of capacity than his interlocutor is also visible in the
AE institution category as table 5.5 demonstrates.
Table 5.5 Frequency of Negative Judgements in AE Institution Category by ST and (total number of
instances)
Judgement
Normality
Capacity
Tenacity
Propriety
Veracity
Total

AE (23)
0.04
0.61
0.04
0.13
0.18
1

EA (22)
0.18
0.18
0.09
0.37
0.18
1

A total of 19 unique sub-practices are present in the negative judgements included under the
AE institution category. The majority of the instances can be interpreted to revolve around three
discourses: religion, the neighborhood, and legal matters, which are prevalent in episodes Oh My
Aching Back and Edith Has Jury Duty (S01E03 and S01E09), where the family are in contact with
legal institutions.
As discussed above in section 4.4, Edith proved to be the most difficult character to assess in
terms of negative affect since her reactions and responses often flout the Gricean maxims of
cooperative principle. An interesting deviation from her apolitical and unopinionated responses
come from her reaction to religious practices, which are referenced early on in the season.
Example 5.15
Archie and Edith are coming home from church. Archie has left in the middle of the sermon. Later
it is revealed Archie thought the reverend's sermon was socialist propaganda and he had cursed him
before leaving.
Archie: (1) If you don't like what I do then why do ya bring me there for anyway?
Edith: I'm not gonna quarrel with ya Archie. (2) It's maybe the fourth time in 22 years you've
been to church with me so I'm grateful for the half a sermon we sat through.
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(S01E01 Meet the Bunkers)
These lines are in fact the very first lines uttered by Archie and Edith in the show as they enter
the stage in the middle of a small argument. Both instances of negative evaluations are categorized
under the [attend sermon] sub-practice. Archie's utterance in instance 1 is an unpalatable question
that for the purposes of this study was included under the category of conventionalized criticisms. It
establishes Edith as the primary participant in religious practices as she is held responsible of taking
Archie to church. Edith's response is more implicational, drawing from the semantic mismatch of
fourth time and in 22 years, creating a negative evaluation of Archie's loyalty and faithfulness to his
parish, categorized as a negative judgement of tenacity.
A theme in the first episode Meet the Bunkers (S01E01) is how impoliteness is being utilized
to build the characters’ ideological alignment to Christianity. While Edith is represented as an
observing Christian, Archie is represented as more opportunist and authoritative, being able to
elevate himself over the word of religious authority if he feels it necessary (see example 5.16).
These representations are also touched on later in the episode to build on Archie's hypocritical
nature as, despite being a rather non-practicing Christian, he attacks Michael for questioning the
existence of God (see Appendix A instances 30-39).
Example 5.16
Archie goes on a rant about modern times.
Archie: What the hell is it nowadays will you tell me girls with skirts up to here guys with hair
down to there. I stopped in the gent's room the other day so help me there was a guy in there with a
ponytail. My heart nearly turned over me I thought I was in the wrong toilet.
Michael: Why do ya fight it? The worlds changing.
Edith: That's right, that's what the reverend Feltcher was saying, you two shoulda heard him 'course
(16) mister religion here wasn't seeing eye to eye with the sermon.
Archie: What sermon? That was socialist propaganda pure and simple and don't give me that look
(17) you didn't think it was so hot neither.
(S01E01 Meet the Bunkers)
Edith's use of the mister + abstract field construct in instance 16 (discussed in section 5.1.2 in
the AM dyad) coerces Archie with authority over the entire field of religion creating an external
mismatch with a polite address formula (mister) and an abstract field of expertise. It is categorized
as a convention-driven implicational negative evaluation of Archie's capacity (authority), though it
should be similarly considered a negative judgement of propriety, as his behavior has been
inappropriate in church. In effect, Archie’s tendency to perform male authority and disapprove of a
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religious authority is ridiculed with the use of implicational impoliteness43. Archie's response in
instance 17 is a negative evaluation of veracity, invoking an understanding that Edith is not telling
the truth.
Negative evaluations of Edith’s capacity are the most frequent type of negative judgement in
the AE dyad, often produced with the use of the negative vocative dingbat. In the AE institution
category, judgements of Edith’s intellectual capacity often take on a different approach, the
inference, however, is the same, as example 5.17, demonstrates.
Example 5.17
Archie: You're on jury, huh?
Edith: Yeah.
Archie: Well what’s the big deal about that? (418) They want people like your mother down
there because they know they got no preconscrewed ideas. Put it another way, they know she d(419) they know she don’t know too much.
(S01E09 Edith Has Jury Duty)
Instances 418 and 419 are categorized under the sub-practice [jury duty]. Archie’s utterance
in instance 418 is more implicational in form that is later built on in the more conventionalized
insult she don’t know too much, addressed patronizingly in third-person in the hearing of the target.
Practices revolving around the neighborhood are another area affording conflict in the AE
institution category with sub-practices such as helping neighbors, inviting guests and donating to
charity often being represented and negotiated in the conflicts of the couple. One prominent subplot of the first season is the family's friend/acquaintance Lionel's family moving into the
neighborhood as the first African-American family (S01E08 Lionel Moves into the Neighborhood,
S01E13 The First and Last Supper). The sub-plot is then used for the representations of a large
variety of racial slurs and racist stereotypes (see Appendix A instances 406-413, 615-626 for
example) as well as the opposing positioning of the characters’ stances on segregation with Archie
strongly for, Gloria and Michael strongly against, and Edith typical to her representation, as
indeterminate and obscure. Prior to the instances in example 5.18 below, Edith has run into Mrs.
Jefferson in the supermarket and agreed to have dinner with the Jeffersons, much to Archie's
displeasure, resulting in negative judgements of propriety.
Example 5.18
Archie wants Edith to cancel the dinner plans.

43

See Appendix A instance 608 for an example were Archie performs such male authority in relation to religion by
speaking for God while insulting Edith in his utterance God don’t want to be defended by no dingbat.
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Archie: Now Edith get on that telephone and cancel this thing with the Jeffersons.
Edith: Archie I can't that would hurt their feelings.
Archie: Their feelings now (627) what about my feelings? Edith d’you know that Jim McNab and
me are circulating a petition through this neighborhood not to sell no more houses to no more
coloreds? And here (628) you have me sitting down to eat with the first colored family that
infilterated the block. I mean Edith I'm mortifried.
(S01E13 The First and Last Supper)
In instances 627 and 628, Archie attacks Edith as insensitive as she has through her actions
put Archie in a position he is likely to lose face in front of his neighbors. The instances are
categorized under [invite friend] though they are similarly closely tied to represented practices of
[petition neighborhood] and speech events of [racism] in general. Apparent is the highly situational
contextual reading required for inferences of negative judgements, which index the macro-social
ideological frameworks of racial differentiation, white supremacy and segregation.

5.2.3. AE relation
The AE relation category consists of 44 observations of negative evaluations categorized
under 16 unique sub-practices. Notably, 6 observations fall under the sub-practice [indefinite],
where the methodology of the study failed to identify an appropriate practice to attribute to the
utterances. Similarly to the AE labor category, the distribution of instances is weighed heavily on
Archie as the producer of negative evaluations accounting for 28 (64%) of the observations as
opposed to Edith producing 16 (36%) instances.
Table 5.6 shows the frequency of distribution of the negative evaluations, showing a similar
tentative trend to the tendencies already established in the other practice categories with Archie's
evaluations mainly evaluating social esteem whereas Edith's evaluations are more evenly
distributed.
Table 5.6 Frequency of Negative Judgements in AE Relation Category by ST and (total number of
instances)
Judgement
Normality
Capacity
Tenacity
Propriety
Veracity
Total

AE (28)
0.14
0.64
0
0.18
0.04
1

EA (16)
0.13
0.25
0.13
0.25
0.25
1

The sub-practices in the AE relation category mainly revolve around past-time activities,
marriage and family issues. Despite Edith's criticism that Archie never takes me anywhere (see
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Appendix A instance 302), the couple are represented as engaging in past-time activities such as
playing monopoly or cards. These practices also serve as instances for narrative construction of the
characters' personalities. In example 5.19 below, Archie is frustrated with Edith's indecisiveness.
Example 5.19
The family are playing monopoly. Edith is struggling to make a decision on whether to buy a
property or not and has asked for Gloria's opinion. Archie is annoyed Edith can't make up her own
mind.
Michael: Wanna buy it?
Edith: How much is it?
Archie: It’s a hundred-and-forty dollars Edith, (175) can’t you read there?
Edith: Oh, well I don’t know, what do you think Gloria?
Gloria: Well you already own States Avenue this’ll give you two thirds of a monopoly.
Archie: Aw, come on Edith, (176) will ya make up your own mind? (177) Make your own
decisions. You know out in the real world you don't go to your competition for no advice.
...
Archie: You wanna buy St. Charlse's place?
<Gloria gives Edith an encouraging nod>
Edith: I'll take it.
Archie: Whoppee! (180) The dingbat makes a decision.
(S01E04 Archie Gives Blood)
Instances 175-180 are categorized under the sub-practice [monopoly]. All of the instances
have been categorized as negative evaluations of Edith's capacity. They afford a representation of
the feminine stereotype of insecurity and indecisiveness. Interestingly, this representation is
countered by Edith asking Gloria for help, perhaps offering the viewer a reading of the on-going
shift in generational attitudes towards women's representation.
The AE relation category contains two interesting instances where sexual capacity is
evaluated implicitly, displayed in example 5.20 below. In the dataset, they are unique occurrences
as similar instances of evaluating sexual capacity are not present in other dyads.
Example 5.20
Archie makes a point on how he and Edith had no pre-marital sex before their wedding night
Archie: I mean there was nothing. I mean absolutely nothing not 'til the wedding night!
Edith: (9) Yeah, and even then.
(S01E01 Meet the Bunkers)
Though not particularly prominent, the instances44 are interesting in terms of representing
sexual agency, a theme that will be further discussed in sections 5.3.3 and 5.4.2. Edith’s utterance in
instance 9 is form-driven implicational (and apparently unintentional) impoliteness that functions as
44

See Appendix A instance 366 for a similar instance.
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a negative judgement of Archie’s sexual capacity resulting in Archie’s response of an elongated
stare conveying negative attitude. The example represents an interesting observation of the dataset
in general that similar negative judgements of sexual capacity are never made for the women.
Similarly, in terms of represented practices, Michael is the only character represented as making
advances45. This representation strongly resonates with observations made by de Lauretis (1987:
14) that “sexuality is perceived as an attribute or personality of the male” and a “male-centered
frame of reference in which gender and sexuality are (re)produced by the discourse of male
sexuality” (de Lauretis, 1987: 17) (see section 5.3.3 for further discussion).
One of the strongest impacts of negative evaluations in the AE relation category comes from
an argument about Archie's dismissive reaction to Michael and Gloria threatening to move to a new
house in the wake of events following Gloria's pregnancy. Example 5.21, below, is an excerpt
where Edith takes perhaps her strongest and most direct stance on Archie, who is forced to defend
himself with negative judgements of veracity.
Example 5.21
Edith: Oh I thought I knew you Archie Bunker but (313) I never thought you'd act this way about
your own grandchild.
Archie: C'mon Edith (314) now don't make me out no monster, huh?
…
Edith: You know what I think? (315) I think you don't wanna have a baby around the house,
(316) you don't like babies!
Archie: (317) That's a lie!
(S01E06 Gloria Has a Belly Full)
All of the instances above are categorized under the sub-practice of [expect baby]. Edith's first
negative evaluation in instance 313 is an interesting strategic construct mixing a rather familiar and
conventionalized formula (I thought I knew you but I never) and form-driven implicational
impoliteness that draws from cultural expectancies of parenthood to not only criticize Archie's
behavior in letting Gloria and Michael leave but also questioning his inappropriate behavior that in
Edith’s view is dangerous to their future grandchild. Similar to the play with social distance in the
mister + field of expertise construct, the strategic use of the full name Archie Bunker between the
intimates seems to temporarily increase distance between the couple to create an external mismatch
that both anticipates and exacerbates the upcoming offence of Archie behaving like a “monster”.
Archie's visibly hurt reaction in the following utterance is categorized as a negative
judgement of veracity as he reproaches Edith for her untruthful presupposition mixing his behavior
45

See Appendix B table B3 [make advance]
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towards Michael and Gloria with his attitude towards a prospect of a grandchild. Edith’s utterances
in instances 315 and 316 are negative judgements of normality, asserting that Archie lacks a highly
normative quality of sympathy towards children. This is countered by Archie’s conventionalized
criticism in instance 317 that is a negative judgement of veracity.
From a character representation perspective, it is worth considering the two discourses that
Edith more vehemently engages in and produces negative evaluations of, namely religion and the
integrity of the family-unit, which constitute and contribute to a network of core values of the local
ontologies of American society. In this respect, Edith, a character who is often represented as
foolish and beside the point, unopinionated and submissive, taking a stance on these subjects may
even be discussed as an indicator for values that are at the core of society. They are, of course,
representations of traditional gender roles of femininity, including motherhood, the conflict
averting, conciliatory, and faithful home-maker, and the representation of a certain mythical grit,
tenacity and righteousness when it comes to defending core values such as the integrity of the
family-unit. Arguably, this traditional representation also serves as a vantage point to examine the
juxtaposing of Edith and Gloria as a generational shift in attitudes and behavior, including the rise
of feminism that is tentatively represented through the character of Gloria, especially in Gloria
Discovers Women’s Lib (S01E11) discussed in sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.4.1, and 5.4.2 below.

5.3. The AG Dyad
The Archie-Gloria dyad consists of 83 observations. It is unique in the interpersonal dyads
involving Archie in that the distribution of negative evaluations is slightly weighed in favor of
Gloria with her producing 43 of the instances while Archie produces 40 instances. However, it is
important to consider that many of Archie's negative evaluations (37 instances) of Gloria were
categorized under a different dyad, the AGM dyad, where Gloria and Michael are evaluated by
Archie together. In contrast, there are only four instances where Gloria negatively evaluates Archie
in other dyads. Figure 5.4, below, displays the distribution of negative judgements in the AG dyad.
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Figure 5.4 Distribution of Negative Judgements in the AG dyad by Practice and Source-Target
Compared to the AM and AE dyads, the distribution of negative judgements in labor practices
is more even, though with a similar uneven distribution of judgements of social esteem and sanction
as apparent in the dyads already discussed above. Practices of institution afford the most negative
judgements and are particularly marked by high frequencies of judgements of social sanction
produced by Gloria. Similar to the AM dyad, the relation category is marked by a high frequency of
judgements of propriety.

5.3.1. AG Labor
The AG labor category consists of 23 instances categorized under six unique sub-practices
that include the shopping, making, and serving of food, doing odd jobs around the house, and
earning money. As already discussed above, the division of labor practices is strikingly genderized
with Gloria performing many of the same household activities as Edith. Though the quantity of
instances is too small to generalize, the distribution of judgements follows a similar pattern to the
AE labor category in that Archie's negative judgements are more focused on social esteem whereas
Gloria's are focused on social sanction, mainly propriety.
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In comparison to Edith, Gloria is perhaps more vocal in her objection to Archie's negative
judgements, especially in Gloria Dicovers Women’s Lib (S01E11), where she has read literature on
the women's liberation movement.
Example 5.22
Gloria and Edith have been making a creative breakfast and having a friendly chat. Archie is upset
because he wants his regular Sunday breakfast.
Archie: Right, and I don't need no cheerful change from the humdrum morning fare you just
emunerated, give me a regular Archie Bunker breakfast, that's all I want, eggs over here bacon over
here. You can send that soufflé back to Charles de Gaulle.
Gloria: Daddy Charles de Gaulle's dead.
Archie: That's right and (485) I need a soufflé about as much as he does.
Gloria: Boy oh boy, (486) a woman sure has no chance to express herself around you, (487) it's
as if she were in prison, (488) she can't grow, she can't change, she's second class, half-aperson.
Archie: (489) Hold it there little girl, now (490) them ain't your words. Where you gettin' all
that from?
(S01E11 Gloria Discovers Women's Lib)
Instances in example 5.22 above have been mainly categorized under the sub-practice of
[prepare food]. The exception being instance 490 which was categorized under the sub-practice of
[women's lib]. Archie's utterance in instance 485 is form-driven implicational impoliteness that
draws from knowledge of French cuisine and past political leadership to establish a negative
judgement of tenacity, as Gloria and Edith have failed Archie in cooking a breakfast matching his
expectations. Gloria's response in instances 486-488 offer some of the strongest representations of
criticisms of patriarchy in the show, voicing the increase in social awareness of gender equality in
the late 1960's and early 1970’s. The instances have been categorized as judgements of propriety,
evaluating the current hold Archie has on Edith and Gloria as immoral and unjust. As such it should
also be considered that the utterances are highly coercive in function, implicitly seeking a realignment of power between the interlocutors and thus also function as an evaluation of authority46.
This is, in turn, countered by Archie's utterances in instances 489-490. Instance 489 contains a
silencer hold it and a conventionalized condescension little girl, which is a typical condescending
vocative used by Archie in the AG dyad. Instance 490 is more implicational in form as Gloria’s
arguments are recognized as belonging to a discourse of gender equality and Archie’s negative

46

It is worth considering, however, that similar instances of negative judgements do not exactly amount to a feminist
manifesto in the show in general. Re-aligned here, for example, is the amount of freedom expressed in cooking for
Archie. Not whether Archie should, for example, cook for himself. The patriarchal division of labor, itself, is not
questioned.
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judgement them ain’t your words effectively evaluates Gloria’s capacity in formulating such
arguments on her own.

5.3.2. AG Institution
The AG institution category consists of 13 unique sub-practices mainly revolving around
ideological practices and interchanges resulting from friends visiting the Bunker residence. The
friend's visits, of course, afford many ideological conflicts including stances on (and slurring of)
homosexuality, sexual revolution, and race. The ideological division between Archie and Gloria is
comparable to that of Archie and Michael with the exception of Gloria engaging in heated debates
of gender equality after reading about the women's liberation movement.
The AG institution category consists of 41 instances with Archie producing 14 negative
judgements and Gloria producing 27 negative judgements. It is an interesting and unexpected
disparity in comparison to the other institution categories of dyads involving Archie, where the
instances have been fairly evenly distributed owing to a certain degree of reciprocity.
One related observation is Archie's reluctance to engage with Gloria because of his
condescending attitude towards her. This is also linguistically represented in his character with the
use of mock-mimicry to devalue her arguments and capacity, a strategy of impoliteness that is
unique in the dataset to Archie evaluating Gloria.
Example 5.23
Archie: Eight years ago he was a civilian. He now happens to be commander-in-chief of the United
States and he's doing a good job of it too.
<Michael gestures uncertainty with his hand>
Archie: (112) Let me tell you something wiseguy, Mr. Nixon didn't get us into Vietnam he
inherited it just like he inherited inflation and integration and pollution or are you gonna tell me that
Mr. Nixon invented pollution?
Gloria: No but what's he doing about it?
Archie: (113) What's he doing about it?
Gloria: Daddy stop it there isn't a major city in this country where the drinking water isn't below
safe standards.
(S01E02 Writing the President)
In example 5.23 above, Archie, Michael and Gloria are arguing over a wide subject field of
environmental and political issues. The difference between Archie's reaction to Michael's and
Gloria's questioning is interesting. Archie's utterance in instance 112 is a condescension followed
by a more constructed argument. Archie's reaction to Gloria's question, however, is an instance of
mimicry, categorized as form-driven implicational impoliteness and, due to its condescending
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nature, a negative judgement of capacity, with no further supplemental argument being made.
Though there are a few instances of echoing and repetition in other dyads, the mimicry present in
the AG dyad is characterized by a notable change in prosody and is often coupled with facial
contortions47. As such, the characters are represented as authoritatively and intellectually unequal,
with Michael warranting more qualitative responses whereas Gloria is more likely to be ignored, for
example with mimicry.
Surprisingly, Gloria is rather outspoken and often direct in her criticism of Archie's prejudice
and behavior compared to Michael. This often involves the direct criticism of Archie’s prejudice,
illustrated in example 5.24 below.
Example 5.24
Archie: Oh now (55) wait a minute meathead you said that! Not me! I never said your black
beauties was lazy. It's just their systems is geared a little slower than the rest of us.
Michael: C'mon.
Archie: If you don't believe me look it up.
Gloria: (56) There's just no fighting his prejudice there's no hope for him no hope at all.
Archie: I'm not prejudiced any man deserves my respect is gonna get it irregardless of his color.
(S01E01 Meet the Bunkers)
Gloria's criticism in instance 56 of Archie's behavior is a negative judgement of propriety
consisting of two rather formulaic criticisms there’s no fighting his and there’s no hope for him. It
is a fairly typical lamentation of Archie’s racism in the AG dyad. As is the case with many
instances of negative judgements in the dataset, it uses a strategic device of producing a low value
of the target in third person. Compared to Michael’s negative judgement of propriety c’mon
following instance 55, Gloria’s negative judgement is more direct and sparks a more impactful
response in Archie.

5.3.3. AG Relation
The AG relation category consists of 19 instances of negative judgements categorized under 9
unique sub-practices that mainly revolve around the display of affection and sexuality and stylistic
choices of clothing. It has some of the strongest observed impacts of negative judgements in the AG
dyad, particularly in instances where Gloria's respectability and sexual behavior are evaluated by
Archie. Discourse themes of the sexual revolution of the 1960's are prominent in many of the
instances of the AG relation category and emerge in practices where affection and sexuality are
displayed as well as Gloria's stylistic choices of clothing. As such, impoliteness again plays an

47

See appendix A instances 35, 195, and 369 for more examples of the same phenomenon of mimicry in the AG dyad.
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important role in creating the representations of conflicting generational attitudes towards
acceptable displays of affection and sexuality.
Example 5.25
Edith is so touched by her present she leaves the living room. Archie is also visibly touched.
Michael and Gloria are kissing on the couch.
Archie: (69) And you have to always be doing that it's as if she was a hamburger.
Gloria: Mom!
(S01E01 Meet the Bunkers)
In this instance, Gloria and Michael's open display of affection is evaluated as improper and
therefore it is categorized as a negative evaluation of propriety. It is also an interesting example of
female sexual objectification as Gloria is deprived of sexual agency and reduced to a metaphor of a
hamburger being eaten. Similar to the lack of observed judgements of sexual capacity aimed at the
female characters (briefly discussed in section 5.2.3), the opposite hypothetical setting, where
Michael would be the object of Gloria's agency is not present in the data. Gloria rises from the
couch visibly hurt and leaves the scene crying for Edith, warranting an impact categorization of 4. 48
That is not to say that evaluations of respectability were consistently scoring high on impact.
Instance 638 in example 5.26, below, showcases the other end of the impact scale.
Example 5.26
Gloria and Michael are going to the Mets game. Archie disapproves of Gloria’s clothing.
Gloria: Well we're going now.
Archie: Wait a minute! What’s this? (636) What the hell you got on here?
Gloria: Hot pants daddy don't you like 'em?
Michael: Well I like 'em I think they're sexy.
Archie: Nobody's talkin' to you, (637) you got a case of the permanent hots anyhow. You remind
me of Fanny Tuhane in them things.
Gloria: Fanny Tuhane who's that?
Archie: She's a girl I used to know when we was kids, (638) she'd show you her bloomers for a
bit of your jelly apple.
(S01E13 The First and Last Supper)
Instance 638 is an utterance that, today, could be discussed as an example of slut-shaming. It
is an instance of form-driven implicational impoliteness that, by comparison to another character,

48

The representation of female sexuality is perhaps best summarized by an utterance Archie makes earlier in the
episode with a negative judgement of Gloria's clothing: And pull that skirt down! Everytime you sit down on one of
them things the mystery is over (see Appendix A instances 10-15). Though it is an awkward choice of expression used
in a father-daughter context, the use of mystery as a semantic metaphor for genitalia captures the objectified
represented attitudes towards women in the show.
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casts Gloria as a morally devious due to her choice of clothing. The representation of stylistic
practices of clothing (discussed as “a process of making social meaning” in Eckert and McConnellGinet, 2013: 250-251) is therefore connotated with ethical issues and practices implying
prostitution. However, the aspersion has little impact on Gloria who remains in a rather good mood
and the impact of the utterance is categorized as 1. 49
The generational gap in attitudes towards sexual propriety is perhaps most explicitly
represented through Gloria's negative evaluation in example 5.27 below.
Example 5.27
Michael: (360) No, no, no, no (361) you just got a hang-up about sex.
Archie: I ain't got no hang-up about that!
Michael: No hang-ups? You- you- (362) you can't even say the word sex.
Archie: There's women around here (363) you palooka, I don't use four letter words around
women.
Gloria: Admit it daddy, (364) your whole generations afraid of sex.
Archie: Oh (365) listen little girl, if I was afraid of it you wouldn't be here, right Edith? Right
Edith?
Edith: (366) I'm tryin' to remember.
(S01E07 Mike's Hippie Friends Come to Visit)
Gloria's criticism in instance 364 touches on all three judgements of social esteem. It is an
evaluation of normality in that it implies Archie's attitudes as out-dated, an evaluation of tenacity in
its implications of being afraid (cowardly), and capacity from the strong cotextual responses (365366) of Archie's sexual capabilities. For the purposes of this study, it was categorized under
capacity. Archie's response is a typical condescension in the AG dyad and Edith's final response is a
context-driven implicational negative judgement similar in quality to the face-attack on Archie's
sexual capabilities discussed in section 5.2.3 in the AE relation dyad in example 5.20.

5.4. The GM dyad
The GM dyad consists of 64 observations of negative judgements. As discussed in section
4.4, it had the strongest scoring of observed impact. This is largely due to the impact of the couple's
heated argument in Gloria Discovers Women's Lib (S01E11), that constitutes 49 of the observations
in the dyad and the only instance in the entire first season of a total (yet temporary) breakdown in
relations warranting a score 5 on impact.

49

The general observation here is that the analysis of impoliteness in sitcoms is always subject to a certain degree of
inconsistency and incompleteness in the representation of the characters. In my experience, this is especially apparent
in early television series such as I Love Lucy and The Honeymooners. All in the Family is already an example of a more
coherent and consistent sitcom in terms of plot and character development.
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Figure 5.5 Distribution of Negative Judgements in the GM Dyad by Practice and Source-Target
The instances are split evenly with both characters producing 32 negative judgements with
slight tentative differences in the distribution of negative judgements displayed in table 5.7 below.
Table 5.7 Frequency of Negative Judgements in the GM Dyad by ST and (total number of
instances)
Judgement
Normality
Capacity
Tenacity
Propriety
Veracity
Total

GM (32)
0.25
0.22
0.06
0.44
0.03
1

MG (32)
0.06
0.34
0
0.50
0.10
1

The GM dyad is notable for its total absence of observations categorized under labor practices
with 29 instances categorized under institution practices and 35 under relation practices. It is a
surprising result though it does support the larger picture of the division of labor within the house
and power distribution within the family. There are also instances of borderline cases where
Michael attending college is referenced in the negative judgements but are categorized under
[women’s lib] or [marriage] due to the highly contextual situatedness of the instances.
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5.4.1. GM Institution
The GM institution category consists of 29 instances of which 27 are categorized under the
sub-practice of [women's lib]. As such, the category is marked by differentiating ideological stances
on expected gender roles and power relations between men and women that are represented through
the conflict of the couple.
Example 5.28
Gloria: Tell him Michael, tell him what he's doing to her.
Michael: It's none of my business.
Gloria: The oppressed blacks are your business, discrimination against Jews and Poles and every
other minority is your business. (502) What about discrimination against women?
Michael: (503) Gloria, it's not the same thing.
Gloria: (504) How can you say that, you read the books.
Michael: Yes I read the books but that doesn't mean I buy the whole bag, yes I believe women
should have equal job opportunities, yes I believe they should have equal pay.
Gloria: You better believe in it.
Michael: But (505) I don't believe a woman opening up her big mouth around the house so
shut up will you.
Gloria: Like hell I will.
(S01E11 Gloria Discovers Women's Lib)
Prior to the utterances, Gloria has criticized Archie for oppressing Edith (see Appendix A
instances 497-501, in particular) and turns to Michael to prove her point. The instances are triggered
by Michael's utterance it's none of my business, which is a betrayal of expected loyalty as well as
ideological unity. Gloria's negative judgement in instance 502 is an implicational evaluation of
propriety (and tenacity). It is achieved by constructing a mismatch between Michael's selfrighteousness in identifying as a defender of minorities and the oppressed, and his hypocrisy in then
not acknowledging and defending the unequal position of women. Michael's response in instance
503 is categorized as a criticism of veracity followed by a reciprocal criticism of propriety from
Gloria in instance 504. In the following lines, the characters’ stances on gender equality are realigned to locate the tension in the argument. It becomes evident that, for Michael, despite being
sympathetic to some of the agenda for equality between men and women this equality does not
encompass the location of the home, the private space. This is conveyed through the use of
impoliteness in instance 505, which contains a negative judgement of propriety, evaluating Gloria's
previous behavior of expressing herself as improper, followed by a silencer attempting to suppress
further expression.
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The tension is then revisited after Gloria has run upstairs and Michael attempts an apology,
which quickly leads to another argument when the discourse of male dominance is brought up.
Interestingly, the argument turns away from evaluations of social sanction discussed in example
5.28 above to more personal evaluations of social esteem, namely judgements of capacity.
Example 5.29
Michael: Uh look Gloria I'm sorry I'm just a little nervous that's all but you- you know how I feel
about equality between the sexes.
Gloria: (519) I'm not sure anymore, how do you feel?
Michael: I believe in total equality between man and woman but that (520) equality can only come
about when the female partner is willing to confess her total inferiority.
Gloria: I'm your equal as soon as I admit to you I'm totally inferior?
Michael: (521) Yes.
Gloria: (522) You're insane Michael!
Michael: Wait a second.
Gloria: (523) You're crazy you're out of your head!
Michael: Gloria you're upset because you forgot I don't really think women are inferior. It's just a
game that's all, a game dictated by nature, did-didn't I ever explain this to you before, look sit down
I'll explain it to you again, you the woman come to me, the man, and (524) you admit that you're
weaker, more needful and you're inferior.
Gloria: Oh no!
Michael: Wait! The minute you admit to me that you're inferior my maleness is satisfied, I can
immediately elevate you to a level of complete equality.
(S01E11 Gloria Discovers Women's Lib)
The instances in example 5.29 above are all categorized as negative judgements of capacity.
There is however, an interesting difference in the types of face-attacks, and following SpencerOatey's typology of face, a difference in what face is being attacked. Michael's face-attacks in
instances 520, 521 and 524, despite being offensive to Gloria, are (at least to a degree) unintentional
(and implicational) in nature as he is trying to explain his view of a deterministic origin of male
dominance. As such, they are attacks on social identity face, drawing from perceived difference in
female identity and its relational coerced inferiority to masculinity. Gloria's negative assertions in
instances 522 and 523 are formulaic conventionalized insults that attack quality face and Michael’s
intellectual capacity, rebuking his arguments as non-sensical.

5.4.2. GM Relation
The GM relation category consists of 35 instances categorized under 4 unique sub-practices
that are focused on marital practices as well as 4 instances of renting art, following a past-time visit
to the museum. In addition, two instances were categorized as indefinite as they were hard to pin
down to any activity or referenced practice. While the majority of the instances are from Gloria
Discovers Women’s Lib (S01E11), there are interesting observations from previous episodes that
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mainly draw from and engage with gendered norms and expectations. In example 5.30 below,
Archie is worried about losing his job but refuses to discuss it with his family.
Example 5.30
Archie: Because a man don't bring his problems home, that's why.
Gloria: Oh, (464) I never heard such old fashioned garbage, well thank heavens that's not the
way it is with my marriage, (465) now my husbands not afraid to bring home his troubles to me,
(466) to cry in my lap if he feels like it, to weep in my arms.
Michael: GloriaGloria: (467) Why he's not ashamed to show grief if he feels it.
Michael: GloriaGloria: (468) What to kick his feet and bang his hands.
Michael: Gloria, shut up.
Gloria: Well it's true.
Archie: Try tellin' her stifle, she's heard that all her life, it stops them cold the first time, eh?
Michael: Gloria, I- I didn’t mean to say shut up to you but you- (469) you wouldn’t let me get a
word in.
Gloria: I was going overboard, huh?
Michael: Yes, (470) I would say so.
(S01E10 Archie is Worried About Job)
Gloria's utterances in instances 465-468 are unintentional negative judgements of tenacity and
normality. In fact, they are represented as positive compliments to create a generational difference
in the men's capacities to express their feelings and show weakness when necessary, traits perhaps
traditionally attributed to femininity, and certainly outside, or in the trauma, of the representation of
“roughness, toughness, and earthiness” discussed as “canonical masculinity” that resides in the
working class by Eckert and McConnel-Ginet (2013: 252). These evaluations are represented as
causing visible distress in Michael who tries to intervene between Gloria's utterances until finally
resorting to an impolite silencer. He soon apologizes and defends himself with negative judgements
of propriety in instances 469 and 470, explaining that Gloria's improper behavior lead to his
impoliteness.
Example 5.31 below contains the strongest impact scoring of the first season when Gloria and
Michael's relationship is temporarily broken off resulting from the long argument already discussed
in the previous section (see Appendix A instances 502-552 for a more thorough transcript of the
argument).
Example 5.31
Michael: (548) You leave this house, while I'm uptight about my grades, and don't bother
coming back you hear me, don't bother coming back!
Archie: (549) Wait a minute meathead it's her house.
Gloria: I don't wanna come back, (550) not until you learn to treat me as an equal partner.
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Michael: You wanna be treated like a partner? Then (551) why don't you act like a partner and
not (552) some silly little wind-up doll?
Gloria: Wind-up doll, huh? Is that the way you think of me? Well if that's what you think of me,
then this is your little wind-up doll saying over and out!
(S01E11 Gloria Discovers Women's Lib)
Instances 548 and 550-552 in example 5.31 have been categorized under the sub-practice of
[marriage] 50. Michael's utterance in instance is a negative judgement of propriety evaluating
Gloria's behavior as immoral and unjust in threatening to leave him while not taking into
consideration his stress from college. Gloria's utterance in instance 550 is a reciprocal judgement of
propriety that emphatically sets the re-alignment of the couple’s power relations as a prerequisite
for a continued relationship. Michael's utterances in instances 551 and 552 are judgements of
capacity that ultimately reject any possible de-escalation. His conventionalized insult silly little
wind-up doll effectively demeans Gloria's intellectual autonomy coercing her as an object set-inmotion by forces beyond her understanding.
This is the “final straw” in the argument that leads to a (ultimately temporary) total
breakdown of relationship warranting a scoring of 5 on impact. As such, it is an interesting
representation of the centrality of gender equality that is foregrounded in the episode. It deviates
from the established pattern within the show of positioning Archie against the other characters
(though Archie does get his share of critique as discussed in section 5.3.1) by locating the conflict
in the relationship of the young couple, therefore representing the issue of gender equality as more
than a stereotypical generational social issue. This tension of attitudes towards patriarchy and
inequality is further presented in instances of negative judgements in example 5.32 below.
Example 5.32
Gloria comes back to pick a few more of her things and runs into Michael at the door.
Michael: Gloria!
Gloria: (564) Excuse me sir. Hello daddy I just came home to pick up a few more of my things.
Archie: I hope your husbands one of them.
(S01E11 Gloria Discover's Women's Lib)
Gloria's use of politeness strategies and the formal address of sir create an instance of
implicational convention-driven impoliteness where the use of conventional politeness strategies

50

Marriage is one of the more abstract sub-practices added into the study after the emergence of too many noninformative indefinite categorizations of sub-practices occurring in the pilot study. In this case, the shift from
categorizing instances where negative evaluations of equality are produced under [women's lib] to categorizing
instances under [marriage] roughly occurs when Gloria threatens to break up with Michael who isn't taking her
concerns seriously enough (see Appendix A instance 533). Arguably, this marks a semantic and pragmatic shift from
ideological re-alignments to re-negotiations of their marriage as a social contract.
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create an external mismatch with the expected context of the situation. The use of indicators of
power and distance embedded in sir are used sarcastically to both ignore Michael and produce a
negative judgement of normality, thus signifying his opinions on gender equality as out-dated.

5.5. The Other Dyads
5.5.1. Interpersonal Dyads
The remaining interpersonal dyads, namely the Edith-Gloria dyad and the Edith-Michael
together constitute only 20 instances of negative judgements. The number of instances is
surprisingly small when compared to the Archie dyads. In general, Edith, Gloria and Michael, when
present together on stage, form a rather cooperative dialogue. This is, of course, a narrative
representation used to foreground Archie’s character as the toxic anti-hero of the show.
The Edith-Gloria dyad consists of 15 instances of negative judgements. It is notable for
having the lowest impact scoring of the dyads, with no instances of impact scoring higher than 2.
Many negative judgements in the dyad are simply exclamations of the characters’ names Gloria and
mother, evaluating propriety or tenacity. Furthermore, many of the instances are unintentional and
borderline in terms of inferencing impoliteness. These include negative assertions such as Gloria
ain’t too strong that are manifestations of Edith’s sincere worries of Gloria facing trouble in her
pregnancy (see Appendix A instance 332). Example 5.33 below contains perhaps the strongest
instances of impoliteness in the dyad.
Example 5.33
Edith tries to console Gloria, who is gathering some of her things after separating from Michael.
Gloria: Oh ma (572) you can't help, you have the same problems we have and (573) you haven't
solved them, (574) there's no equality in your marriage, whatever daddy says goes, and (575)
you're just a dutiful little woman waiting to serve the master.
(S01E11 Gloria Discovers Women’s Lib)
Edith’s attempts to console Gloria are thwarted with negative judgements of capacity and
normality, culminating in the conventionalized insult in instance 575, a lamentation of Edith’s
subjection to patriarchy which was also a borderline case for an impact score of 3.
The Edith-Michael dyad is the smallest interpersonal dyad with only five instances with Edith
producing four instances and Michael one. Present are the same themes already discussed in the
Archie-Edith dyad, namely religion and the integrity of the family-unit, as Edith scolds Michael for
questioning the existence of God on a Sunday (see Appendix A instance 32) and for lacking the
tenacity to fight for his marriage (see Appendix A instances 565 and 566).
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5.5.2. Group Dyads
A total of 53 instances of negative judgements were categorized under group dyads, where
one character evaluated a larger group. Group dyads present in the dataset are displayed in table 5.8
below along with the number of instances categorized under each dyad.
Table 5.8 Number of Instances of Negative Judgements in Group Dyads
Dyad

Instances

AEG

7

AGM

37

GAM

4

AEGM

5

The majority of instances occur in the AGM dyad, where Archie produces a negative
judgement of Gloria and Michael. Thematically the dyad doesn’t diverge from the discoursal
themes already discussed in the AM and AG dyads. These include negative judgements
differentiating the characters’ differential ideological stances on social issues such as political
economics, racial politics, as well as sexual policies and propriety. Perhaps the most prevalent
representational effect of attacking Gloria and Michael simultaneously is, of course, one to
emphasize the generational differentiation of the characters.
The AEG and GAM dyads, similarly, are all thematically similar in comparison to the
corresponding interpersonal dyads. The AEG dyad mainly consists of negative judgements of labor
practices while the GAM dyad has instances mainly challenging Archie’s and Michael’s views on
gender equality. Example 5.34 below contains one instance of both categories.
Example 5.34
Archie and Michael have been bickering.
Gloria: (251) Alright you two that's enough of that now Michael come on I need you.
Archie: Now hold it, hold it, come here for a minute, come here, what is this here, S.S Pierce fancy
cashews, (252) whaddawe gettin' too fancy for peanuts? Edith!
(S01E05 Judging Books by Covers)
Gloria’s utterance is a negative judgement of Archie and Michael’s behavior, categorized
under the sub-practice [ind]. It is in some way metadiscoursal of the personal attacks abundant in
the relation [ind] categorizations and an example of Gloria and Edith’s tendency to attempt to deescalate conflicts. Archie’s utterance in instance 252 is form-driven implicational impoliteness that
negatively evaluates Gloria and Edith’s performance of the sub-practice [shop groceries]. It is an
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interesting instance in that it rather clearly references the family’s social position as belonging to
the working class, which is surprisingly rarely indexed so straightforwardly in the negative
judgements of the study.

5.6. Summary of Results and Analysis
This section will summarize some of the various results and interpretations sections 4 and 5
have presented and discussed in terms of their methodological applicability. Listed below are
special points of interest:
•

•

•

•

Negative judgements are a frequent linguistic strategy used in All in the Family. The analysis of
the distribution of negative judgements reveals interesting suggestions of genderized
representations as the men of the show are more involved in instances of impoliteness and
perform increased frequencies of negative judgements of social esteem, whereas the women’s
negative judgements are more oriented towards negative judgements of social sanction.
The identification of the characters’ participation in represented visual practices reveals
interesting differentiations in the character representations. These include the genderized
division of labor and cultural affordances related to public and private space, differential
participation in institution practices representing various ideological differences, and differential
participation in relation practices such as displays of affection and sexuality.
The analysis of impact can be utilized to discuss locations of conflict that are foregrounded as
significant, or alternatively as non-significant. Simultaneously, an analysis of impact can afford
discussion on aspects of characterization in the show, for example, in the characters’ personality
traits and experience related to their tendencies to react to negative judgements and the
situational contexts they occur in.
Further analysis into character dyads and practice categories reveals encouraging tentative
results in differentiation and interesting opportunities for discussion in the quantitative and
qualitative analysis of the distribution of negative judgements and the situational contexts of the
practices by which they are afforded. In turn, these afford a wide range of possibilities for
discussion and analysis including:
• discussion of the characters’ participation, membership and attunement to ideological and
social expectations related to the sub-practices of the categories. Interesting differences in
this study emerge in situations:
• where differential participation in practices conflicted with hegemonic social
expectations (discussed, for example, in section 5.1.1 in the AM labor category)
• where differential participation in practices conflicted with oppositional (or crosscultural) social expectations (discussed, for example, in the relation categories of the
AM and AG dyads in sections 5.1.3 and 5.3.3)
• where differential participation in practices owing to differential membership in the
community of practice reveals representations of inequality with regard to the
distribution of negative judgements (discussed, for example, in the AE labor category in
section 5.2.1).
• where mutual participation in practices was leveraged to locate conflicts of
differentiating social expectations (discussed, for example, in section 5.1.2 in the AM
institution)
• discussion of the tentative differential distribution of frequencies of negative judgements
within the practice categories present in the dyads. With qualitative attention to the semantopragmatic details, these can be further discussed as linguistic strategies for characterization
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•
•

(as both self-defining and other-defining) as well as discussed in terms of representations of
social issues owing to the indexicalities leveraged from macro-sociological discourses.
discussion of occurrences of unique and/or interesting strategies for negative judgements
within the dyads (for example the mister + abstract field construct in sections 5.1.2 and
5.2.2, or the presence of mocking mimicry in the AG dyad, discussed in section 5.3.2).
discussion of the representation of macro-sociological discourses facilitated by an
understanding of the adjectival (negative judgements) and predicative (practices) qualities of
representation present in instances of impoliteness where low values are produced between
the characters.
It is perhaps necessary to emphasize that the analysis of these findings should always be

considered contextual and as such, non-deterministic. For reasons of space (and the surprising
quantity of instances matching the criteria for this study), the discussion and analysis of these issues
has been far from exhaustive and would benefit from more detailed analysis and discussion in
further studies. In the following section, these possibilities will be discussed along with suggestions
for reformulations of the methodology.

6. Discussion and Conclusion
This study has worked towards a methodology capable of accounting for the adjectival
realizations of low values produced in televised sitcom and the represented social practices in the
form on-frame and off-frame activities. Sections 1 and 2 introduced the study question and
discussed theoretical frameworks required for the undertaking of this study. For reasons of space,
the theories and academic fields discussed in section 2 are far from exhaustive. Section 3 introduced
and problematized the methodology developed for this study. Sections 4 and 5 presented, analyzed
and discussed the results of this study with key findings summarized in section 5.6. Similarly to the
representation of the wide range of social issues in All in the Family, many of the findings and
discussions have been briefly touched upon without further possibility for in-depth analysis (the
irony, here, is not lost). In this section, I will discuss suggestions for improvement of the
methodology and further studies in sections 6.1 and 6.2, as well as give a brief personal account of
my experiences related to this study in section 6.3.

6.1. Discussion of methodology
6.1.1. Practices
As discussed in section 5.6, the methodological choice of dividing practices into three
separate categories (labor, institution, relation) provided some encouraging tentative results with
interesting differentiation in the qualitative and quantitative distribution of negative judgements
dependent on the characters’ participation, membership and attunement to ideological beliefs
related to the sub-practices of the categories.
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Furthermore, the focus on the representation of activities (discussed in this study as subpractices) enriched the discussion of represented impoliteness between the characters. It afforded
the potential to locate situational contexts where conflict is represented as emergent.
Simultaneously, it forced the researcher to keep track of represented activities and consider the
cultural affordances the negative judgements are leveraged from, effectively infusing the adjectival
representation of the characters (in the form of negative judgements) with the “predicative”
audiovisual representation of what is enacted on-frame and referenced as taking place off-frame.
Nevertheless, the methodological approach did have its fair share of shortcomings, which
could be improved in further studies or reformulations of related research questions. These include
both larger scale reworkings of terminology as well as smaller scale decisions involving the
identification and labeling of represented actions.
One consideration is the impediments the methodology might face when applied to
communities of practice that don’t revolve around the (extended) family-unit and whether
observations regarding the labor practices, for example, become redundant, if the goals of the
community do not revolve around activities ensuring physical reproduction. Moreover, the
methodology as it stands would fail in identifying membership in different communities of practice
in instances, where the studied characters of a show do not form such a restricted community with
close-relationships.
As discussed in section 3.2.2, the scope of detail included in the identification of practices for
this study was crude and oversimplifying. An obvious area of improvement would be in improving
the level of detail to account for more detailed actions as well as the characters’ emotional and/or
ideological stances towards those actions.
An interesting source of discussion was afforded in relation to the characters’ engagement in
sub-practices of public and private space and their differential participation in them, as well as the
emergence of negative judgements when social expectations towards the space were conflicting (see
example 5.14 in section 5.2.1). As such, including the analysis of spatiality, and the representation
of the characters’ engagement in, for example, public and private space, into the methodology could
further elaborate the methodology. For example, applying the concepts of spatiality discussed in
Britain (2010: 70-73) could provide an interesting variable to analyze with regard to negative
judgements and the representation of impoliteness.
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6.1.2. Negative Judgements
Similarly to practices, the analysis of negative judgements in the character dyads provided
some interesting and encouraging tentative differentiating results. These were discussed in sections
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 in relation to discourses of social issues and the representation of the
characters’ personae, identity, and ideological stances. Moreover, applying negative judgements
from Martin and White’s (2005) appraisal framework to instances of impoliteness where low values
are produced for a target proved to be fairly satisfactory and workable. In other words, there weren’t
instances were a categorization of judgement was unattainable.
In fact, the problem proved quite the opposite with many instances warranting consideration
of two or more interpretations of judgement. This, of course, would not be a problem per se if
secondary or alternative primary judgements were included in the methodology. Furthermore,
utilizing multiple coders to asses intercoder reliability and distinguish averages of interpretations of
judgements would compensate for the subjective validation present in this study.
However, there are also theoretical problems to address with regard to judgements that
emerged in the process of this study. One such problem is the over-encompassing semantic nature
of the five categories of judgements, where different adjectival interpretations of the judgements are
semantically rather distant from one another. This can lead to the point where a loss of information
becomes apparent in the results. For example, negative judgements of tenacity that are related to an
interpretation of cowardly are very much genderized by target in the dataset used for this study and
predominantly target the men. The current methodology, however, categorically fails in
distinguishing this differentiation51. Another problem is one of terminological coherence with
regard to the two types of social sanction, namely propriety and veracity, where the semantic nature
of veracity often tends to be treated as a specific sub-category of propriety, as lying and being
untruthful is perceived as unethical and inappropriate behavior in the community.
One interesting work-around would be to ground the categorizations of judgements more
firmly into theories of value hierarchies from the field of psychology. Schwartz and Bardi (2001),
for example, discuss values as “desirable, transsituational goals, varying in importance, that serve as
guiding principles in people’s lives” (Schwartz & Bardi, 2001: 269). They further distinguish values
into ten sets of value types (see table 1 in Schwartz & Bardi, 2001: 270) that could serve as the

51

This could, of course, be compensated by coding a further variable for the inherent adjectival realization but then
the researcher would face the problem of coding a seemingly indefinite amount of adjectives that was initially part of
the motivation to use judgements as a variable for this study in the first place.
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basis for the categorization of adjectival realizations of judgements, and perhaps afford the
researcher with more specific information. 52

6.2. Suggestions for Further Studies
As discussed in section 1.1, the original motivation for this study was to examine the variation
in negative judgements and represented practices in sitcoms of different decades and discuss
possible observable changes. While it proved beyond the scope of this study (not least due to the
fact that All in the Family proved to be so rich in instances of impoliteness), further studies could
take into consideration the representation of impoliteness in a cross-sitcom comparison over time
from various perspectives involving a number of different research questions. These could involve,
among other things, impoliteness emergent from the division of labor or other sub-practices
discussed in this study, differentiating representations of the family-unit, the working class, social
issues, or, for example, changes in the representation of family violence53. Owing to the historicity
of television (Scannell 2014) and the leveraging of cultural affordances in the sitcom genre that
result in the representation and subversion of social meaning of the local ontologies, the study of
impoliteness in sitcoms offers interesting and exciting opportunities to trace changes in social storytelling throughout the existence of television.

6.3. Personal Experience and Conclusion
By trial and error, I have adapted insightful frameworks and theories involving impoliteness,
appraisal, cultural affordances, and television studies, and, at times, allowed for some creativity
(namely in the formulation of practices) to establish a methodology to discuss the representation of
negative judgements in television discourse with an emphasis on the situational context afforded by
represented social action. It is my hope, in so doing, that I have not deviated too far from the
original frameworks and the respect they deserve as manifestations of human intellect and
brilliance.

52

Spencer-Oatey (2007) discusses the benefits of Schwartz’s framework from two perspectives: “Firstly, people’s
evaluative judgements of their own attributes (especially in terms of valence, centrality and actuality) could be
inﬂuenced by the relative importance of their various personal value constructs. This in turn could inﬂuence which
attributes are more face sensitive for them than others, and the degree to which they are face sensitive” (SpencerOatey, 2007: 649).
53
An interesting observation after watching the sitcoms I Love Lucy and The Honeymooners while I was formulating
the research question for this study involves the representation of domestic violence present in the series. Mock
(2011) discusses the presence of the fear of domestic violence in the 1950’s family sitcoms in general as ”one in which
the husband-father’s dangerous impulses were usually reined in, fears remained mostly unrealized, and the worst
outcomes were apodictic only off-screen” (Mock, 2011: 30). Representations of (the threat of) physical violence
however are not present in the first-season of All in the Family, though verbal abuse is rife, begging the interesting
question of when and why such representations have been abandoned.
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The process of data collection and analysis has been rewarding, exciting, and often frustrating
and challenging. Working with the first season of All in the Family proved both fascinating and
rather bewildering at once. Although Archie Bunker is a mythical character in popular lore, I had
never seen an episode of the show before the undertaking of this study. The wealth and nature of
impoliteness and the social issues represented in the show genuinely took me by surprise.
Moreover, the social issues represented in the show (often with the help of impoliteness) are very
much prevalent in the discourses of American society today, as is the rhetoric used by Archie
Bunker that has once again become pertinent in mainstream politics.
I have not attempted to discuss the morality of the representation of impoliteness and various
social issues in the show that were controversial even in the original time of airing. However, I feel
it necessary to point out that in representing impoliteness, the show does offer multiple reading
positions and stances towards impolite instances. Despite the parody and satire of the working-class
bigot embodied by Archie Bunker, and the parody and stereotypes of the (then) liberal
representation of Gloria and Michael, the show does afford a non-critical reading position to the
viewer, and the leveraging of impoliteness from social issues is in my opinion at times very
exploitative and voyeuristic (even when considered in the social context of the 1970’s)54. The
outcome then is very much a two-faceted representation where ideological stances of, for example,
racism and sexism are both ridiculed as well as reinforced and normalized.
Testament to the talent and charisma of the actors as well as the screenwriters, set design and
production is the immense oppressiveness of impoliteness achieved in the sitcom. That is to say, the
arguments often feel genuine to the extent where they had a perceived negative affect on me after a
long time of exposure, and I found myself reluctant to engage with the material. I find it is an
interesting consequence (or drawback) of the study of such impoliteness in that similar phenomena
may occur in the process of research, as well as an increased reflectivity with regard to negative
judgements occurring in one’s own interactions and surroundings. I feel these are certainly
considerations to acknowledge when undertaking similar research.
It is my belief that I have discussed in this study a methodology applicable for further studies.
It is far from perfect and would benefit from further formulation, but it is a start nonetheless. Even
in a crude expression of represented social practices it has managed to locate interesting
differentiations in the characters’ negative judgements and conflicts. Furthermore, it has discussed a

54

In my opinion, one precursor of this is the prevalence of audience laughter in conjunction with racist slurs and
stereotypes that could warrant further studies, considering the show was performed in front of a live audience.
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wealth of impoliteness that could be further studied in more detail on many linguistic and
representational levels.
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S01E01 Meet the Bunkers
1-2
Archie and Edith are coming home from church. Archie has left in the middle of the sermon. Later it is
revealed Archie thought the reverend's sermon was socialist propaganda and he had cursed him before
leaving.
Archie: (1) If you don't like what I do then why do ya bring me there for anyway?
Edith: I'm not gonna quarrel with ya Archie. (2) It's maybe the fourth time in 22 years you've been to church
with me so I'm grateful for the half a sermon we sat through.
Archie: Half a sermon was plenty. He said all I wanted to hear. And I've been to the church the more than
four times in 22 years too.
Edith: Well maybe it was six times, seven, if you wanna include the time we was married in church. Look, I
don't wanna make no world war three out of this.

3
Archie and Edith find the surprise anniversary brunch Gloria has prepared on the table.
Edith: Oh! It's for our anniversary look Archie! Gloria and Mike they've made us a brunch
Archie: A what?
Edith: A brunch!
Archie: A brunch (3) it figures, she's reading cosmopolitan again.

4-6
Gloria and Michael sing an awkward happy anniversary song to de-escalate the situation.
Edith: Oh my, Archie ain't this nice?
Archie: Yeah (4) five minutes more and we woulda heard it remote from the bedroom.
Gloria: Gee, mom, would'ya tell him it's normal.
Edith: Oh aw Archie, (5) why do you wanna pick on them when you've just had such a nice surprise.
Archie: They was the one's that had the surprise. (6) Used to be the daylight hours was reserved for the
respectable things of life.

7-8
Michael attempts to find common ground but is dismissed by Archie and reprimanded for placing his feet
on the couch table.
Michael: (7) Certain things are no different from now than they ever were.
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Archie: What are you talking about? In my day- (8) Get your feet of that furniture! In my day we was able to
keep certain things in a proper suspective.

9
Archie makes a point on how he and Edith had no pre-marital sex before their wedding night.
Archie: I mean there was nothing. I mean absolutely nothing not 'til the wedding night!
Edith: (9) Yeah, and even then.

10-15
Gloria is serving orange juice in the living room as an appetizer.
Gloria: Here we are we have the orange juice in here and then we go there for brunch.
Edith: My, my, how fancy.
Archie: Alright, alright, leave it there, huh (10) Cosmopolit.
Gloria: Oh daddy stop it I think it's very today.
Edith: That's right the in-crowd never has a whole meal in one room anymore. Well that's what they say.
Archie: (11) You're a pip you know that? A real pip!
Gloria: (12) You're married 22 years today daddy so talk real nice to mom okay?
Archie: (13) Listen little girl (14) you just go on and mind your own beeswax, okay? And pull that skirt down!
(15) Everytime you sit down on one of them things the mystery is over.

16-28
Archie goes on.
Archie: What the hell is it nowadays will you tell me girls with skirts up to here guys with hair down to there.
I stopped in the gent's room the other day so help me there was a guy in there with a ponytail. My heart
nearly turned over me I thought I was in the wrong toilet.
Michael: Why do ya fight it? The worlds changing.
Edit: That's right, that's what the reverend Feltcher was saying, you two shoulda heard him 'course (16)
mister religion here wasn't seeing eye to eye with the sermon.
Archie: What sermon? That was socialist propaganda pure and simple and don't give me that look (17) you
didn't think it was so hot neither.
Edith: I said it was different that's all but (18) I didn’t curse the reverend from right there in the front row.
Archie: He never heard me. Besides, I ain't sitting still for no preacher telling me that I'm to blame for all this
breakdown in law and order that's going on.
Michael: Why not? (19) We're all to blame for not paying attention to the cause of it.
Archie: Cause of it? I'll tell ya the cause of it the cause of it is these (20) sob sisters like your reverend
Feltcher and the (21) bleedin' hearts and weepin' nellies like yous two.
Michael: Like us?
Archie: Yeah.
Edith: I think we better eat now.
Michael: No, no, no, wait a second, wait a second it's you!
Archie: Me?
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Michael: Yeah that's right (22) you the property owner with your with your 24 inch Tvs 'n your four-slice
toaster 'n your ice-making refigerators. (23) That's all you care about Archie is what you got and how you
can keep it.
Archie: Well (24) you'd care about it too, Sonny boy, if you had anything. (25) If you wasn't living off of me
without a pot to peel a potato in.
Michael: Wait a second you're the one you're the one that said I could stay here while I was at school.
Archie: I thought it was gonna be for a year while you learned a trade or something I didn't think you was
gonna wind up in college learning (26) how to be a subversive.
Michael: (inaudible) That's ridic- I just wanna learn a little bit about society so I can help people.
Archie: People? Your mother-in-law and me is people (27) help us will you go to work.
Michael: I know what's bothering you, you're upset because I was nailing you on that law-and-order thing.
Archie: You nailing me?
Michael: Yeah that's right now I'mma- now I'mma tell you somethingGloria: Michael.
Michael: No, no, wait a second I- I am sorry Gloria I know I promised but I feel I gotta say this. You know why
we gotta break down the law and order in this country Archie? Because we got poverty, real poverty, and
you know why we got that? Because (28) guys like you are unwilling to give the black man the MexicanAmerican and all the other minorities their just and rightful hard-earned share of the American dream.
Gloria: Who said he wasn't smart, that's beautiful Michael, beautiful.
Archie: Oh that's gorgeous.

29
Archie refuses to admit the social order is rigged against minorities.
Michael: Now I suppose you're gonna tell me that the black man has had the same amount of opportunity
in this country as you.
Archie: More! He's had more I didn't have no million people out there marchin' to get me my job.
Edith: (29) No his uncle got it for him.

30-39
Edith is offended by Archie talking disrespectfully about the reverend.
Edith: (30) Now that's enough talking about the man in cloth that way. God could punish you for that.
Michael: God what God?
Gloria: Yeah what God?
Archie: What was that? Did you hear him? Did you hear her? (31) What was that remark Sonny?
Edith: I think we better eat now.
Archie: I wanna know what you meant by what God?
Michael: It's nothing Archie, it's nothing, you need God so forget it.
Edith: (32) That's no way to talk on the sabbath Mike.
Archie: Stifle Edith.
Edith: (33) And no way to talk to your father-in-law.
Archie: Edith I told you.
Edith: I mean Sunday is a day of peace and rest and a nice brunch.
Archie: Edith will you stifle!
Edith: Archie we're all hungry.
Archie: Will you stifle! Don't touch nothin'! Nobody eats nothing while we get this thing straight. Now (34)
Sonny boy you made a certain referential remark there a minute or so a go along the following lines. What
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God you said and I heard your wife, my flesh and blood, repeat it so let's hear it again, huh? What did you
mean by what God?
Michael: We just don't see any evidence of God, that's all.
Gloria: That's right daddy.
Archie: (35) That's right daddy. (36) Well I knew we had a couple of pinkos in this house but (37) I didn't
know we had atheists! Did you know that Edith that we had a pair of atheists under this roof!
Edith: Maybe if we could just eat a little something.
Archie: Will you (38) stifle you silly dingbat!
Edith: I don't want no more arguments.
Archie: We are not arguing we're discussing.
Edith: I don't care what you call it's still arguing.
Archie: We're having what we always have around here, a discussion.
Edith: I don't see the difference.
Archie: That's 'cause (39) you're a dingbat. And get that ridicilous hat off your head! Now will you stay out
of this?
Edith: So long as you don't argue.
Archie: Edith stay the hell outta this!

40
Not paying attention, Archie burns his hand on the coffee pot mistaking the nose for the handle, then
blaming Michael for not turning the pot.
Michael: What's the matter what's the matter?
Archie: (40) Get away from me you meathead it's all your fault you nearly burnt the hand off me.
Gloria: What'd he do?
Archie: He helps himself to coffee then he turns the handle the other way.
Gloria: He didn't do it on purpose.

41-44
The family has settled down to finally eat the anniversary brunch.
Archie: Gimme over the ketchup there will ya?
Gloria: (41) Aw ketchup on eggs daddy really?
Archie: Daddy-reallys been eatin' ketchup on eggs (42) since before you was born little girl. (43 )So don't let
it concern ya huh? <Archie belches>
Edith: (44) Oh Archie that's terrible!

45
Gloria is serving more eggs. Edith offers to help her but Gloria won't let her on account of the special
anniversary.
Gloria: If I need any help Michael can do it.
Archie: Well that won't do him no harm neither (45) last time I seen him lifting a hand around here he was
testing his deoderant.
Gloria: Mom!
Edith: Oh Archie leave him alone.
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46-49
Michael defends himself by saying it's hard work going to college.
Archie: (46) For you it's like building the pyramids. I'll tell you though all that sociology and studying that
welfare stuff I don't call that no hard work.
Gloria: Oh daddy leave him alone I think it's beautiful that Michael wants to help the underprivileged.
Archie: Listen (47) if he wants to help the underprivileged let him start with himself. (48) He's got no brains
he's got no ambition if that ain't underprivileged I don't know what is.
Gloria: That's it! Mother we're moving outta here I'm not gonna stay in this house another minute to see
my husband insulted like that
Edith: Archie say you're sorry (49) if she leaves here she'll be dead inside a year!
Archie: You don't have to worry they ain't going nowhere.
Edith: You don't know what it is she can't be cleaning an apartment and cooking and marketing why Dr.
Feinstein says she's anemic.

50-58
Edith: I'm telling ya Archie them kids don't leave this house until Mike can provide for her proper.
Michael: Oh boy four years before I even begin to make a living seems like forever.
Archie: Well (50) lemme tell ya Sonny boy (51) the same thought crosses my mind at least once a day.
Gloria: Mom!
Archie: (52) Gloria you married the laziest white man I ever seen.
Michael: Alright, alright, it’s it’s (53) it’s bad enough you gotta make fun of me you don’t have to make it
worse by attacking a whole race.
Archie: Who’s attacking a whole race?
Michael: You are! You just said I was the laziest white man I ever met.
Archie: What’s the matter with that?
Michael: White man you ever met!
Archie: Yeah you!
Michael: (54) Implying that the blacks are even lazier!
Archie: Oh now (55) wait a minute meathead you said that! Not me! I never said your black beauties was
lazy. It's just their systems is geared a little slower than the rest of us.
Michael: C'mon.
Archie: If you don't believe me look it up.
Gloria: (56) There's just no fighting his prejudice there's no hope for him no hope at all.
Archie: I'm not prejudiced any man deserves my respect is gonna get it irregardless of his color.
Michael: Well whaddaya calling names like black beauties for?
Archie: Now that's where I got you (57) mister liberal. Because there's a black guy that works down the
building with me 'n he's got a bumper with a sticker on his car that says black is beautiful, huh, so what's
the matter with black beauties?
Edith: (58) It's nicer than when he called them 'coons.

59
Archie is setting up a question for Lionel about whether he is prejudiced or not.
Michael: Alright would you ask your question already?
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Archie: (59) Will you keep your drawers on?

60-63
Impatient with the inherent racist tone of the conversation, Michael finally asks the question instead of
Archie, to which Lionel feigns surprise.
Lionel: Prejudiced? Against who?
Michael: Against black people.
Lionel: Against black people? Mr. Bunker? Well that's the most ridiculous thing I ever heard!
Archie: There! (60) You see that wiseguy! Ha ha ha! (61) You thought you knew him, you thought you knew
me, (62) oh these liberals, they’re supposed to be so sensitive! You know well (63) I'll tell you where this
guys sensitive Lionel right in his tuches.

64-67
Lionel and Michael have been teasing Archie about him possibly being Jewish due to his use of the yiddish
word tuches.
Archie: But I ain't Jewish!
Michael: Look at that! Look at that! See the way he uses his hands when he argues? Huh? (64) Very semitic
gesture.
Archie: (65) What do you know about it you dumb Polack?
Michael: Alright, alright I'm a Polack.
Archie: You sure are, (66) you're a Polack joke.
Michael: Alright I don't mind though I'm polish I don't mind I'm proud of it.
Lionel: Now there you are Mr. Bunker now you oughta be proud your Jewish.
Archie: But I ain't Jewish!
Edith: (67) I didn't know you was Jewish!
Archie: What the hell are you talking about!

68
Gloria and Michael have bought Edith an anniversary present in Archie's name. When this is revealed to
Archie he almost chokes on his cigar fumes. Edith asks Michael to pound Archie's back.
Edith: Pound his back Mike.
Archie: (68) Keep away from me meathead keep away from me.

69
Edith is so touched by her present she leaves the living room. Archie is also visibly touched. Michael and
Gloria are kissing on the couch.
Archie: (69) And you have to always be doing that it's as if she was a hamburger.
Gloria: Mom!
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70-75
Gloria leaves the living room upset.
Michael: (70) The card kinda got to you huh?
Archie: Whaddaya mean got to me it got to your mother-in-law, women.
Michael: No, no, no it got to you too (71) I never knew you were so soft and sentimental
Archie: Yeah well (72) you don't know much anyhow I wanna tell you something about yourself (73) you are
a person of very little quality. (74) You got no appreciation for some of your finer things.
Michael: What are ya- Archie, we’re talking about a greeting card.
Archie: They got some damn good writers writing for them cards.
Michael: C’mon.
Archie: Some of your best song lyrics come right off them cards!
Michael: Alright! Alright! Whaddaya getting so excited about it’s a stinking little greeting card it’s not like
you wrote the thing.
Archie: No I didn’t write it. But who had the good taste to pick it out?
<Michael taps himself on the chest indicating he picked the card>
Archie: Ah (75) go on will you meathead.

S01E02 Writing the President
76-77
Archie is upset because he tasted the water of a boiled shirt Gloria was cooking mistaking it for soup. He
asks for a sip of Edith's coffee and is upset the coffee, though fresh perked, tasted like instant.
<Archie takes a sip of coffee>
Archie: What d’you make here instant coffee?
Edith: No it’s fresh perked.
Archie: Well (76) it tastes like instant.
Edith: It's fresh perked though.
Archie: Okay it's fresh perked but it tastes like instant.
Edith: I heard ya, but it's fresh perked.
Archie: I accept that it's fresh perked!
Edith: But it tastes like instant, huh?
Archie: (77) You're a pip you know that a real pip.

78-79
Archie is also upset about the lack of food.
Archie: (78) We got nothing for lunch but crackers here?
Edith: Gloria went to the market, you know we always do a big shopping every Saturday morning
Archie: Every saturday, God forbid, one week you do it on a Friday. (79) You gotta watch out for that
rigididness Edith it'll wharf your whole personality.
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80-81
Michael is upset because he would like to watch a special on polluted environment.
Michael: Archie (80) you're always watching football I think it's important that we learn about our polluted
environment.
Archie: (81) You're polluting my environment! Now get away from my set.

82
Having decided to watch football, Archie shouts over to the kitchen for Edith to bring him beer.
Archie: Hey Edith! Let me have some beer in here!
Edith: What do you want, bottle or can?
Archie: We never buy bottles.
Edith: I'll bring you can.
Archie: (82) Oh, what a dingbat.

83
Archie tells Michael to keep quiet while they watch the highlights. Archie makes a racist remark to which
Michael takes offence.
Archie: Hoi! Hey! Hey! Look at that spook run!
Michael: Archie!
Archie: Can they move! It's in their blood!
Michael: (83) If you're talking about a black man would you call him that, huh?

84-88
Michael is not impressed by Archie's explanation. Archie goes on, claiming he had an african-american
friend called Roundtree Cumberbatch.
Michael: (84) You know everything about the black man boy.
Archie: (85) Well more than you. I used to know a whole flock of them in the old neighborhood. Matter of
fact, there was a guy Roundtree Cumberbatch 'n him 'n me used to be close buddies.
Michael: (86) You never knew anyone by that name (87) you just made it up.
Archie: I made up a name like Roundtree Cumberbatch.
Michael: Yeah yeah (88) you made it up to put down the black man.
Archie: Oh whaddaya telling me that some of your coloreds don't have funny names, huh?

89-93
Gloria comes home from shopping. She has decided to buy natural foods because she wants to know what
is in everything she buys. Archie is upset by her choices.
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Gloria: From now on I wanna know what’s in everything I buy. So I stopped off at the health food store and
got some natural foods.
Archie: Did you get anything for sandwiches you can’t get it any more natural than baloney. What do you
got here? Organic eggs? Tiger's milk? What's that? Wheat germ oil, decimated liver (89) what is all this
garbage? Where's my crunchy cereal with the animal cutouts on the box?
Gloria: (90) They say there's no nutritional value in that cereal, daddy.
Archie: What?
Michael: That’s right they just- they just did a study. (91) Nutritionally, that cereal, zilch.
Archie: Zilch, huh? (92) Have you any idea the famous athletes and coaches that were brung up on that,
huh, and I mean the all-time all-timers. Myself forty years I’ve been eatin’ it and I’m in as good shape today
as the day I was born, my bowels are regularEdith: (93) Oh Archie!

94-95
Archie hears commotion on the TV and rushes to watch it.
Archie: What’s that I’m missing something here get outta my way will ya I’m missing something here! I
missed it. I missed it, the play of the week, Alvin Haymond’s eighty-eight-yard run-back and I missed it, (94)
it’s your fault!
Gloria: (95) Why do you watch that anyway? Michael, didn’t you tell him about Jack Lemmon?
Archie: Keep your hands away from that dial!

96-102
Gloria tries to reason with Archie to watch Jack Lemmon's special about pollution.
Gloria: Now daddy this set I always tuned to what you wanna watch so (96) just this once can't you share a
little, huh? This special, it's important to Michael and me.
Archie: Yeah, because (97) it's tearin' the country down that's what you like, (98) to sit around and watch a
bunch of jerks tearin' the country down around us.
Michael: Archie, pollution is a fact of life and it's not just America it's worldwide.
Gloria: This special with Jack Lemmon.
Archie: And would ya leave me alone with that special and (99) you know what you can do with your Jack
Lemmon?
Michael: Yeah and (100) you know what you can do with your John Wayne?
Archie: Yeah we- What about John Wayne? And let me warn you when you're talkin' about the Duke, you
ain't just talkin' about an actor you're talkin' about the spirit that made America great.
Michael: (101) You kidding? Is he- is he- Ma is this- is he kidding?
Edith: (102) He'd lay down his life for the Duke. For me, no, for Duke, yeah.

103-106
Archie: And (103) I'll tell you something else wiseguy, (104) you can take your Jack Lemmons, your Paul
Newmans and your Marlo Brandons, you put 'em all together they ain't fit to hold the Dukes coat
Michael: (105) Archie any one of those guys has got more brains in his little finger than John Wayne's got in
his whole body.
Archie: (106) Nuts to you.
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107-108
Michael and Gloria have acted out an impersonation of John Wayne.
Archie: (107) Very, very funny! Well let me tell yous two something, (108) you got a very wharfed sense of
humor.

109-110
Archie is upset Michael has written a letter to the president about social and environmental problems in
America.
Archie: Wait a minute you're writing the president about that? (109) You, Michael Stivic, meathead (110)
you have the nerve to write to the president of the United States about your rash?

111-113
Archie: I demand to know the contents of that letter.
Michael: And I say it's between Nixon and me.
Archie: President Nixon!
Michael: What's wrong with plain Nixon, look in the paper they do it all the time, Nixon this Nixon that.
Archie: That's their business but in this house we show the proper respect, you don't like President Nixon
you call him Mr. Nixon.
Edith: Or Tricky Dicky.
Archie: What!
Edith: (111) You was callin' him that eight years ago.
Archie: Eight years ago he was a civilian. He now happens to be commander-in-chief of the United States
and he's doing a good job of it too.
<Michael gestures uncertainty with his hand>
Archie: (112) Let me tell you something wiseguy, Mr. Nixon didn't get us into Vietnam he inherited it just like
he inherited inflation and integration and pollution or are you gonna tell me that Mr. Nixon invented
pollution?
Gloria: No but what's he doing about it?
Archie: (113) What's he doing about it?
Gloria: Daddy stop it there isn't a major city in this country where the drinking water isn't below safe
standards.

114-119
Archie: (114) I'll tell you something wiseguy, you see (115) you don't understand your basic simplistics your
biggest problems always burn themselves down to the human factor, I mean to say the president after all is
only a man.
Michael: Right, and he's in the wrong job.
Archie: You- is that what you said to him in that letter?
Michael: Hey gimme that- gimme that- whaddaya doing?
Archie: (116) A jerk pipsqueak like you, (117) you have the nerve to insult the commander-in-chief- that's
my return address on there- you're insulting President Nixon from my return address (118) you must have a
screw loose!
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Michael: Alright that's itArchie: (119) You left-wing radical liberal meatheaded polack!
(inaudible arguing)
<Michael and Gloria are trying to grab Michael's letter back from Archie>
Archie: Oh no oh no
Michael: Gimme that letter it's my letter I wrote that thing- Ma?
Archie: Oh no- hold- Hold it! This letter gets mailed from this house over my dead body.

120-121
The family have calmed down and are sitting in the living room. Archie still has Michaels letter and refuses
to give it back.
Michael: Alright Archie c'mon enoughs enough would you just gimme the letter huh?
Gloria: (120) Tampering with the United States mail daddy that's a federal offence.
Archie: (121) So is excitement to riot.

122- 126
Michael: I've heard you say it a hundred times Archie, the government works for me.
Archie: That's right (122) I said the government works for me, not you meathead, the government works for
taxpayers and breadwinners and people who contribute to society.
Michael: Alright (123) you're such a big contributor why don't you write a letter to the president.
Archie: Because I got nothing to beef about.
Gloria: (124) I knew you'd cop out daddy.
Michael: See! That's it (125) you just talk a big game that's all.
Archie: Well I'll tell you what I do then.
Edith: The last time he wrote a letter was to the phone company.
Archie: Edith stifle yourself.
Edith: (126) The language he used.
Archie: Edith I said stifle yourself.
Edith: And then he wouldn't sign the letter I wouldn’t’ve signed the letter neither.
Archie: Edith I told you to stifle yourself.

127-128
Archie has decided to write to the president. He is upset Edith hasn't saved their embossed stationery that
they received as a wedding gift 22 years ago. To make matters worse, Edith has saved stationery from her
work in ”Hercules Plumbing” from before they were married.
Archie: Look at this stationery, Hercules Plumbing?
Edith: That's the company I used to work for before we was married.
Archie: (127) You saved this huh? And our embossed stationery with the initials intertwined at the top there
it is gone.
Edith: Well maybe it will get to the president faster if they think you own a plumbing company.
Archie: (128) You're a dingbat well let me get started, you go on over there and finish pasting your trading
stamps, huh? Go ahead.
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129-133
Archie tells Edith to serve as his secretary when he dictates his letter. He asks to read it back to him, after
only writing a short introduction.
Archie: Whaddaya got there?
Edith: (129) Nothing.
Archie: Whaddaya mean nothing I wrote a whole introduction.
Edith: Dear Mr. President, your honor, sir.
Archie: Oh that- (130) that’s lousy!
Edith: What?
Archie: What you read.
Edith: That’s what you wrote.
Archie: I know but (131) you read it so rotten.
Edith: (132) I think it was the words.
Archie: Just read them same words over again will ya and read ‘em with a little feeling, huh? Go ahead.
…
Archie: Wrong! The word is wrong (133) why did you write it down?

134
Gloria and Michael come back home.
Gloria: Did'ya finish your letter yet daddy?
Michael: Yeah you had enough time to write the whole congress.
Archie: Now you keep your pants on hotshot.
Archie: (134) Why didn't you jiggle meathead?

S01E03 Oh My Aching Back
135-137
Archie comes home and is upset Edith hasn't greeted him.
Archie: Well (135) what's the matter with you?
Edith: Nothin'.
Archie: (136) No hello even they said hello.
Edith: They said hi.
Archie: But you said nothin’.
Edith: Well I was gonna say good evening.
Archie: Oh skip it will you, skip it, (137) I've learned to expect nothin' but aggrenvation from you anyhow.

138-142
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Gloria makes a point of Archie being late. Michael jumps in to complain about Archie's morning toilet
routine.
Michael: (138) He's always late except after coffee in the morning, six minutes later to the second watch out
and God forbid I'm in there shaving.
Archie: Listen, the workings of nature won't wait for no (139) deadbeat who takes all morning to shave
remember that.
Michael: Hey, I'm not knockin' it. I think (140) you're a marvel, I can even set my watch by how long it takes
you to belch after a bicarb, 22 seconds exactly.
Archie: Well, listen, (141) wiseguy, you should have such a constitution. (142) They'd have counted you out
already if you'd been in the accident I was just in.

143- 145
Archie recounts how he was in a car accident and blames it on a Jewish woman. Michael is offended by his
racist remark.
Archie: Wham! All them people they're always rushing around always in a hurry tryin' to get to a sale or
somethin' to save four cents what a tribe.
Michael: What do you mean what a tribe?
…
Michael: What do you mean what a tribe?
Archie: Forget it it's irrevelant.
Michael: (143) Irrelevant.
Archie: Whatever it ain't German to the conversation.
Michael: (144) Germane.
Archie: Oh (145) listen Emily Post if you correct me one more time!
Michael: Okay! Okay!

146-149
However, Michael feels the need to correct Archie on his reference of Emily Post which wasn't contextually
appropriate.
Archie: (146) You are defective there's no doubt about it. (147) You got a fuse blown in your head
somewhere between the brain and the nervous system (148) there ain't a store in the country that wouldn't
take you back. And (149) why don’t you clean your fingernails, huh? Maybe things wouldn’t grow there.

150-151
The family are going to have dinner. Gloria has requested that everybody stop arguing.
Michael: You want it? Mm, you got it baby.
Archie: Oh (150) we’re gonna have a floor show, huh?
Gloria: Come on daddy, no arguments okay?
Archie: Who's arguing?
Edith: I don't think that's an answer.
Archie: (151) Oh this dingbats gonna start argument number one over here!
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152-153
Archie doesn't like the food.
Archie: Well (152) I can't eat no more of this
Gloria: What's the matter daddy?
Archie: It's the meat.
Edith: It's not done enough.
Archie: (153) You knew that all the time?

154
The family discuss how meat should be made. Michael makes a point about gourmet.
Michael: Archie any gourmet will tell you the only way to eat meat is rare.
Archie: Oh now we hear from the Polish corner. Poland the land that gave us such rare delicate dishes as?
Gloria: Uh, Polish sausage is very good.
Archie: (154) You oughta know, you married one.
Michael: I'm sick and tired of your Polish jokes.

155
Archie moves into the living room and asks for his dessert to be served there. Edith pokes fun at Archie for
always asking for his rice pudding with a pinch of milk on top.
Archie: Except last week remember? Mike and Gloria went out to dinner, you made rice puddin' and what
happened?
Edith: You didn't make your usual speech abput the milk on top, I remember.
Archie: And how did you serve it?
Edith: Without the milk on top.
Archie: (155) Dingbat.

156
Michael has counted to 22 after Archie has drank soda. Archie belches on the 22nd second.
Michael: 22 seconds exactly.
Archie: (156) Alright wiseguy so I'm dependable what else you trying to prove?

157
Michael wants to go back to discussing Archie's accident and his inherent racism.
Michael: We were discussing your favorite old hang ups, (157) your anti-Jewish bias.
Archie: What anti-Jewish bias?
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158-159
The doorbell rings and Lionel enters.
Lionel: Say I was just over to Mr. Munson's I understand you used his cab today and put a small dent in it.
Archie: I put?
Michael: Small dent? (158) I thought you said she plowed right into you went right into you wham!
Lionel: No I just came from there it's right out front it's just a little dent.
Michael: (159) A little dent and you were making a big federal case out of it!
Archie: Listen she hit me hard!

160-161
Lionel tells how his parent's were able to set up business after receiving compensation from an accident.
Archie sees an opprtunity to make money out of his little accident and feigns a back ache.
Edith: Oh Archie do you think it's from the accident maybe you got a whiplash?
Michael: Nah (160) not from a little dent.
Archie: (161) Shut up meathead!

162
Edith is arranging pillows to comfort Archie on the couch.
Archie: (162) What are you doing Edith?

163-170
Archie has been repeating every Jewish sounding name Michael has read out.
Michael: Rabinowitz, Rabinowitz, Rabinowitz.
Archie: Rabinowitz, Rabinowitz- what was the third name?
Michael: Rabinowitz!
Archie: Yeah, how do they sound to you?
Michael: Jewish.
Gloria: Very Jewish.
Archie: So what has their religion got to do with it?
Michael: (163) That's what we wanna know.
Archie: (164) Oh listen mister big liberal you brought up their religion not me. If they're good lawyers for all
I care they could be chinks.
Michael: Do you believe him? (165) He actually thinks that because they're Jewish they're smarter they're
shrewder.
Archie: Well.
Michael: (166) You actually believe that junk.
Archie: Will you listen to this guy Edith! I agree with him that they're smarter and shrewder, (167) he's
making out like I don't like the hebes.
Gloria: Oh (168) now daddy you stop twisting things around like that (169) you don't trust anybody that's
different from you, until you need him.
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Archie: Well I do need him.
Gloria: Oh mom (170) he's so prejudiced what are we gonna do?
Edith: Get him a Rabinowitz.

171-173
The family are expecting Archie's lawyer. Archie is impatient the house does not look classy and clean
enough.
Edith: Are you alright can I get you anything more?
Archie: No Edith, just pick up some of the papers around here. And (171) ask your son-in-law to sit up like a
human being. And Gloria you get up and straighten out some of the pictures on the walls, huh? He'll be
here any minute. (172) Whaddaya want people to think you live in a pig's eye?
Edith: (173) You didn’t make this much fuss last year when your own mother came to visit.

174
The next week, after failing to file a lawsuit, Lionel comes to pick up the family laundry again and offers
Archie the name of the lawyer who helped his parents with the compensation.
Lionel: You wouldn't want the name of the lawyer that helped my folks would you?
Archie: No no Lionel I don't want to ever get involved in no lawsuits.
Edith: (174) He already lost one.
Archie: Stifle yourself Edith.

S01E04 Archie Gives Blood
175-180
The family are playing monopoly. Edith is struggling to make a decision on whether to buy a property or not
and has asked for Gloria's opinion. Archie is annoyed Edith can't make up her own mind.

Michael: Wanna buy it?
Edith: How much is it?
Archie: It’s a hundred-and-forty dollars Edith, (175) can’t you read there?
Edith: Oh, well I don’t know, what do you think Gloria?
Gloria: Well you already own States Avenue this’ll give you two thirds of a monopoly.
Archie: Aw, come on Edith, (176) will ya make up your own mind? (177) Make your own decisions. You know
out in the real world you don't go to your competition for no advice.
Michael: She's not out in the real world it's only a game.
Archie: So is life a game, (178) buddy boy, whether you play the game in here or you play it out there you
gotta play it to win right?
Edith: (179) Where did we here that Archie? Was it on mannix or the bold ones?
Archie: Keep your mind on your property, huh Edith, huh?
Edith: Whether it's this game in here or that game out thereArchie: You wanna buy St. Charlse's place?
<Gloria gives Edith an encouraging nod>
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Edith: I'll take it.
Archie: Whoppee! (180) The dingbat makes a decision.

181-182
Edith starts counting her money and is about to pay in 10 dollar bills.
Archie: (181) Whaddaya countin' the tens for? You got a whole pile of hundreds- here's a hundred gimme
four tens there's 140 dollars, c'mon, put it in the bank let's go, huh?
Gloria: Oh (182) daddy stop nagging at her.

183-184
Gloria and Michael ask if Archie has decided to go to the blood bank with Michael. Archie has explained he
doesn't want to give blood unless he knows to whom it will be given.
Archie: The difference is some radical blows up a building, right? He gets shot he needs a transfusion. Well
he ain’t gonna get none of Archie Bunker’s blood!
Michael: (183) Neither is anybody else I got a feeling.
Gloria: You know something, I think you're right Michael. You know (184) that's just an excuse daddy.

185
Archie ignores Gloria and focuses on the game.
Archie: Tennesee Avenue my property the rent is 14 dollars c'mon let's have it.
Michael: Alright! Alright, I'll give to you relax there.
Archie: Alright c'mon!
Michael: (185) Don't act so pushy.

186-195
Gloria pursues her point about Archie never being generous.
Gloria: I don't know why he won't give blood (186) you know he never gives anything to anybody.
<Edith sneezes>
Edith: He gave me this cold I got.
Archie: Alright here we go for roll now.
Edith: (187) He's always giving me colds, over the years he's given me a lot of colds.
Archie: Edith I'm trying to roll over here, huh.
Edith: (188) It's alright from him when he gets a cold he's the husband. Hah. (189) He can take time off and
go to bed with it.
Archie: Edith I'm trying to roll here.
Edith: While I'm runnin' up and down stairs waitin' on him. But when I get cold, I- I- (190) I'm the wife, I
can't take time off I can't go to bed.
Archie: Will you stifle yourself.
<Edith sneezes>
Archie: Oh, (191) why do you do that. You know I'm very very susceptible of colds Edith, really, now, I mean
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ever since the war, the big one. It happened because I was sleepin' in- sleepin' in them wet tents all the
time with the rain pouring in on 'em.
Michael: Alright Archie not the big war routine again, huh?
Archie: The big war made a lot of people very sick.

192-194
The family are focusing on the game again. Archie has bought a good a property and is laughing about it.
Gloria: (192) Look at him gloating you'd think he was really rich.
Archie: Yeah well I am rich you know a man is rich who can enjoy himself in the bosom of his family, huh?
<Michael shakes his head in disbelief>
Michael: (193) You sure are shovelin' it tonight Archie.
Edith: A man is rich who can enjoy himself, (194) you know who said that? Marcus Welby M.D.

195-205
Going back to the argument about the blood bank, Archie has made clear he thinks people's names are kept
on the jars of donated blood.
Michael: No they don't.
Gloria: Oh, (195) he doesn't get the concept Michael, look daddy blood is blood, it's all the same no matter
who it comes from.
Archie: (196) No matter who it comes from, you hear that? (197) You send 'em out to get a normal
education they come back with all these subversions. Where do they get it huh, Edith? Huh?
…
Archie: Well (198) let me tell you somethin' little girl blood is like anything else in life you got our good 'n
you got your bad.
Michael: (199) You do not know what you're talking about.
Archie: Alright. For instance, John Dillinger had bad blood.
Michael: John Dillinger? Who's John Dillinger?
Archie: Oh, jeez (200) listen to this guy he's arguing blood he don't even know who John Dillinger is. (201)
You're over your head Sonny boy get outta the water.
…
Archie: How come they ain't got no swedes in the mafia?
Michael: (202) What's that got to do with anything?
Archie: Because your Italians got a lock on it that's why, it's in their blood, the same way it's in your blacks'
blood to do the Scooby-dooby-doo.
Michael: Aw jeez!
Gloria: (203) Daddy!
Michael: Aw (204) that's terrible!
Archie: That's true!
Michael: (205) It's not true!

206-211
Michael and Gloria explain how blood doesn't differ depending on race.
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Archie: You both finished?
Michael: Yeah.
Gloria: Uh huh.
Archie: You want my reaction? (206) Commie propaganda pure and simple.
Michael: Awh! Awh, (207) that's bull!
Archie: (208) That's straight from the russkies right off the Kremlin line!
Michael: Archie, Archie what I am tellin' you, I'm gonna tell you for the last time, any man's blood will work
in any other man's body period that's a fact!
Archie: (209) College life has got yous two! (210) You two are sick!
Gloria: Alright daddy (inaudible)
Michael: I'm talking science! This is scientific fact! (211) You can't argue with science!
Gloria: (inaudible) It's my turn!

212-214
Encouraged by Gloria and Michael, Edith has recounted a childhood story about her having the same blood
as Katherine Hepburn. It turns out they had the same blood donor and the family, Archie in particular, are
unimpressed by the story.
Gloria: Uh, (212) something’s wrong with the story ma.
Edith: That’s what happened.
Gloria: (213) Well somethings very wrong.
…
Archie: Well the next time (214) I hope yous'll think twice before yous encourage her!

215-216
Archie and Michael are in the bloodbank to give blood. They are looking at a poster where blood is being
donated.
Michael: (215) Getting a little queasy?
Archie: (216) Don't be a wiseguy, huh? I let you talk me into coming down here, didn’t I?
Michael: Yeah.
Archie: Yeah well don’t worry about me cuz the sight of blood don’t bother me none.

217-222
Archie and Michael are in the bloodbank to give blood. Archie spots a Chinese-American.
Archie: Did'ya see that guy over there what's he doin' here?
Michael: Who?
Archie: The chink over there. What's a chink doin' here?
Michael: (217) What you mean a Chinese man?
Archie: Alright, whatever, I was just wonderin' what he was doing here, that’s all.
Michael: Well he's here the same as everybody else to give blood.
Archie: Oh no no no, he ain't gonna give no blood here.
Michael: (218) Whaddaya talkin' about that's what everybody's here for.
Archie: (219) Get outta here that’s an oriental that's a yellow race.
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Michael: Oh and of course he has yellow blood, look, (220) there's an irishman with green blood. Hey! Hey!
Look over there, there's Governor Rockefeller!
Archie: Where?
Michael: There! (221) The guy with the blue blood.
Archie: (222) Knock off the funnies will ya?

223-224
Archie points out that the Chinese man is actually a doctor.
Archie: (223) That shows you how smart you are college boy. I'll bet down in Chinatown they got a chinky
Red Cross takin' blood for their own people.
Michael: (224) Aw gee.
Archie: Whaddaya mean aw? They must have the same thing up in Harlem too.

225-227
Lionel enters the blood bank and greets Michael and Archie. Michael leaves to get water for him and Archie.
Meanwhile, Lionel has winded up Archie about white people turning black if they receive their blood.
Lionel: Yeah, I mean, if they start pumpin' our blood into you white folks, well, who knows what might
happen, you could all turn black.
Archie: Well I tell you Lionel, I- I- I- I think there's some doubt about that.
Lionel: You wouldn't wanna chance it would you?
Archie: No.
<Michael comes back with the water>
Archie: But (225) here's the guy that knows all about everything, huh, (226) mister big liberal ignoramus
himself, why don't you talk to Lionel here about (227) some o' your fancy scientific facts.

228-233
Michael is still trying to explain how blood works to Archie. Archie is offended about Michael talking about
the heart as if it were a machine after he compared it to a water pump in a car.
Michael: It’s just like the water pump in a car.
Archie: The the water pump in a car? (228) You get all choked up about some dingbat story about chasin' an
ice truck and (229) you sit here and tell me that the human heart's like a water pump in a car? The human
heart is the most important 'n most emotional organ in your body, it's where all your it's where your love
and your romance is kept there, (230) everybody knows that. We ain't machines yet (231) Sonny boy.
Michael: Yeah but that that's the point I'm trying to make Archie the heart is a machine, that's why they
can give you a new one nowadays when the old one packs up, it's just like a, (232) it's just like a car.
Archie: (233) It ain't like a car! Keep your voice down.

234
Archie has explained why a woman's heart put into a man's body was rejected because it's tough enough
for a woman and man to live together in the same house, never mind the same body.
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Archie: Now that heart was rejected right, alright case closed, next case.
Michael: (234) Archie wait a second.
Archie: Let me talk.

235
Archie has told another example about an Orthodox Jew receiving a Christian heart. Lionel re-enters the
discussion and keeps winding up Archie.
Archie: You know what we was just talkin' about here, transplants.
Lionel: Transplants oh bad business, un- unless of course it's white on white.
Michael: Oh Lionel will you cut it out will you.
Archie: Let him talk you see (235) this guy here he don't wanna hear nothin' from nobody unless it's his
opinion.

236
Archie passed out in the blood bank after seeing the IV bag full of his blood. Back at home, he is lying on the
couch and Edith is serving him juice.
Edith: Here you are Archie here's some juice they say it helps restore the blood.
Archie: Alright, alright E- leave it, leave it there, Edith, huh.
Edith: (236) I don't know why you're so upset it's nothing to be ashamed about passing out at the sight of
blood.
Archie: Edith I told you that ain't it.
Edith: My sister used to faint at spider's in the bath tub.
Archie: Because they took too much outta me they overdone it they left me weak that's all.

237-245
Archie shows Edith his hands claiming that the hand that had blood drawn out of it is now smaller than the
other.
Edith: (237) Well.
Archie: Whaddaya mean well?
…
Archie: I was hardly able to stagger home after it.
Michael: Oh (238) that's ridiculous Archie they don't make mistakes like that nowadays they know what
they're doing.
Archie: They know what they're doing, we don't know what they're doing.
Michael: What's that supposed to mean.
Edith: Oh (239) he never did trust doctors I think it's because he don't like to pay 'em.
Archie: (240) That ain't it at all.
…
Archie: Some of these doctors beginning to look at us as if we was all a collection of spare parts.
Gloria: Oh now daddy (241) don't get paranoid about it medicine is still dedicated to keepin' us alive
Archie: Alright, but not against His will.
Michael: (242) What has His will got to do with it?
Archie: I ain't talkin' to you (243) you're an atheist.
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Michael: Alright wait a second, we're talkin' about modern medicine here we're talkin' about doctors
keepin' us alive now how did He get into it?
Archie: He was never out of it (244) buddy boy. Life and death is his business. And you gotta go when he
calls.
Gloria: Unless modern medicine saves you.
Archie: It can’t.
Michael: Whaddaya mean it can’t? It happens all the time.
Archie: That’s when he wasn’t really calling.
…
Archie: And you throw His schedule off and you're gonna have to answer for it when you get up there
Michael: Where?
Archie: (245) Heaven, wise guy, you know damn well what I was talking about heaven.

S01E05 Judging Books by Covers
246-259
Edith is donating clothes to charity. Michael and Gloria have invited their friend Roger to dinner and Archie
gets upset.
Edith: I just dont think it's right Archie, (246) every time the church has a charity drive I gotta say my
husband don't have any old clothes.
Archie: So?
Edith: So I've been tellin' them that for 15 years.
Archie: Listen, that's the trouble with this country today there's too many handouts, every guy and his
brother's on welfare which is the same as pickin' my pocket, well if they're gonna pick my pocket they ain't
gonna do it in my suit.
<Michael enters the dining room from the kitchen>
Michael: I didn’t hear the substance but the tone tells me to sit this down nice and easy, mind my own
business, and steal slowly out the roomArchie: Hey!
Michael: Didn’t make it! (247) Two seconds away from freedom.
Archie: Oh well now if- (248) if it’s freedom from me you’re inferring there, you’ll notice I ain’t got no bars
on that front door.
Michael: Archie I- I’m making a joke, (249) can’t you take a joke?
Archie: I can take aMichael: Take a joke with the best of them.
Archie: Well if you’re gonna answer your questions as well as ask them what do you need us for, (250)
you’re a regular one-man family.
Gloria: (251) Alright you two that's enough of that now Michael come on I need you.
Archie: Now hold it, hold it, come here for a minute, come here, what is this here, S.S Pierce fancy cashews,
(252) whaddawe gettin' too fancy for peanuts? Edith!
Edith: I got no problem with peanuts.
Gloria: Oh stop it those are for company and besides they only cost a few cents more.
Archie: (253) They cost a few cents more, (254) Edith did you bring these things into the house?
Edith: Probably.
Archie: Now whaddaya mean probably?
Edith: I mean probably I did.
Archie: Well probably you did could also mean probably you didn't that's the way it is with a word like
probably, right?
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Edith: Probably.
Archie: (255) Dingbat.
Archie: (256) What is all this anyway? Whaddaya got here? What is that whipped cream there?
Gloria: It’s clam dip.
Archie: Clam dip? And what’s this what kinda fish is that?
Gloria: Smoked salmon.
Archie: (257) Smoked salmon? I only get tuna fish for my lunch. (258) Who you having here the Duke of
Windsor?
Michael: What difference would it make? Whoever it is you're not gonna like him, (259) you don't like
anything about us, you resent our attitudes, our politics even the clothes we wear, you know I don't think
there's one thing about us you agree with.
Archie: I agree with that.

260-265
Archie finds out Michael and Gloria have invited Roger to dinner. Archie thinks Roger is a homosexual and
starts fussing about it. Michael and Gloria are offended.
Archie: But that don't answer the question, who's the big cheese you're having here for lunch?
Gloria: Roger.
Archie: Roger the fairy?
Michael: Alright, alright (inaudible)
Archie: Did you hear that Edith? (260) You know who they're bringing around here for lunch, Roger sweety
pie Roger.
Michael: Alright Archie would you cut it out, huh?
Edith: He's their friend Archie.
Archie: Listen Edith, (261) we run a decent home here now we don't need any any strange little birdies flyin'
in and out.
Gloria: (262) Daddy will you stop that Rogers’ not a strange little birdie.
Archie: (263) His pal Roger is as queer as a four dollar bill and he knows it.
Michael: (inaudible)
Gloria: (264) That's not only cruel daddy that's an outright lie.
Michael: You know something Archie (265) just because a guy is sensitive and and he's an intellectual and
he wears glasses you make him out a queer.
Archie: I never said a guy who wears glasses is a queer, a guy who wears glasses is a four eyes a guy who's a
fag is a queer.
Gloria: Make him stop talking like that.
Edith: Oh (inaudible) I- I- IGloria: Ma!
Archie: Well go ahead Edith, now answer the girl, now you've seen Roger sashaying around here with his ladi-da talk he's a pansy!
Edith: I don't know.
Archie: Whaddaya mean you don't know?
Edith: I'm not an expert on flowers.

266-268
Michael has tried reasoning with Archie saying how homosexuality is legal in England. Archie has rebuked
him stating that England is a fag country.
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Michael: Look Archie, you might as well face it, (266) you’re all alone in this. We all know Roger, and we all
know he’s straight. And even if he wasn’t, and I said if, what difference would that make? Do you know, that
in many countries, England for instance, there is a law that says whatever two consenting adults do in
private is their own business?
Archie: Listen, this ain't England, we threw England outta here a long time ago, we don't want no more part
of England, and for your information, England is a fag country.
Michael: What?
…
Michael: That- (267) y-y-you know you're right Archie, you're right, the British are a bunch of pansies,
pansies fairies and sissies, and the Japanese are a race of midgets, the Irish are boozers, the Mexicans are
banditsArchie: (268) And you polacks are meatheads.
Michael: (inaudible)

269-270
Roger has arrived and he has brought some snapshots he took from England. Edith tells how she likes the
concept of snapshots
Edith: I like to think about who they are and where they're going right after the picture is snapped
Archie: (269) You're a pip you know that Edith, (270) you're a regular Edna St. Louis Millay

271
Michael is hurrying Archie to leave. Archie has been testing Roger with various innuendo.
Archie: Oh I thought I'd hang around and hear about some more of the enchanting things he done over
there, for instance uh, did he hunt?
Michael: You know Roger doesn't hunt, I don't believe in it either.
Archie: Yeah well (271) sometimes I got my doubts about you too Buster Brown.

272-274
Archie returns from the tavern. Having had dinner, Roger is about to leave. Michael is showing him to the
door. Archie makes an impolite remark after which he asks Michael to watch the fights.
Archie: Hey wanna watch the fights Mike?
Michael: No thanks.
Archie: Oh (272) what's the matter you sorehead, just because I called the turn on your friend Roger-bell.
Michael: Listen Archie you make one more crack about my friend Roger.
Archie: (273) Or what?
Michael: Well, never mind, but I could tell you something that could shock you pretty good.
Archie: (274) Listen, sonny boy, I’ve been everywhere where the grass grows green, ain’t nothing you gonna
show me or tell me that’s gonna shock me, remember that.

275-276
Gloria and Michael show Archie a chair gag that Roger taught them. Archie thinks he's being made of fun of.
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Archie: (275) Whatcha do to the chair?
Michael: I didn't do anything to the chair.
Archie: (276) You're a liar, what did he do to the chair?
Gloria: He didn't do anything to the chair daddy get over here and watch me.

277-284
Edith shows she can do the chair gag.
Edith: Da da!
Archie: (277) Da da, well (278) if she can do it there's a trick to it and I ain't interested.
Michael: It's not a trick!
Gloria: It's not a trick it's just that women can do it and men can't.
…
Archie: It's a dumb gag where did you get it?
Michael: Uh Roger showed it to us.
Archie: Oh Roger showed it to you.
Gloria: Yeah he brought it back from England.
Archie: Boy I bet he can do it.
Michael: Alright alright now let's let's let's not start any of that again, huh?
Archie: You told me that a man can't do it. So if a man can't do it I would imagine your friend Roger-bell can.
Michael: Roger-bell huh? Roger-bell, well you- you wanna know who could lift that chair Archie, I mean not
only could he lift that chair but- but he could prance and flit all over this room with it, your friend Steve.
Gloria: Michael.
Archie: My friend Steve.
Michael: That's right, that's right Archie and I wasn't gonna say it but it's true.
Edith: That big football player is a flower?
Archie: (279) You are sick you know that! (280) You need help!
Gloria: Oh now daddy don't startArchie: No, no, no I've listened to this guy around here for ten months, (281) all his pinko stuff, well that's
alright that's what they're fillin'em up in the schools nowadays huh, (282) the clothes, well that's alright
they take from one another one kid looks crummier than the next, (283) their wide open sex anytime of the
night or day for no reason at all, alright that's your submissive society, but when theys go besmearin', when
they goes besmearin' the name of a great line-backer, a second choice all-American, a man and I mean real
man, (284) you might as well shut the doors of this country and hang out a sign, closed, owner gone nuts.

285
Archie comes back from the tavern to find another friend of Michael and Gloria doing the chair trick. He
mistakes her for a man.
Archie: (285) I thought you said a guy couldn't do that now I'm never gonna trust yous two again.

S01E06 Gloria Has a Belly Full
286-291
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Archie is reading the newspaper.
<Archie blows a raspberry>
Archie: What's this country coming to anyhow?
Michael: What is it Archie, bad news?
Archie: What else?
Michael: We get out of Vietnam or something?
Archie: (286) Don't be a wise guy, huh, it's them tamale eaters out there in Los Angeles, they're riotin' and
fightin' with them poor cops again, what do them people want anyhow?
Michael: Well for one thing they don't wanna be called tamale eaters.
Archie: Just look at that picture here, look at it. Throwin’ bricks and bottles, it’s like a regular insurruption.
Michael: (287) They like to be called chicanos, alright?
Archie: Aw, who cares? What’s in a name anyhow, huh?
…
Archie: After that, if a guy was a jig or a spick it was his own business.
Michael: Whaddaya mean it was his own business?
Archie: Certainly it was his own business. If he wanna hang out with his own crowd all the time, which most
of them did, that’s how you got your Chinatowns, your Harlems, your Little Italy all them other grettoes.
Michael: (288) So it's their fault you call 'em those names?
Archie: (289) It ain't my fault meathead.
Michael: (290) What's on the idiot box?
Archie: (291) It's only an idiot box if an idiot is watching it, so don't peek.

292-297
Edith and Gloria come home. Archie is upset for not knowing where they've been.
Edith: Here we are!
Archie: Ah about time yous come waltzing in, (292) where the hell have yous been anyhow?
Edith: We got back in time, (293) he’s still in one of his good moods.
Archie: No I aint. I wake up here on a Saturday morning I'm all alone, there's no note there's no nothin'
there's nobody here.
Edith: Mike was home.
Archie: (294) Like I said there was nobody here. On top of that, (295) there ain't a scrap of food to eat in the
house.
Edith: Oh I made you a liver wurst and cheese with some potato salad, it was right in the icebox.
Michael: Oh, was that for Archie?
Archie: You know something Gloria (296) this husband of yours he eats like a government mule.
Edith: Alright Archie I’ll fix you something to eat but first Gloria has some wonderful news, we went toArchie: Alright, alright Edith not now the pictures just starting, huh.
Edith: Oh (297) that one you’ve seen a hundred times. That’s the one about the football coach, Knute
Ackne.
Archie: Rockne, Edith, Rockne, and I ain’t seen it a hundred times, I’ve seen it maybe four times so leave me
alone, huh?

298
Gloria has told Michael she's expecting a baby.
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Michael: Oh, gee, Gloria! Oh what a thing! Oh what am I gonna do? I- I- I- can't take care of you! I can't take
care of a kid! I uh I don't have a job I'm in college I don't- I don't even have an apartment.
Gloria: Well Michael!
Michael: I know you don't have an apartment either.
Gloria: Why do things get turned around like this? (298) I come home to tell you I'm having a baby and
suddenly it's become a whole other event.
Michael: No Gloria it's- it's- it's not another event it's the- it's the same event- it's the same event- it's- it's a
blessed event.

299-310
Gloria, Michael and Edith are telling Archie the big news.
Archie: Come on, what’s the news?
Gloria: Well, whaddaya think daddy?
Archie: What do I think? When I see her smiling that way with all them nice straight white teeth, I think of
three-hundred-sixteen bucks it cost me for braces. When I see Edith smiling the same way well (299) I figure
it's gotta be gas. As for this guy here I think his underwear's too tight.
Edith: Wrong on all accounts!
Gloria: If you're all through daddy we wanna tell you the surprise now, something I heard you talk about a
hundred times.
Archie: You and (300) the meathead got yourselves your own apartment?
…
Edith: Archie what if I was to tell you, that I think you're going to have the little boy you always wanted?
Archie: (301) Holy cow Edith can't you do nothin' right?
…
Edith: (302) A- Archie never takes me anywhere anyway, so it'll give us something to do.
…
Archie: A miracle, you give my daughter a baby and (303) you can't even support a goldfish.
Michael: Archie, my reaction was the same as yours.
Archie: It was, huh? Well wen are you gonna help me choke you?
Michael: I- I- I’m telling you Archie, I- I- I’m just as worried about this thing as you are.
Archie: (304) That ain’t good enough! You gotta be worried about it more! When I married Edith, when we
had Gloria I not only had an apartment and a job but nine-hundred-twenty-five bucks in the bank.
Michael: Alright, I know, I know but whaddaya want? It just happened. It's just one of those things
Archie: Oh it's just one those things? I might've known it was gonna happen (305) the way you carry on
around here.
Michael: Alright Archie.
Archie: (306) You're always pinchin' and touchin' each other, like you was pickin' fruit.
Michael: Come on Archie.
Archie: (307) Your whole generation does nothin' but think with its glands.
Michael: That's it! That's it, when I first found out about it I was feeling guilty but after listening to you I'm
starting to feel damn proud!
Archie: Proud?
Michael: Yeah!
Archie: (308) Can you put proud in a bank? How you're gonna support that baby?
Michael: I can do it, I’m just not set up to just ‘cause I’m in school, that’s all. I could be working, you know.
Archie: (309) Working you?
Michael: Yeah!
Archie: (310) I'll believe that when the 59th street bridge grows leaves.
Michael: Start believing it right now, pal, because that’s it! I’m quitting school!
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311-317
Michael has threatened to quit school. Edith is trying to persuade Archie to make Michael stop with his
plans.
Edith: A boy today needs a degree if he’s gonna get anywhere.
Archie: I never had no degree and I always help up my end.
Edith: (311) Well it might've been higher with a degree.
Archie: What?
Edith: Your end.
Archie: (312) Stop torturing me will you Edith!
Edith: Oh I thought I knew you Archie Bunker but (313) I never thought you'd act this way about your own
grandchild.
Archie: C'mon Edith (314) now don't make me out no monster, huh?
…
Edith: You know what I think? (315) I think you don't wanna have a baby around the house, (316) you don't
like babies!
Archie: (317) That's a lie!
…
Edith: She means it! Aren’t you gonna do nothing you can't let 'em leave here!
Archie: I ain't gonna worry about it Edith, ‘cause I don't believe they're goin' nowhere.
Edith: Oh! Oh!

318-321
Edith presses Archie to talk to Michael about staying.
Edith: But I don't want them to leave.
Archie: Will you stifle that, now leave me alone, talkin' about that, get your mind over here what kinda
sausages you makin' anyhow?
Edith: The kind you like, link sausages.
Archie: (318) With pancakes I like patty.
Edith: I was sure it was link.
…
Gloria: Oh daddy loves it too, have some link sausage, daddy.
Archie: Whaddaya mean by that?
Gloria: I mean have some link sausage it's always been your favorite.
Archie: (319) You put her up to that.
Edith: No I didn't.
Archie: About the sausages.
Edith: I never said that word I didn't even think link.
Archie: You s- you s- you said it right now alright that's it I'm getting outta here.
Edith: Archie you forgot somethin'.
Archie: I didn't forget nothin' I'm gonna get my breakfast down at the diner.
Edith: Oh (320) you just don't wanna talk to Mike.
Archie: I can't now (321) you made me leave.
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322
Edith, Mona, Gloria and Michael are discussing natural childbirth.
Edith: Oh I don’t know, (322) Gloria ain’t too strong.

323-328
Gloria has had a miscarriage. Michael and Edith are trying to tell Archie.
Archie: Wait a minute, let me tell you something, I thought this whole thing over and you can’t leave.
Because you can’t go to school at night and work at the same time, pay for an apartment, support a wife
and a baby, now to begin with (323) you ain't got the brains.
Edith: Oh, oh Archie.
Archie: It's true Edith it's true, (324) the boy didn't even have the brains to keep himself from getting
pregnant.
Michael: Archie, I’ve been tryin' to tell you something.
Archie: I'm trying to tell you something.
Michael: We're not pregnant anymore.
Archie: Will you let me finish? You’re what?
Michael: Well we're not gonna have a baby now.
Archie: (325) You big dumb polack (326) did you do something illegal?
Michael: (327) Don't be ridiculous, of course not!
Archie: Well what happened? (328) What's with the face on you Edith, what is it?
Edith: Archie, Gloria lost the baby.

S01E07 Mike's Hippie Friends Come to Visit
329
Gloria is helping Michael prepare for an exam. They start fooling around pronouncing long words and
kissing together. Archie comes downstairs and is somehwat upset by what he finds.
Archie: (329) You know what yous looks like? A couple of guppies.

330
Gloria and Michael ignore him and continue playing around.
Michael: One more, Spiro Agnew.
Archie: Now don't do that on that name.
Gloria: C'mon daddy, we're just having a little fun.
Archie: Fun? (330) Yous are always pecking and grabbing at each other, sometimes I think yousa gonna do
yourselves serious injury.
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331-335
Archie is looking for instant glue.
Archie: Now where the hell is this stuff?
Edith: You looking for something Archie?
Archie: No Edith I'm- I'm talking a walk down memory lane. (331) How do you expect me to find anything in
here with all this stuff and all the boxes here, and whaddaya call this Edith, huh?
Edith: That was a Christmas present.
Archie: What fathead would spend any money on a thing like that.
Edith: From your mother.
…
Archie: (332) Where did you lose the tube of instant glue that I bought last month.
…
Edith: What do you need the instant glue for Archie?
Archie: (333) You can't find it, huh Edith?
Edith: I didn't say that.
Archie: (334) Well show me where it is, huh?
Edith: Can't you use a nail?
Archie: Edith if you can't find the thing why don't you just simply say so.
Edith: I can't find it.
Archie: (335) Whaddaya mean you can't find it!
Edith: Are you sure you can't use a nail?

336-346
Edith has suggested Archie use a nail. Gloria and Michael are laughing after finding out Archie needs to glue
the toilet roll holder to the bathroom tile.
Michael: Archie that holder's been off for days.
Archie: Well (336) why didn't you fix it meathead, huh, (337) instead of layin' around here all the time tryin'
to swallow your wife.
Michael: Alright I'll pick up some tile cement and fix it tomorrow, okay.
Archie: Oh (338) listen to the boy Edith, (339) he's actually threatening to do something around here.
Gloria: Daddy stop it, (340) Michael does more odd jobs around the house than you do.
Edith: She's right Archie, he did fix the light in the kitchen.
Archie: (341) The polack changed a lightbulb don't make out he rewired the joint.
Michael: Archie for your information I did more than change a lightbulb, and for your further edification,
calling me a polack is not gonna bother me I happen to be very proud of my Polish heritage.
Archie: What heritage? (342) You come from a long line of bowling teams.
Michael: Yeah? (343) And you come from a long line of boneheads!
Archie: What?
Michael: (344) You think with your mind closed!
Archie: And (345) you eat with your mouth open!
Michael: You know (346) you are totally incomprehensible.
Archie: Maybe so but I make a lot of sense.

347-349
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Michael and Gloria are expecting a friend but they couldn't tell Archie about it.
<doorbell rings>
Michael: Uh, uh wait, wait.
Gloria: What's the matter?
Michael: I forgot to tell him.
Gloria: (347) Michael!
Archie: Tell me what?
Michael: (348) He didn't give me a chance!
Archie: Tell me what?
Gloria: (349) You were too busy calling him names.
Archie: Shut up and tell me what he didn't tell me.

350
Gloria and Micahel try to tell him at the same time.
Archie: Hold it! (350) One dingaling at a time.
Gloria & Michael: I am tryin' to tell ya about an hour ago.
Archie: Shut up! And let me answer the door.

351
Gloria and Michael have invited their friend Paul to stay overnight before he leaves for Europe. Paul is
dressed up in hippie attire and Archer doesn't approve of him.
Michael: Yeah well we also wanted to tell you that we invited Paul to stay over tonight.
Archie: Oh stay over, sheesh, you hear that Edith? (351) I send in the mortgage payments they send out the
invitations.
Edith: But Archie, any friend of the kid's is a friend of ours, right?
Archie: Not necessarily.
Edith: Oh Archie, Paul you're welcome here anytime just like it says on our doormat.

352-353
Paul has gone out the bring his things in while Archie still protests him staying the night
Archie: He's gonna bring his things in! Why did you say that weirdo could stay overnight?
Gloria: Daddy Paul is not a weirdo and besides you used to like him.
Archie: Yes, I liked him when he was a nice clean engineering student, he used to dream about building
bridges and banks, now he looks like someone who want's to blow 'em up.
Michael: (352) There you go again labeling people. (353) Why can't you forget what Paul looks like and
accept him for what he is?

354-356
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To Archie's further dismay, Paul has brought along his partner. The couple aren't married so Archie finds
housing them would be immoral. Archie is talking to Paul indirectly, though in the same vicinity, as he
greatly disapproves of Paul.
Archie: Oh well tell him that I'd hate to unbalance his budget but he ain't stayin' here with her together, not
without a marriage license, it's immoral tell him.
Michael: Oh and uh, (354) you decide what's moral, huh?
Archie: (355) No wise guy that does!
<Archie points to the Bible>
Gloria: The television set?
Archie: No! The bible. Edith, (356) why do you leave the Bible on the television set?
Edith: Because it keeps falling off the refrigerator.

357
Gloria and Michael try to reason with Archie.
Archie: AlrightGloria: Now wait a minute daddy (357) you can't do this to them! So they're not married in the conventional
sense, they happen to love each other.
Michael: Yeah that's right and it's love that counts isn't it?
Archie: That love business may be okay in some places, but not here, this is a Christian home, get out.

358-368
Archie can't go to sleep before the hippies have left his house. Michael protests.
Archie: I wanna get to sleep, (358) I gotta go to work in the morning.
Michael: Archie, you could be in bed right now (359) if you weren't so narrow-minded about this.
Archie: I ain't narrow-minded. I just refuse to have anys uncertified goings ons under this roof.
Michael: (360) No, no, no, no (361) you just got a hang-up about sex.
Archie: I ain't got no hang-up about that!
Michael: No hang-ups? You- you- (362) you can't even say the word sex.
Archie: There's women around here (363) you palooka, I don't use four letter words around women.
Gloria: Admit it daddy, (364) your whole generations afraid of sex.
Archie: Oh (365) listen little girl, if I was afraid of it you wouldn't be here, right Edith? Right Edith?
Edith: (366) I'm tryin' to remember.
…
Archie: The point I'm trying to make is (367) my generation had a little respect for its' womenhood, that's
all. Do you think I woulds spent the night with your mother before we had a wedding license?
Edith: (368) I wouldn't let him.
Archie: Will you stifle yourself.

369
Archie claims if Paul and Robin had a marriage license he would let them stay overnight.
Gloria: I don't get it daddy what is so important about a piece of paper?
Archie: (369) What is so important about a piece of paper.

38
370
Michael askas a hypothetical question if Archie and Edith losing their marriage license would mean that Paul
and Robin would be as married as them.
Archie: (370) No wise guy because your mother-in-law and me we took our sacred vowes.

371-381
Michael and Gloria want Archie to sit down with Paul and Robin to get to know them. Archie obliges but
doesn't relent on his impolite remarks and questioning.
Michael: Archie, instead of putting them down all the time, why don't you sit with Paul and Robin, talk to
them, find out about them. (371) Maybe you wouldn't be so uptight, huh?
Gloria: Yeah why dontcha daddy?
Archie: Edith what are they eatin' here?
Edith: Raw vegetables.
Archie: Geez, it looks like the bottom of a hamsters cage.
…
Archie: Lemme ask you something there Paul, exactly why did you become a freak?
Michael: (372) Oh Archie.
…
Archie: Well lemme tell you something young fella, when you grow up you're gonna learn there's more to
life than being happy, right Edith?
Edith: (373) Believe me.
Archie: Now did you hear that little girl, did you hear the point we were just makin right here?
<Robin doesn't talk, she speaks with her eyes>
Archie: What's the matter sis can't you talk?
Paul: No Robin doesn't talk much.
Archie: Well what does Robin do, chirp? How does she communicate to people?
Paul: You see Robin thinks words are a waste of time, so she speaks with her eyes.
Archie: Ohh, well open up wide and let's here the Gettysburg address.
Michael: (374) Archie will you cut it out.
…
Gloria: (375) Don't be silly Daddy, we don't make fun of your friends and believe me they look just as
ridiculous to us.
Michael: That's right Archie you oughta stand back and look at 'em once in your life, (376) take a look at
some of those paunchy cigar-chewin', beer-swillinArchie: (377) Hold it meathead! Hold it!
Michael: Oh oh! Anyone's a meathead doesn't agree with you, huh?
Gloria: Yeah anyone who shows a little independence!
Michael: (378) Gloria let me finish!
Gloria: Well alright but (379) don't yell at me!
Michael: I wasn't yelling at you, I was yelling at him you just happen to be in the line of my yell
Gloria: Well your yellinArchie: Shhh. (380) What's the matter with yous, yelling that way, think the neighbors is interested in (381)
listening to yous two uh uh uh uh!

382

39
Archie's monkey taunt turns into a toe spasm that Edith starts treating.
Edith: You better switch to a size ten (382) you've gained a lot of weight.
Archie: How do you gain weight in your toes Edith?

S01E08 Lionel Moves into the Neighborhood
383-384
Edith and Archie are sitting in the living room. Archie is trying to read the paper and Edith, to his
displeasure, is asking him questions about their relationship.
Edith: Do you love me?
Archie: Where the hell are you gettin' these questions?
Edith: From Fiddler on the roof.
Archie: Oh.
Edith: Yeah, the wife asks the husband <singing> do you love me, yeah I heard it on the radio and (383) the
man in the song couldn't give her a direct answer either.
Archie: Edith I give my answer everyday, I live with ya, I take care of ya, I go to work I come home I go to
work I come home, now I'm reading, will ya?
Edith: <singing> But do you love me?
Archie: Edith will you stop that, (384) you sing like a piece of chalk on a blackboard.

385-390
Archie explains the newspaper headlines are enough to cause him stress. He reads out some of the
worrying headlines. Michael and Gloria come downstairs and Michael intervenes.
Michael: Nixon predicts great year.
Archie: Huh where's it say that?
Michael: You mean he didn't say that today?
Archie: (385) Ain't you got nothing better to do than ridicule your own president.
Michael: You gotta admit he does lend himself to it.
Archie: Watch it, huh, watch it, watch it.
Gloria: Oh c'mon daddy, the president is the administration and lot's of people are criticizing the
administration today.
Archie: Well not in this house they don't 'cause in this house it's my country right or wrong.
Michael: Yeah but Archie that's- (386) that's outmoded thinking, it doesn't work, in todays society if
something doesn't work you throw it out.
Archie: Yeah well (387) you don't work maybe we better throw you out.
Michael: You wanna throw somebody out (388) why don't you start with your buddy Nixon, huh?
Archie: Mr. Nixon didn't start them things either. You take inflation, inflation is directly connected to your
wage-prize index, president's got nothin' to do with it, 'cause his wage is fixed by congress, and so is his
price.
Gloria: (389) That'll teach you to argue economics with daddy.
Michael: (390) He nailed me good that time.
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391-394
Edith is darning socks next to them.
Gloria: Hey ma you darnin' socks again?
Edith: There's a hole in the toe.
Gloria: Well so (391) throw 'em away and buy a new pair.
Archie: Oh (392) that's right throw 'em away you got any idea what socks cost today?
Gloria: No I don't know.
Archie: Well (393) that's the trouble with you kids nowadays you don't know what nothin' costs, sheesh,
when I was a kid I was so poorMichael: You were lucky to even have socks.
Archie: That's right, manys the time we had to take aMichael: Stuff cardboard into the soles of your shoes.
Archie: That's right, we was so poor that someone who was going to school was so coldMichael: You had to trek ten miles through the blinding snow and the freezing rain.
Archie: Absolutely.
Gloria: Aw gee daddy, didn't they ever have any good weather when you were a kid?
…
Edith: Oh I remember some sunny days.
Archie: (394) It must've been before we met.
Edith: Come to think of itArchie: Oh stifle yourself, will ya.

395-397
Edith and Archie are discussing the Bowman's former house.
Archie: Shee imagine that, ho ho, so he finally found a sucker for that pile of shingles.
Edith: Oh I think it's a very nice house.
Archie: Oh get out of here, it's a dumb house.
Edith: What's dumb about it?
Archie: It's laid out bad, Edith.
Edith: Oh (395) it's exactly the same as ours.
Archie: Aw Edith see (396) that's how much you notice that's typical of you, (397) it aint the same at all, see.

398-399
Edith and Archie are discusing the prices of cleaners and live-in maids.
Archie: Whoever bought Bowman's house must be doing pretty good if he can lay down eight ten dollars a
day for a cleaning woman.
Edith: Ten dollars? Oh they're getting' more than that for good cleaning people today. Maybe she's a live-in
maid.
Archie: (398) Whaddaya talking about, Edith? The only people nowadays can afford living help are rich
people and Jews.
Edith: (399) Not all Jewish people are rich.
Archie: I never knew one that wasn't.
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400-401
Archie has become worried Jim Bowman has sold his house to a Jew.
Archie: I'm just gonna take a walk down to Jim Bowman's house and talk to him about it, that's all.Where's
my lumberjack?
Edith: Right in there.
Archie: Where?
Edith: Somewhere in there.
Archie: Well (400) somewhere in there ain't right in there, Edith.
Edith: How about right in there somewhere.
Archie: Oh will ya get in there and get the jacket!
Edith: It was right there.
Archie: (401) You sure have your little ways of torturing me Edith.

402-405
Michael and Gloria come home, Michael and Gloria have rented a piece of art from the museum and places
it on top of the TV.
Michael: Huh? Whaddaya think?
Gloria: (402) I don't know.
Michael: Whaddaya mean you don't know? That's truth! Staring you right in the face. (403) Can't you see
that?
Gloria: I'm sorry.
Michael: Look it's all there. The total condemnation of a plastic society, man's inhumanity to man, and the
hope for a new brotherhood shining through.
Gloria: (404) Where?
Michael: (405) Where! There! It's all there, it's the overall effect! That's totally unique.
Gloria: I guess so, I'm glad now we didn't get the green one.

406-413
Archie comes home and is rilep up after finding out Jim Bowman sold his house to Afro-Americans.
Archie: Edith it ain't their problem, it's our problem these people are steppin' up in life and we're movin'
down, how much you think our property's gonna be worth with them people living two doors away.
Michael: (406) Probably more than it was worth before.
Archie: Oh (407) listen to mister real-estate himself he's gonna tell me about land values now.
Michael: ArArchie: (408) He can't afford enough to buy enough land to put a flower pot in.
Michael: Archie they've done sociological studies on themArchie: Sociological studies! (409) There he goes again!
Michael: Yes, yes that's right, and they've shown that the social economic class of the first black people
moving into a white neighborhood, is usually higher than that of the natural inhabitants, therefore the land
values go up.
Archie: Does anybody know (410) what the hell he is talkin' about?
Gloria: Don't be upset daddy, why the answers are all right here in this sculpture, take for instance what this
represents. This here is the struggle of the races, man's inhumanity to man, yet through it all, the shining
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hope of a new brotherhood, see?
Archie: (411) The girl has gone berserk, I'm all alone here, (412) I'm all alone in this house, (413) isn't
anybody else interested in upholding standards? Our world is comin' crumblin' down, the 'coons are comin!
Michael: Archie, 12 percent of the population is black, there should be a lot of black families livin' out here.
Gloria: Yeah this is only a beginning but I think it's wonderful.
Archie: Wonderful, huh? Well let's see how wonderful it is when the watermelon rinds come flyin' out the
window!

414-415
The family are telling Lionel the good stores of the neighborhood. Archie is disagreeing from his chair.
Edith: Oh, and Mister Tomasetti's got the best beef in the neighborhood.
Lionel: Tomasetti?
Edith: Yeah he's got good cuts and he don't overcharge.
Archie: Oh Tomasetti oh geez.
Gloria: That's true daddy.
Archie: (414) Whadda you talkin' about? Listen, Lionel, (415) don't pay no attention to these people, huh?
You wanna know anythin' about the neighborhood, ask me, right?

S01E09 Edith Has Jury Duty
416-418
Edith has been on jury duty and is happy to come home before Archie so she could prepare him some food.
Gloria has already prepared it. Gloria, Michael and Edith discuss Edith’s jury duty. Archie comes home and is
upset a man has committed suicide by jumping in front of a train in rush hour. He finds Michael with his feet
on the table.
Archie: (416) Would you get those two dogs off the coffee table?
Edith: How was your day Archie?
Archie: How does it sound Edith?
Edith: My day was terrific.
Archie: Whoppee.
…
Archie: Now what's that look for?
Edith: What look, Archie?
Archie: (417) You got that same look the time you gave fifty cents to the Black Panthers because you
thought they were gonna preserve our wildlife. What did you do now?
Edith: Oh, I didn't do nothin', I'm on jury duty Archie!
Gloria: Isn't that exciting, daddy?
Archie: You're on jury, huh?
Edith: Yeah.
Archie: Well what’s the big deal about that? (418) They want people like your mother down there because
they know they got no preconscrewed ideas. Put it another way, they know she d- (419) they know she
don’t know too much.
Gloria: Oh what’s the use. C’mon Michael and help me with dinner, we’ll get dinner ma.
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420
Archie wants to know what case Edith is on but Edith won’t tell him because it is confidential.
Archie: Well no he didn’t come right out and say go home and tell your husband he took it for granted that’s
what you’re gonna do come huh?
Edith: Oh sorry.
Archie: Edith, (420) I never held nothin’ back from you ever, I even told you our secret vowes from the lodge
Edith: Yeah, yeah the secret vow, (performs hand choreography) oni oni oni mishArchie: Stifle that will ya!

421
The family sit down for dinner. Archie tells he once had jury duty.
Michael: He did?
Edith: Well, almost, he was thrown off right away because (421) he insulted the defensive attorney.
Archie: I didn't insult him. I told him what I thought of pinko bleedin' heart lawyers defending killers.

422-428
Their conversation leads to capital punishment.
Archie: It’s a proven fact that capital punishment is a well-known detergent to crime.
Michael: (422) That’s bull! Capital punishment has never been proven to be a deterrent to crime.
Archie: We believe it is in this house, (423) buddy.
Michael: Do you believe in capital punishment ma?
Edith: Well yeah I guess so.
Gloria: (424) Mother!
Edith: Well so long as it ain’t too severe.
Archie: Let me just ask you somethin’ (425) professor you who don’t believe in capital punishment, suppose
you was to come home some fine day and you find your wife’s throat cut, now are you gonna tell me you
wouldn’t be itchin’ to fry the guy that cut that throat.
Michael: No, what good would that do?
Archie: (426) You see this guy you see what you married? Some fiend could come in here and murder you
and (427) he ain’t gonna lift a finger to help.
Michael: Archie, if I killed that murderer would that bring Gloria back? No, an eye for an eye is not the
answer the problem rests with society.
Archie: (428) He's always blamin' everything on society! Listen, if you're gonna blame society for murder
what we oughta do is turn a killer loose, give him a pension for life and go out and shoot the rest of the city.

429-432
Archie finds out Edith will be staying in a hotel for at least a week and tries to feign a cold to force Edith to
abandon jury duty.
Archie: What are you lookin’ at?
Michael: I’m not looking at anything.
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Archie: (429) Don’t gimme none of your fish eyes! I happen to be sick.
…
Edith: (430) You ain’t even warm.
Archie: That don’t mean nothin’ Edith, you know I hate to do this I’m sorry, but you’ll have to call up the
court and just tell them you can’t make it. Tell 'em there's an emergency in your home which nobody can
argue with that.
Edith: But Archie, I’ve already been selected.
Archie: Edith, (431) who selected you first?
<Edith pauses to think>
Archie: (432) What are you waitin’ for?
Edith: I’m thinking it over.
Archie: You don’t have to think do like I tell ya, make the phone call go ahead Edith pick it up.

433-434
Edith has been on jury duty. Archie comes home to an empty house and scrounges for food. Gloria and
Michael come home, Archie is upset he hasn’t been served food.
Gloria: Daddy, you home? Daddy? Daddy? Oh hi daddy, you been home long?
Archie: Bout thirty minutes, (433) a lot you care, a man comes home from work nobody here, (434) no food
in the house, your mother down at the hotel livin’ it up, yous two loafin’ around the courtroom all the day
watchin her like she was some kind of a movie star.

435-438
Gloria and Michael are watching funky music on television. Gloria is dancing. Archie is upset.
Archie: (435) Why do you let your wife do that, I’m gettin’ rid of it.
Gloria: Oh come on daddy, we’re just waiting for the news.
Archie: You can wait with the sound off.
Gloria: Oh.
Archie: (436) Sounds like New Year’s eve in a nuthouse. Chair. (437) Dogs off the coffee table.
Gloria: They’ll probably say somethin’ on the news about the trial daddy.
Archie: What can they say except your mother’s down there throwin’ a monkey wrench into the halls of
justice.
...
Archie: I mean people who are trained to be on juries.
Michael: (438) That’s crazy.

439-441
Edith comes home from jury duty. The family find out Edith saved an innocent man from being found guilty.

Edith: How do you feel?
Archie: I didn’t eat nothing tonight.
Edith: You did- (439) Gloria?
Gloria: I made dinner, he just wouldn’t eat.
…
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Michael: You were right! You were right!
Gloria: Mom!
(inaudible)
Michael: See?
Archie: See what? All I see is (440) I’m home here for two weeks starvin’ to death, (441) while your motherin-law is down there at that court wastin’ the taxpayers money, trying the wrong guy.

S01E10 Archie is Worried About His Job
442-448
Archie is up at night for some milk.
Archie: How come (442) you got three bottles here and between them all a man can't get one full glass of
milk?
Edith: I- I guess it's because we don't finish one bottle all the way before we open the next.
Archie: I guess that must be it Edith. (443) You know it's the little things that torture a person.
Edith: You haven’t been to sleep yet. Even in bed you didn’t sleep.
Archie: How did you know that?
Edith: Because (444) when you sleep you snore and kick and when it’s very quiet and I’m not getting’ hurt
much I know you ain’t asleep. Is there something on your mind?
Archie: Edith I just got a little simple indigestion that's all.
Edith: Did you eat something that didn't agree with you?
Archie: (445) Only your dinner Edith.
<Michael enters>
Michael: I thought I heard voices in here what's going on?
Archie: (446) What's going on, your mother-in-law and me are running away together.
Michael: (447) What's bugging you? I- I just never seen you up this late that's all.
Archie: Well you don't need no big explanation.
<Michael yawns>
Archie: And shut that yap will ya, you just woke up and (448) you ain't no breath of spring you know.

449-452
Gloria enters the kitchen. She and Michael are between them wearing a single pajama, Michael wearing the
pants and Gloria the shirt.
Gloria: What's going on how come everybody's up?
Archie: Now look at yous, will ya, now now answer me, (449) can't yous two get a second pair of pajamas,
huh? Or (450) would that destroy something beautiful in your marriage?
Gloria: (451) I'm not even awake yet and he's picking.
Archie: Yeah because (452) it ain't decent going to bed that way.
Edith: Oh Archie they're married.
Archie: Well so are we Edith and we go to bed fully dressed.
<Michael yawns>
Archie: I told you to shut that yap.
Michael: Hey, what's buggin' him? Somethin' botherin' him?
Edith: I thought so but he said no but I still think so.
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453-457
The family suspect Archie is expecting a call late in the night.
Edith: But you said something about Feeney when you answered, did you mean Harry Feeney?
Archie: (453) What's with the third degree, huh Edith? I told you I ain't expectin' no phone call
<phone rings>
Archie: I'll get that, (454) keep away from there meathead!
…
Archie: Why are yous all staring at me, huh? Why don't yous go to bed?
Gloria: We can't go to bed when you're troubled daddy, we want to help you.
Archie: You wanna help me with something that troubles me, huh? (455) Will you put something on
yourself, and make yourself respectable, I mean (456) if that thing was any shorter it'd be a scarf.
Michael: C'mon Gloria let's go, hey (457) we get enough of that talk durin' the day we don't have to listen to
it (inaudible)

458-472
Archie has revealed to Edith there'll be staff cuts at his work and he's worried about his colleagues. In the
kitchen, Gloria tells Edith they've found about Archie's workplace cutting jobs from a newspaper clipping.
Edith hopes they won't tell Archie about it. Michael is sitting in the living room knowingly, and somewhat
mischievously, nodding to Archie.
Archie: What the hell is that all about?
Michael: Nothing I was- I was just looking at ya, I was thinking about you. I- (458) I was thinking how good
you look. No seriously, whaddya forty- forty-seven years old, you don’t look a day over forty. You know
you’re lucky Archie, this is the prime of your life. You- you are in the best form of your life, you- you’re
strong, you’ve got your health, you’re in great shape.
Archie: Edith you told 'em! (459) You told 'em and I asked you not to!
Edith: Oh no Archie!
Michael: Archie honest nobody (inaudible)Archie: EdithMichael: Told me anything hey listen ArchieArchie: EdithMichael: Listen (460) Archie I'd like to look as good as you when I'm old, older. Older. I meant olderArchie: You see that, (461) you're out of my sight for one minute and the tongue is wagging the whole dog.
Gloria: Oh daddy it wasn't mom, it was this newspaper clipping.
Archie: Gimme that.
Gloria: Well Michael and I aren't fools we can see you're worried.
…
Archie: I could get another one in about ten minutes, so (462) don't give me the cow eyes will ya, just save
your concern for them that needs it.
Gloria: Aw come on daddy, no matter what's bothering you (463) why can't you share it with your own
family.
Edith: That's right Archie
Archie: Because a man don't bring his problems home, that's why.
Gloria: Oh, (464) I never heard such old fashioned garbage, well thank heavens that's not the way it is with
my marriage, (465) now my husbands not afraid to bring home his troubles to me, (466) to cry in my lap if
he feels like it, to weep in my arms.
Michael: Gloria-
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Gloria: (467) Why he's not ashamed to show grief if he feels it.
Michael: GloriaGloria: (468) What to kick his feet and bang his hands.
Michael: Gloria, shut up.
Gloria: Well it's true.
Archie: Try tellin' her stifle, she's heard that all her life, it stops them cold the first time, eh?
Michael: Gloria, I- I didn’t mean to say shut up to you but you- (469) you wouldn’t let me get a word in.
Gloria: I was going overboard, huh?
Michael: Yes, (470) I would say so.
Gloria: I’m sorry Michael.
Michael: That’s alright, don’t worry. It’s OK.
<Gloria and Michael kiss>
Edith: Archie, (471) isn’t it nice the way they come to an understanding. We could take a lesson from them.
Archie: (472) You need your sleep Edith.

473
Archie is increasingly worried Feeney hasn’t called from the office. Edith is trying to offer him something to
eat or drink.
Archie: Edith, (473) the answer to every problem ain’t something to eat.

474
A drunkard has kept ringing the Bunker’s number asking for Valerie. The phone rings again, and this time
Gloria answers.
Archie: I’ll get that.
Gloria: That’s alright daddy, I’ll get it. Hello? Who do you want, Valerie? She’s busy right now, this is MaryLou.
Archie: Gimme that phone! (474) Very funny. Now I’m gonna have this drunk on the phone all night long.

475-477
The night is turning into a farce with a cop and Mrs. Weidermeyer showing up. Michael has ordered pizza.
Upset by the night in general, Archie takes it out on Edith.
Archie: Wait a minute kid we didn't order no pizza here.
Michael: I ordered it Archie.
Archie: (475) You ordered pizza, do you hear that Edith? This guy orders pizza at four o'clock in the morning,
(476) you got no control over events in this house Edith, (477) what is the matter with ya.

478-480
Feeney has come to the Bunker residence and let Archie know he won't lose his job. Archie has eaten some
of the pizza and drank a beer in celebration. He is now stuffed and blaming Edith for it.
Edith: Oh Archie here's your bicarb.
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Archie: Alright Edith leave it there, huh? Now (478) why did you let that son-in-law of your's bring pizza to
this house at four o'clock in the morning.
Edith: He was hungry Archie.
Archie: And (479) on top of that you give me beer to drink.
Edith: Well you asked for it.
Archie: Oh (480) Edith there's times I question your judgement.

S01E11 Gloria Discovers Women's Lib
481-490
Gloria and Edith have been making a creative breakfast and having a friendly chat.
Archie: What's you got in here?
Gloria and Edith: Oh!
Archie: (481) What the hell is in there?
…
Edith: Oh Archie you're gonna like it it's your breakfast, bacon soufflé
Archie: Oh (482) I ain't gonna eat none o' that, (483) what happened to my eggs over-easy and my crispy
bacon?
…
Edith: See, <reads from egg carton> a cheerful change from the humdrum morning affair.
Archie: (484) You're a pip you know that, what day of the week is this
Edith: Sunday.
Archie: And what do I have for breakfast every Sunday of my life Edith?
…
Archie: Right, and I don't need no cheerful change from the humdrum morning fare you just emunerated,
give me a regular Archie Bunker breakfast, that's all I want, eggs over here bacon over here. You can send
that soufflé back to Charles de Gaulle.
Gloria: Daddy Charles de Gaulle's dead.
Archie: That's right and (485) I need a soufflé about as much as he does.
Gloria: Boy oh boy, (486) a woman sure has no chance to express herself around you, (487) it's as if she
were in prison, (488) she can't grow, she can't change, she's second class, half-a-person.
Archie: (489) Hold it there little girl, now (490) them ain't your words. Where you gettin' all that from.

491-501
Edith explains Gloria has read about Women's Lib. Gloria adds she has also had Michael read about it.
Archie is upset about it.
Archie: Mike? (491) It ain't enough that he's a pinko and an atheist (492) you're gonna turn him from a man
into a morphodite.
Gloria: What's a morphodite?
Archie: (493) A freak, with a little too much of each and not enough of neither.
Gloria: (494) Michael isn't like you daddy he's open minded and flexible. He recognizes and you better
recognize too that women are individuals, your wife is an individual and she's entitled to the same rights
and privileges as you.
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Archie: Edith are you listening to this over here (495) a dreaded disease is infilteratin' our home and your
daughter is bringing it in here. I suppose next she’ll have you prancing around in hot-pants and burnin’ your
brassieres.
Edith: Oh no Archie, I’m afraid of fire. E-E-Even when I was a little girl I couldn't toast marshmallows.
Archie: I heard that story I head the story so get off itEdith: Somebody else had to put it in the fireArchie: Stifle Edith will yaEdith: And then I would pick it off the twig.
Archie: Will you stifle that!
Gloria: (496) Daddy you just stop that and let mother do her thing.
Archie: I'm waiting for her to do her thing, and her thing on a Sunday morning is eggs over easy and crispy
bacon.
Edith: And- and draining the grease right off I'll fix right for ya Archie.
Archie: Geez.
Gloria: Mother no.
Michael: Mother no? What is she doin' anyway?
Gloria: Submitting to him that's what she's doing, (497) submitting to her king her ruler her lord and master.
Archie: Gee I couldn't have said that better myself.
…
Archie: And will you tell your wife to stop putting fancy ideas into her mother's head 'cause they don't
belong there, (498) it's like puttin' lace on a bowling ball.
Gloria: (499) Mother how can you just lie down and be stepped on this way.
Edith: Oh I'm not lying down, ha ha, and I don't feel like I'm being stepped on, I'll get your eggs Archie.
Gloria: You see what you're doing? (500) You're chokin' her spirit, her entire personality, (501) there's a
women who will never ever realize her full potential and it's all because of you daddy.
Archie: I just wanna eat.

502-513
Gloria wants Michael to chip in the argument
Gloria: Tell him Michael, tell him what he's doing to her.
Michael: It's none of my business.
Gloria: The oppressed blacks are your business, discrimination against Jews and Poles and every other
minority is your business. (502) What about discrimination against women?
Michael: (503) Gloria, it's not the same thing.
Gloria: (504) How can you say that, you read the books.
Michael: Yes I read the books but that doesn't mean I buy the whole bag, yes I believe women should have
equal job opportunities, yes I believe they should have equal pay.
Gloria: You better believe in it.
Michael: But (505) I don't believe a woman opening up her big mouth around the house so shut up will you.
Gloria: Like hell I will.
Edith: (506) Gloria Bunker.
Michael: Her names not Bunker it's Stivic.
Archie: (507) Don't be swearin' around the house Gloria Bunker.
Michael: Her name's Gloria Stivic.
Archie: Whatever, (508) oughta be ashamed of herself, swearing around the house and in front of her
mother and on a Sunday morning and Edith I'm hungry.
Gloria: (509) I think you oughta be ashamed, you and (510) my husband who I thought I knew but now I see
I don't, well I'm gonna tell you something about my mother and me, (511) you do not own us we are free
and equal human beings who represent half the population of this earth, the female population and (512)
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we're tired of being exploited by men, (513) tired of you holding us down and then keeping us back, and if
you continue to exploit us, we're gonna rise up against you some day like out black sisters and chicano
sisters and and n all the other oppressed sisters and I don't know what I'm saying anymore but you men
better believe it!
<Gloria starts crying and runs upstairs>

514-539
Gloria is in her bedroom. Michael opens the door.
Michael: (514) That was, uh, quite a scene you put on down there.
Gloria: (515) It's not funny Michael, I may not be able to express it well but you know it the women's lib
thing means to me (516) how could you say those things to me down there?
Michael: Because Gloria you know how upset I've been all week about my grades I'm uptight about them
they're coming in tomorrow's mail my whole scholarship depends on them.
Gloria: (517) Michael we're talking about me and my problems now, (518) why can't you see how much this
means to me.
Michael: Uh look Gloria I'm sorry I'm just a little nervous that's all but you- you know how I feel about
equality between the sexes.
Gloria: (519) I'm not sure anymore, how do you feel?
Michael: I believe in total equality between man and woman but that (520) equality can only come about
when the female partner is willing to confess her total inferiority.
Gloria: I'm your equal as soon as I admit to you I'm totally inferior?
Michael: (521) Yes.
Gloria: (522) You're insane Michael!
Michael: Wait a second.
Gloria: (523) You're crazy you're out of your head!
Michael: Gloria you're upset because you forgot I don't really think women are inferior. It's just a game
that's all, a game dictated by nature, did-didn't I ever explain this to you before, look sit down I'll explain it
to you again, you the woman come to me, the man, and (524) you admit that you're weaker, more needful
and you're inferior.
Gloria: Oh no!
Michael: Wait! The minute you admit to me that you're inferior my maleness is satisfied, I can immediately
elevate you to a level of complete equality.
Gloria: But MiMichael: Wait a second, (525) don't you see that you gotta let me, the male, make the decision, then we're
forever equal and the question doesn't have to come up again, don't you remember me explaining this to
you, my male-female game plan.
…
Gloria: (526) Well we're sober now Michael and we're older. And I do not want to say I'm inferior that is
dumb.
Michael: (527) That is not dumb! That is the essence of the whole male-female relationship.
Gloria: Well then I suppose I'm too dumb to see it!
Michael: (528) You said it not me.
Gloria: (529) You don't take me seriouslyMichael: GloriaGloria: (530) Why should you we women we're nothing but sex objects.
Michael: (531) What's wrong with that?
Gloria: (532) Michael!
Michael: I should be that lucky!
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Gloria: (533) One more dumb joke and I'm leaving you, you understand that Michael I'm leaving you on the
next dumb joke.
Michael: You would do that, wouldn't you? (534) Knowing how uptight I am about my grades knowing that
my whole future depends on it and you would do that, huh?
Gloria: (535) You did it again, we're back to you and your problems.
Michael: That's right Gloria because my problem involves our whole future together (536) it's more
important than yours!
Gloria: Sure because I'm only a woman (537) that's the way men feel isn't it your problems are always
greater than ours?
Michael: (538) Well?
Gloria: That's it and the declaration of independence says we're all created equal, ha!
Michael: It says all men are created equal, (539) the declaration of independence says nothing about
women!
Gloria: Well if that's as much as I mean to you, if that's as serious as you're gonna take me.
Michael: Whaddaya doing? Whaddaya doin' now?
Gloria: What does it look like I'm doing I'm packing a suitcase.
Michael: You're gonna leave is that what you wanna do.
Gloria: Yes IMichael: Fine, fine! And I'll help ya here are your blouses, go ahead!

540-553
Edith and Archie are listening to the fight downstairs.
Michael: Whaddaya talkin' about?
Gloria: I never expectEdith: Archie you better go up there and stop that.
Michael: (inaudible arguing) Get out of here (540) you're making me crazy!
Archie: Let fightin' dogs lie.
Edith: Well if you're not gonna stop it I will.
Gloria: (541) You're not treating me as an equal.
Archie: No no Edith now that I forbid! Let' em fight!
Michael: (inaudible) You know (542) you're acting ridiculous!
Archie: We're lucky maybe she'll teach him a lesson and throw him outta here.
.
Edith: (543) You can't mean that!
Michael: (544) Gloria you're being ridiculous, (545) you're acting like a child, you- (546) you're being
irrational, (547) why can't we talk like rational people?
Gloria: (inaudible)
Michael: (inaudible)
Edith: Gloria what is the suit case for?
Gloria: Mother, I'm doing this just as much for you as I am for myself.
Michael: Wait a second.
Edith: Wh-where are you going?
Gloria: If anybody wants me I'll be at Trudy's.
Michael: (548) You leave this house, while I'm uptight about my grades, and don't bother coming back you
hear me, don't bother coming back!
Archie: (549) Wait a minute meathead it's her house.
Gloria: I don't wanna come back, (550) not until you learn to treat me as an equal partner.
Michael: You wanna be treated like a partner? Then (551) why don't you act like a partner and not (552)
some silly little wind-up doll?
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Gloria: Wind-up doll, huh? Is that the way you think of me? Well if that's what you think of me, then this is
your little wind-up doll saying over and out!
Archie: Well Edith, it looks as though we lost a daughter, but (553) we gained a meathead.

554-557
Edith, Archie and Michael are having breakfast after Gloria has left.
Edith: Oh that empty chair.
Michael: (554) Do you have to do that, Ma? I mean don't we feel bad enough already?
Archie: Oh look how sorry he is, (555) he's eating his food and Gloria's too.
Michael: I told you, when I’m nervous I eat. I’m nervous about the grades, they’re coming in the mornin’.
My whole scholarship depends on ‘em.
Archie: (556) His wife walks out and leaves him and all he can think about's his grades.
Michael: That’s not all I’m thinking about Archie. I hap’ to love Gloria very much and it’s because I love her
that I’m worried about my grades because it means our future together.
Archie: Will you look at him (557) he's eatin' like he's gonna be hung. Lemme ask you somethin' (558) Sonny
boy, suppose Gloria stays away for two maybe three months, what do you figure to do? I mean this is a
unique family group we got here two parents and a son-in-law.

559-563
Lionel brings the cleaning and asks where Gloria is. Edith has told Michael and Archie not to tell about the
fight.
Lionel: Hey where's Gloria?
Edith: No place, oh, oh we don't know, I mean, we do know but we can't tell, oh Archie can't you answer
him?
Archie: Oh (559) what a dingbat.
…
Lionel: Hey what was all that about?
Archie: Well (560) our two turtledoves here had a little spat. Glorias staying over at one of her girlfriend’s.
Lionel: Wait, wait you mean Mike and Gloria had a fight at her house and she left?
Archie: Don’t seem right to you neither, does it?
Lionel: Well I gotta admit it’s not your average situation.
Michael: Will you lay off me, boy (561) I get enough of that from him.
Archie: (562) Well it's your fault! (563) You bring them wacky books into this house, turn the whole place
upside down with that women's lib, gee.

564-570
Gloria comes back to pick a few more of her things and runs into Michael at the door.
Michael: Gloria!
Gloria: (564) Excuse me sir. Hello daddy I just came home to pick up a few more of my things.
Archie: I hope your husbands one of them
…
Edith: Oh Mike she's home. (565) Well aren't you gonna do nothin' to keep her here?
Michael: Well whaddaya want me to do? She left me, I mean men have their pride too, you know.
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Edith: Oh, (566) oh men!
Archie: (567) Some man you are, she's gonna be down and gone in a few minutes and you stand here talkin'
about your pride.
Michael: Well whaddaya want? I mean (568) aren’t we on the same side? Haven't you always told me a
man's home is his castle and he's gotta be the king of it?
Archie: (569) When you got a home of your own you'll be king, in the meantime this is my home and I'm the
king, and the princess of this story is upstairs, and (570) you're the lowly pheasant with the job of keeping
her here.

571-575
Edith and Gloria are discussing the break-up in Gloria's room.
Gloria: I know, I know ma. Yesterday we were talking like friends but today (571) you're coming on like my
mother.
Edith: Well maybe if you was to call me Edith, yeah, then we could talk like friends again and I could help
you.
Gloria: Oh ma (572) you can't help, you have the same problems we have and (573) you haven't solved
them, (574) there's no equality in your marriage, whatever daddy says goes, and (575) you're just a dutiful
little woman waiting to serve the master.
Edith: Oh, well that's what it looks like, I know, but how do you know that whatcha see is all there is?

576-579
Michael is pacing around the living room. Archie is getting the mail and comes back with it.
Michael: Oh you got the mail let me see!
Archie: Wait a minute (576) big shot, huh? There might be one or two little items here for me you know.
Occupant, occupant, occupant, oh, (577) resident.
Michael: (578) Real funny, c'mon there will ya.
Archie: Ah take it easy. Occupant ah, Mr. Michael Stivic, (579) meathead.

580-585
Michael has received good grades and wants to share them with Gloria. The couple are in the process of
making up, Michael almost admitting they are equal, but he adds a clause saying equal only when they are
alone in the room.
Michael: You're right, we are equal, we're totally equal,
Gloria: Oh Michael,
Michael: (580) In this room.
<the couple kiss>
Gloria: In this room?
Michael: Yes! (581) In here you're my equal, out there you're my wife!
Gloria: (582) Out there you're my husband, equal!
Michael: No, no, no, I never agreed to that!
Gloria: By equal I mean in here out there everywhere, (583) you're talkin' like a male chauvinist!
Michael: And (584) you're talking like a femininist! Now now listen to me, when we're talking about men
and women-
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Gloria: No wait a minute when we're talkin' about women and men!
Michael: Oh semantics! (585) She's killing me with semantics.

S01E12 Success Story
586
Michael and Gloria are licking stamps and envelopes at the dinner table. Edith has put the stew on and
comes to help them. Archie comes home.
Edith: Oh hi Archie you got home early.
Gloria: Hi daddy.
Michael: Hi Arch.
Archie: Gee, (586) that's some greeting I get. Don't all of yous jump up at once.
Edith: Is something wrong Archie?

587-594
Archie has received a ticket for jaywalking despite faking a heart attack. He is upset about it.
Edith: Oh dear, well now you're home in the bosom of your family <starts kissing Archie on the cheek>
Archie: Alright Edith, alright, (587) you don't have to maul me. What are yous two doin' here 'n (588) don't
tell me it's real work or I'll have a heart attack.
Gloria: Consider your life spared daddy we're not getting paid for this.
Michael: That's right this happens to be something we believe in, you know man does not live by bread
alone.
Archie: (589) You sure don't, not unless the bread's wrapped around ham, baloney, liverwurst or salami. No
wonder you're a meathead, he he he. Now (590) let's see what new subversion you're fermenting here.
Gloria: (591) That's my pop always there with an open mind.
Archie: Oh (592) listen little girl my mind's just as open as yours is except naturally when it's closed 'cause
the facts of the case is already known to me, Edith do you know what you're stuffin' them envelopes with?
Edith: No I didn't read it.
Archie: Well (593) you're stuffin' them envelopes with radical liberal garbage.
Michael: Why don't you (594) stop putting labels on things you don't understand?

595
Archie reads the contents of the letters and questions Edith.
Archie: VD, you know what that means Edith?
Edith: VD, no wait don't tell me. I know it's someone’s initials.
Archie: (595) Well you ask a dingbat a question you get a dingbat answer.

596
Archie and Michael are debating how to deal with society’s drop-outs.
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Michael: Look at the United States as a house on fire. Now those kids see the fire but they don't have the
equipment to put it out, does that mean they shouldn't yell help fire, help fire?
Archie: You know I think (596) you're dead from the neck up.

597-598
The Bunkers have received a gift package from Eddie Frazer, a successful friend of Archie.
Michael and Archie: (597) Even way back then I knew he'd make it big someday, a real-go getter.
Archie: Yes! The biggest automobile dealer west of the Mississippi or maybe the whole country.
…
Archie: You know he started selling with nothing but a secondhand Studebaker.
Michael: And no conscience.
Archie: Huh?
Michael: What's he done except become a millionaire?
Archie: Ain't that enough?
Michael: No, that ain't enough, and therein lies the gap between our generations.
Archie: (598) Therein lies the gap between your ears. How dare you look down at a man like Eddie Frazer, a
guy who could buy and sell your whole generation.

599-602
Archie has received a phone call from Eddie Frazer saying he’ll be coming over the following day.
Archie: Alright yous two get ready, tomorrow night you’re gonna have a treat you’re gonna meet Eddie
Frazer at last!
Michael: Archie we’re goin’ to the movies tomorrow night.
Archie: The movies whaddaya mean? Hey (599) what's the matter are you scared you're gonna find out
you're wrong or somethin'? (600) Are you scared you might have to admire a guy with fifty million bucks?
No movie you stay here. C'mon let's get this place cleaned up (601) I don't want my old army buddies to
think we're living like slobs and c'mon get rid of (602) all this pinko propaganda, huh? Let's clear the decks
for some real Americans. Listen, Eddie Frazers gonna have you eatin’ out of his hand.

S01E13 The First and Last Supper
603-607
There is an unspecified argument going on. Archie has read a passage about the creation of Eve from the
Bible.
Michael: <barking>
<Michael and Gloria kiss>
Gloria: Mm.
Archie: Cut that out huh, (603) that ain't all he brought her unto the man for.

…
Archie: Now there it is, black and white. We didn't crawl from under no rocks we didn't have no tails and we
didn't come from monkeys, (604) you atheistic pinko meathead.
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Michael: Archie (605) that's a fairytale, the whole idea of taking a rib out of Adam and making a woman
(606) it's Mandrake the Magician time.
Archie: Do you hear that? (607) He's comparing the lord God to Mandrake the Magician can you believe it?
Edith: No, God is much better known.

608-609
Archie is explaining how man was created in God’s image.
Archie: And then he put the hands, uh, here on the on- on- on the end of the arms because he knew that
that's where they'd be handy.
Edith: That's why they're called hands I suppose.
Archie: Will you stifle yourself, (608) God don't want to be defended by no dingbat.
…
Gloria: That’s right, daddy, look at Vietnam, we're there with his blessings because God is on our side.
Archie: Well? You ain't gonna tell me he's on the side of them godless gooks?
Michael: Why not? (609) God created them gooks too, didn't he?
Archie: I don't wanna talk with you no more.

610
Lionel is at the door, Archie offers him his place at the brunch table.
Archie: Yeah go on over there and you can take my chair Lionel, just sit down next to (610) the gook lovers,
huh?

611-612
Gloria and Michael are excited to hear Edith has accepted to have dinner with the Jeffersons. However,
Edith hasn't told Archie because she's been too scared of Archie's reaction.
Gloria: That's really great, you have discussed this with daddy haven't you?
Edith: How does this sound, hello Mrs. Jefferson about dinner tonight my husband's uncle just died
Gloria: (611) Mother!
Edith: His aunt just died?
Gloria: (612) You can't say that.
Edith: His aunt's in a coma.
Gloria: Mother stop. You didn't tell daddy about this did you?
Edith: I was too scared to.

613-614
Edith is telling Gloria and Michael how she came to accept Mrs. Jefferson’s invitation to dinner. Archie has
been shaving upstairs and is upset to find Edith has been using his razor.
Edith: Oh I don’t know. Mrs. Jefferson and me was having a nice talk in the supermarket and she asked me.
And you know me, I can't say no to nobody.
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Archie: You can say no to me alright, see, (613) the nicest woman in the world, she can't say nothin' to
nobody, but when her husband asks her begs her not to use his razor does he listen to him? No, (614) Edith
why don't you just go out and buy a gun, huh? And I'll shoot myself, it'd be a lot less messy you know I cut
myself four times in the last three seconds up there, there's pieces of my face down the drain on the way to
the ocean. One of these days I'm gonna de-head myself. Now Edith for the last time will you please not use
my razor?

615-626
Gloria breaks the news that Archie and Edith are going to dinner tonight. Archie has tickets to the Mets
game and is upset. Gloria and Edith are trying to tell him who they are going to have dinner with, but only
refer to the Jeffersons as ”these people”.
Archie: These people who are these people?
Gloria: You tell him ma.
Edith: Oh that's alright you tell him dear, I- I don't mind.
Archie: Well c'mon somebody better tell me, who the hell are they?
…
Edith: Yeah Lionel's family they're really very nice people Archie.
Archie: Oh yeah very nice they're wonderful people they're lovely people but they are also colored people.
Gloria: (615) Better hold it there daddy.
Archie: Now (616) listen little girl, been around a lot of places I done a lot of things but there's one thing
Archie Bunker ain't never gonna do and that's break bread with no jungle bunnies.
Gloria: (617) Daddy you stop that, you're talking about Lionel's family.
Michael: That's right Archie (618) they invited you to dinner they didn't throw a brick through your window.
Achie: I'd sooner have the brick, these colored people are always trying to use the social situation to raise
their station.
Michael: (619) That's right, and using you is gonna launch them right into café society.
Archie: (620) Listen wise guy (621) if you wasn't so prejudiced you'd know very well what everybody else
knows, that them people is inferior to us people.
Gloria: (622) Daddy how can a man who believes in God talk like that?
Archie: Because I'm using the common sense that God gave me.
Michael: (623) Common sense, Archie (624) that's out-and-out hate.
Archie: Hate? (625) What has any of this got to do with hate (626) you dumb Polack? I am simply defending
my God-given right as a free American not to sit down to eat with my unequals.
Michael: Oh (inaudible)
Gloria: What’s the use?

627-630
Archie wants Edith to cancel the dinner plans.
Archie: Now Edith get on that telephone and cancel this thing with the Jeffersons.
Edith: Archie I can't that would hurt their feelings.
Archie: Their feelings now (627) what about my feelings? Edith d’you know that Jim McNab and me are
circulating a petition through this neighborhood not to sell no more houses to no more coloreds? And here
(628) you have me sitting down to eat with the first colored family that infilterated the block. I mean Edith
I'm mortifried.
Edith: Well maybe we don't stay too long after dinner.
Archie: No, no, Edith get on that telephone!
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Michael: No, no, now wait a second, (629) why don't you do your own dirty work, huh?
Archie: Alright (630) big mouth I will, you know the number get them on the wire.
Edith: Oh Archie no no please don't please don't.
Archie: Now, now Edith I ain't gonna hurt nobody's feelings.

631-635
Archie has told Mrs. Jefferson a lie on the telephone and is criticized for it.
Archie: Say nothin' now don't say nothin'.
Michael: (631) Oh boy.
Archie: Shh you!
…
Archie: Well there it is no fuss no muss.
Edith: Oh Archie (632) that was terrible telling her a story like that.
Michael: Boy (633) you are some liar you know (634) you oughta be in the defense department.
Gloria: Daddy (635) you're so prejudiced you haven't even met Mr. Jefferson yet.

636-638
Gloria and Michael are going to the Mets game. Archie disapproves of Gloria’s clothing.
Gloria: Well we're going now.
Archie: Wait a minute! What’s this? (636) What the hell you got on here?
Gloria: Hot pants daddy don't you like 'em?
Michael: Well I like 'em I think they're sexy.
Archie: Nobody's talkin' to you, (637) you got a case of the permanent hots anyhow. You remind me of
Fanny Tuhane in them things.
Gloria: Fanny Tuhane who's that?
Archie: She's a girl I used to know when we was kids, (638) she'd show you her bloomers for a bit of your
jelly apple.

639
The doorbell is ringing but Archie wants Edith’s ankle bandaged before the Jeffersons arrive for dinner.
Archie: Hey Edith! Get your ankle in here, will ya? What you got there?
Edith: Well I figured it should be ahot compress. Cold is for headaches so hot is for sprains.
Archie: Oh let me be the doctor here Edith (639) you got enough to handle being a dingbat.

640
Mr. Jefferson has discovered Archie’s neighborhood pledge.
Archie: Just some hunk of junk that somebody just slipped under the door, I hate these handbills Edith (640)
why do you let them come into the house? Who know who brings them around?
Mr: Jefferson: Possibly the people on the un-welcome wagon he, he, he!
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641
The family are discussing how dinner with the Jeffersons went.
Archie: I don't know what I ate.
Edith: (641) He don't know what he ate but he had three helpings of it.
Archie: Will you stifle yourself.
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APPENDIX B: Characters’ Participation in Practices
Table B1 Labor
Observed Participation in Labor Sub-practices
where n is the number of episodes participation was observed in
sub-practice
belch
boil garment
carry
groceries
clean house
college
darn garment
do
maintenance
drink coffee
dry husbands
hands
earn money
eat
make coffee
manage
household
nurse
order pizza
paste trading
stamps
prepare food
serve
beverage
serve food
set table
shave
shop
groceries
sleep
snack
study

Archie

Edith

Gloria

Michael

2
0

0
0

0
1

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
2
0
2

0
1
0
0

1
0
3
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

1
0

0
9
6
0

1
0
7
5

0
0
7
0

0
0
8
0

0
1
0

7
5
0

1
0
0

0
0
1

0
0

1
6

0
3

0
1

1
0
1
1

6
2
5
1

2
2
4
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
3
0

1
1
0
0

1
1
2
1

0
1
3
2

2

Table B2 Institution
Observed Participation in Institution Sub-practices
where n is the number of episodes participation was observed in
sub-practice
accident
answer call
answer door
attend
sermon
cancel invite
consult
lawyer
do charity
donate blood
donate
charity
donate
clothes
expect phone
call
find lawyer
get lawyer
get ticket
go to bar
help neighbor
hire Lionel
invite friend
jury duty
lose claim
mail letter
petition
neighborhood
read
magazine
read
newspaper
receive gift
religion
take dictation
TV
visit doctor
wingding
women's lib
write letter to
president

Archie

Edith

Gloria

Michael

1
1
2

0
1
4

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
1

1
0

0
0

0
0

1
0
1

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
1

0
1
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
0
1

2

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

7
1
1
0
4
0
1
0

0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
1
0
1

1
0
0
0
2
0
1
0

1

0

0

1
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Table B3 Relation
Observed Participation in Relation Sub-practices
where n is the number of episodes participation was observed in

sub-practice
Archie
arm wrestle
bring gift
caress
chair trick
console
correct
wording
dance
examine
photographs
expect baby
feet on table
fix hair
go for walk
greet
have cold
kiss
make advance
marriage
mock slap
monopoly
move house
open gift
organize party
pick card
pick present
play cards
read bible
rent art
see mets
share pajama
sing
smoke cigar
style
visit museum

Edith

Gloria

Michael

1
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
1
2

0
0
3
1
1

0
0
3
1
1

0
0

0
0

0
1

1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
8
0
0

1
0
0
1
0
1
1
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
2
2
0
6
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
2
1

1
1
2
0
2
2
0
6
2
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1

